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In the Circu~t. Court. for the City of Newport. News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 27th day of July, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
· "WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS, SUMMER HEAT" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A t.rue bill. 
J)lot a erae bill:-t 
Witness: 




In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at its 
Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 27th day of July, 1982, in the City of Newport. 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc. , trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 ·warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"SWEDISH EROTICA, NO. 14" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not a trtte 'Bill o 
~ Foreman 
Wit.ness: 




In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 28th day of July, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc. , trading as t.he "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
MAXIMUM, NO. 7" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Produc t.ion, public at. ion, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 








In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 29 day of July, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as t.he "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"HOUSE CALL" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Nat a true sill. 
~~ Foreman 
Witness: 




In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 4th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Bou~ique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with int.ent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"INSIDE CHINA, NO. 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3}(a}(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not a true bill. 
Witness: 
/ / ,./ ·--:-~/ >p:e~7 
. Foreman ·. 




In the Circuit. Court for t.he City of Newport News at 
it.$ Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 6th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc. , trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
~ot a true bill 
-
Witness: 





In the Circuit. Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 9th day of August., 1982, in the City of Newport. 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"HOLE PUNCHER, NUMBER 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A ~rue bill. 
lle e a t.I ae sill. _.... 
Witness: 




In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the lOth day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport. 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
~;;tw )/IF#f41Jt 
"EROTIC UESS.ASE, CAMPUS SEX" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 




Det. J. T. Parker, Newport News Police Department 
8 
(l• 
INDICTMENT NO. ~(C) BB~F~ 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at its 
Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 11th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc. trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport or 
distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"SHE-MALE ENCOUNTERS, NO. 5" 
In violation of: 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not .a true bi 1 1 • 
Witness: 
Det. J. T. Parker, Newport News Police Department 
9 
(,· -
INDICTt1ENT NO. 4'(~ 3··? · ?e:l. 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at its 
Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 12th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News., Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport or 
distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"CARNAL CLIMAX, VOL. 1, NO. 1" 
In violation of: 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Net a Ll~ bLll.~ 
Witness: 
Det. J. T. Parker, Newport News Police Department 
1.0 
I r.. , 
INDICTMENT NO. 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at its 
Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 16th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport or 
distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"PRICK PLEASERS" 
In violation of: 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not a true bill. 
Witness: 
~ o eman 





In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at its 
CLiminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 17th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
.. 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport or 
distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
''NUTS AND BOLTS'' 
In violation of: 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not a true bill. -
Witness: 
Foreman 





In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at its 
Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 19th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport or 
distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"COCK-TAIL GIRLS, NO. 1" 
In violation of: 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
~iot a true bill. 
Witness: 





In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its. Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 20th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc. , trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"COCK-TAIL GIRLS, NO. 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a}(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Net a true bill.' 
Witness: 





In the Circuit Court for the Cit.y of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 24th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport. 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"BLACK ASS FUCKER, NO. 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A er·ue bill. 
Not a true bJ.ll."' 
Witness: 





In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 25th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"ANAL ANDY, NO . 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 








In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 26th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS, 5" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not a true b1.IT. 
Witness: 




In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 27th day of August, 1982, in the City .of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"GOOD N' PLENTY, NO. 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 








In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 30th day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"SEX IN THE MOVIE" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3}(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
posse·ssion, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Not a trtte eill. 
Witness: 
Foreman 





In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 31st day of August, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unla~fully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"LUST, NO. 5" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Witness: 
Foreman 






In t.he Circuit Court for t.he City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing·September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 1st day of September, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Bout:ique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
''SEX TEACHER, 216'' 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
posse.ssion, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 
Nee a trtte bill:. 
Witness: 





In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that.: 
On the 1st day of September, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772.Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with int.ent to sell, lend, ·t.ransport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"AMERICAN EROTICA, CUNTRY GAL, 145" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.). 
A true bill. 
Net a t~ue biH. 
Witness: 





In the Circuit Court for the City of NewPort News at 
its Criminal Term connnencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 2nd day of September, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"TRIPLEZ, NO. 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
posse.ssion, etc., of obscene items.) 
A trl:le bill. 
sNo t a LI ue Bill. 
~~({ Foreman 
Witness: 




In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
its Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 2nd day of September, 1982, in the City of 
Newport News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book 
Boutique", 13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, 
transport or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"INSIDE CHINA, NO. 1" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
A true bill. 








In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News at 
ir.s Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges that: 
On the 3rd day of September, 1982, in the City of Newport 
News, Wall Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, unlawfully 
had in its possession with intent to sell, lend, transport 
or distribute, an obscene magazine, to-wit: 
"ORIENTAL NOOKIE, NO. 2" 
In violation of : 
Newport News City Code 
Section 27(3)(a)(4) 
(Prod~ction, publication, sale, 
possession, etc. , of obscene .items.) 
A true bill. 
~t a true bill ... 
Witness: 
Foreman l 
Det. J. T. Parker, Newport News Police Department 
25 
INSTRUCTION NO. IO 
The Court instructs the jury that to find the defendant 
guilty, it must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt that it 
had·scienter, or knowledge, of the contents of the magazine at 
issue. It is not necessary that the defendant be shown to hqve 1.: 
6 1" -5 h c t. · kl 'ft. (i.. ,v·: -I;~. )c.,· 
actually seen or read the magazine, but only that it knew~the 
contents of the magazine were obscene. This may be shown by 
circumstantial evidence. 
VlRGit\Il' ... : In t~i':~ Cir·:uit :our': t•)r the City of Newr..o::.-t. :-:~:.·.'s, T~: .. rr.>:lay, th~ 20th 
day of Jc:tnuary, 1983. 
·I n::lictr;·ent No. 8630-82 
City of ~ewport N~vs 
v 
h:all Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootiqne 
In Violation of City Cod~ Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, P~blicati~~, 
Sale, Possession of Obsc~ne ItB~s) 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, t~illiam C. 
Johnson, arrl t~all Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutiq.19 ( herein.::.ft-:r referred to 
I 
'as defendant> and also carre Frederic L. ~oschel, Art Schwartz arrl Brad Reich, 
j :defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was. s":tvurn to 
li 
It 
: :faithfully ani acc-urately take down arrl transcribe the proceedi ~gs herein. 
l: ~, The jury heretofore e.1panelled in this cause resm~ ti-le i.e 
i: 
·' 
l ;seats in the jury box, a.rrl after hearing the instructions of the Crurt and the 
j 
j• 
; ; arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, 
:: arrl after some tine the jury returned into Court and propourded a question to 
1' 
: ithe Court on whether each exhibit haC! to be hamled on its own rcerits, arrl after: 1; . : 
! ! conferring with counsel, the Court responded for the jury to apply the 
,I 
I! j i instructions of the Court to the Indictrrent, whereupon, the jury prQpounded a 
ll 
!!question to the Court as ~whether a mistrial would result in the jury not 
i; 
! ! being able to reach a find.ing on each Indict.nent, to which the Court resporded 
It I 
tito the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action th-: d'=fenda"lt, byi 
I• 
i!. ; : 1ts counsel, excepted, and the jury again r:=tired to th:?.ir room for f.~r.~h~r 
d~liberatioo and again returned into Court ~avi:1g fourrl the follcvli.!'lg verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, firrl the daf.enda..1t, ~all Distr lbuc.:n:s, In::., g·Jilty of. 
oossession \vith intent to s'=ll an otscene nng~zine, to v.~t: "\-IT!~ l~ I'OUC!i OF 
CrASS, 3JM.."1E.'R HEAT", on July 27, 1982, and fix its p.1nishmer:t e..t rour:- Hurrire:i 
Dollars ($400.00> (Signed> G. E. Cowan, Forerran." 
27 
Whereupon, the jury was po lle:1, an:1 the defendant, by 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Newport News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
.of Four Hundred Dollars <$400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
' 
ten ( 10%) percenturn per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendant that it had a right tq. 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
And the record made by the Court Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
J~ikewise personally present and capably represented the defendant. 
28 
I I VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newp:>rt News, Thursday, the 20th; 
I 
day o! January, 1983. i 
I PRESENr: F·red W. Bateman , Jliige. 
j 
Indi~ument No. 8631-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
In Violation of City Ccrle Sectio:-. 
!wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
1 Book Bootique 
27 <3><a><4> (PrOOuction, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obsce.T'le lt..e!!".s; 
I 
I 
This day came again the attorney for the City, willia7. C. 
Johnson, arrl Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Bo:ltique <hereinafter ref~re:J to 
I as def en:lant) and also c::ane Frederic L. ~chel , Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
I defe!'ldant' s attorneys. !l..arjorie F. Ingra7,, eo~.rrt. Reporter, was sworn to 
I 
!faithfully and acc~rately take down and transcribe the proceedings herei~. 
I 
! The jury hP_retofore ~~T'lell~ in this cause re~med their 
I seats in the j.JI:y box, and after hearing the i:1s:.!"'uctions of the Cccrt an5 the 
arguments of (X):.lnsel, the jury retired to their r:cT. to consider their v:rdict., 
arrl after SOilE tirre the jury returned into Co.l.rt a.--G prop:>Unded a questic:: to 
the C0·.1rt on wr1e+-Jler each exhibit ha3 to be harrllo:d on its own I':'Erits, are afto 
oonfe!."r ing wi. th oounsel, the Coo.rt res;x>rried for t}Je jury to apply the 
instructions of the Court to the Indi~--rrent., \tr'ho:rE:.lf.Y..:>n, the jury propoun:ied a 
~q~estion to L~e Court as to whether a mistrial ~ld result in the jury no: 
I beino able to reach a fin:ling on each Indic'"...ne."lt, to which the Court res;::c:Ued 
1 
to the ju::y b:i reading the instruction No. 24, tc 'ohic.\1 action the deferCar::t, b 
I its counsel, excepte:i, arrl the ju_ry again retired to their rcxxn for fu.rt.h-2.r 
la'=lii::€ration a"ri a;Jal.n re":urned into Ccllrt havin~ foi.ln:i t.l-Je folloy,'ing v-=r-cict, 
I to-wit.: "We the jury, fin:l the defe:-.da."Jt, wa::.: :·is:ributors, Inc., guih.~· of 
p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene rragazine, to wit: "SWEDISH ERJ!ICA, 
NJ. 14", on July 27, 1982, arrl fix its punis~"":"e:-1:. a~ Four HJrrl~ed Dollars 
lc$400.00) CSignedl G. E. Cowan, Fore7an.• 
29 
wrereu.{X)n, the ju.."1· was f:Qli.~ , arrl the def erdant, by 
1 counsel, rrove:l the Court to set aside the verdi=t. o: the jury as being con:.rary 
to the law arrl evidence a.rrl on the grourrl~ of E::-ror camJ tte:l by the Crurt., 
which notions the Court doth o ... ~~rule, t'=· whi.:~ a~ior o: th~ Court in 
J overruling the said Irotions, tl.e defendant, t~ :x>Unsel, e,~·:-::..pted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Ca.lrt that the City of 
~ewport News recover against Wall Distributors, I rr. , t/a Book Boutique, the Slill i 
f Four Hurrlred Dollars < $400. 00 > , the fine by t..l-}e jury herein assessed against 1 
't herein in its verdict plus the costs of this proseC'ution, plus interest of 
percentum per annum from this date. 
Tte Calrt advised the deferrlant that it had a right to 
titian for an appeal to the SUpreme Court of Virginia if it so desirerl. 
the record rrade by the Coort Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
·n this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
se the deferrlant was present through it's agent arrl it's attorneys ~e 
ikewise pP_rsonally present and capably repre~ited the defendant. 
,. - . 
- ·---, 









iJIRGINIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of Newp::>rt News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRESENr: . Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8632-82 
City of Newport News· 
v 
t·lall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)Ca><4> (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, a.rrl Wall Distributors, Irx:::. , t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defemant) and also came Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz am Brad Reich, 
i i deferrlant • s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sworn to 
. faithfully and accurately take down ani transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore e~anelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Coo.rt arrl the 
argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider th~ir verdict, 
an1 after sor[e tine the jury returned into Coort arrl propounded a question to 
I 
I 
: ~ the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own neri ts, and aftei, 
·i 
: : oonferring with counsel, the Coort responded for the jury to apply the ,. 
·' I! . . ! 1nstructJ.ons of the Court to the Indict.Irent, whereupon, the jury propounded a 
;· 
; question to the Court as to whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
I: 







; ' to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by 
its counsel, excepted, arrl the jury again retired to their room for further 
d~liberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-Wit: "We the jury, firrl the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene nagazine, to wit: ~~~MUM, NJ. 711 , • 
on July 28, 1982, and fix its p1nishnent at Four Hurrlred Dollars ($400.00) 
<Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman. 11 
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Whereupon ~ 0 the jury was p::>lled , arrl the defendant, by 
counsel, ~roved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as baing contrary · 
to the law and evidence and on the grounds of error ~tted by the Court, 
which motions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said notions, the~defe~ant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
~~~\~rt News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Hundred. Dollars C$400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten ( 10%) percentum per annum from this date. 
The Coort advised the defendant..~ that it had a riqht to 
petition for an appeal to the Suprerre Court of Virginia if it so desire:l. 
~~ the record made by the Court Reporter herein is filed as part of the record . 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the tr~al of this 
case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys wo-re 
::likewise personally present a.rxl capably represented ·the defendant. 
Judge 
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VIRGINIA: In the Cirruit Coort for the City of N~wr;ort News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of.January, 1983. 
PRESENI': Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8633-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Brutique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 C3>Ca><4> (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day came again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, am Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as deferrlant > and also cam: Frederic L. lvk:schel, Art Schwartz arXi Brad Reich, 
defendant • s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was ~rn to 
faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury oox, and after hearing the instructions of the Co.lrt arrl the 
argunents of counsel, the .jury retired to their room to consid~ their verdict,; 
· ani after sorre titre the jury returned into Ccurt and propounied a question to 
j 
the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own nerits, and aft~ 
. 
conferring with counsel, the Ccurt respo~ed for the jury to apply the 
1; i~structions of the Court to the Indictrcent, whereupon, the jury propourrled a 
~- question to the Coort as to whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
!: 
. _being able to reach a fin:iing on each Indictment, to which the Court respoooed 
to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the deferdant, by 
its counsel, excepted, am the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having fourXl the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, firxi the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc. , guilty of 
!_X)Ssession with intent to sell an obscene magazine, to wit: 11 :tiXJSE CALL", on 
July 29, 1982, ani fix its punishn'ent at Four Huoored Dollars C$400.00) CSigne:l) 
G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
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Whereupon, the jury was I;Olled ' and the defendant,. oy 
counsel, noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as b:ing contrary. 
to the la\v and evidence ani on the groun:ls of error comnitted by the Ccurt, 
which m:>tions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said notions , the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Tha...refore , it is considered by the Co..1rt that the City of 
~ev.?:>rt News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
t::n ( 10% > per centum per annum from this d..-=ite. 
•' 
The Court advised the defendant that it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired • 
• rm:l the record rre~e .by the Coort Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
ease the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
ol 
~likewise personally present and capably represented the defendant. 
I 
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I VIRGII\lA: 1 n the Circuit Coort for t..~ City of ~e~J.)rt ~ev.s, Thurs:iay, the 2Dili 
day of January , 198 3. ! 
I 
i i PRESENI' : Fred ~. Bateman , Jooge. 
I Indict.nent No. 8634-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall Distributors, Irx:. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3><a><4> (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, William C. j 
Johnson, arrl Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred t..cf 
as deferrl.ant> arrl also cam: Frerleric L. P..bschel, Art Schwartz arrl Brad Reich, I 
deferrlant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was s~rn to 
I 
faithfully and accurately take down and tr~~cribe ~~e proceedings herein. I 
The jury heretofore enpa.n-:lled in this cause reSUll'Erl their I 
seats in the jury oox, and after hearing the ir1struct.ions of the Crurt arrl t..i-)e i 
! 
arg..lm?nts of counsel, the jury retire:l to their rOCllTI to consider their verdic-:, l 
I 
! 
i and aft-:r sorre time L""le jury returne:l into Co.l.rt ~"rl propo:m:l~ a q;Jestio!: :.o 
I I the Court on whether each ex.~ibi t had to b: ha-rlled on its o;m merits, a-rl a=-:.~~ 
ronferring with counsel, the Coort resp:>rrled for the jury to apply the 
instru~ions of the Court to the Irrli~.....:irent, \lo..,-::r~·upon, the jU....YJ-"' prop:rurrled a 
q.J.~stion to the Coort as to \ttlether a mistria: w.:>uld result in the ju_ry not 
' 
being able to reach a finding on each Iooic~-:-ent., to which the Court. res?:>:J:5-=C j 
I 
to the jury by reading the instruction No. 2~, to which action the aeferrla:1~, by 
i 
I 
its oa~nsel, excepted, and the jury again re~ired to their room for f~rther 
delib=ration arrl again returned into Ca.lrt r"E:\:-ing fourri the follo\<oirt? v-:rdict, I 
j 
I to-wi.t: "Y#.: the jury, firrl the defenda..'1t, "f;all Distrib:Jtors, Inc., guilty of 
r:ossession with intent to sell ~'1 obsce..'1e Ira93Zine, t.o wit: "I''SIDE ~7,.... "Y"' i ~,. u-~.o.'L'"lr 1"-'• I 
i 
1", on A'.lgust 4, 1982, arrl fix its punish..-ne.'"l:. at Four Hurrlred Dollars ($400.00>! 




wbereu~n, the jury was I=Olled, arrl t.ile defendant, by ! I 
! 
I 
oounsel, rroved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as beino contrarvl 
- .. , 
to the law and evidence arrl on the grourrls o: error carmi t ted. by the Ccurt 1 
which rrotions the Court doth overrule 1 to whidi action of the Court in 
overruling t.~e said notions, the defe.rxlant 1 by counsel, excepted. 
I 
I Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
1 I i 
~ewport Ne-ws recover against wall Distributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique, the Sol!:. I 
j f Fcur Hu!rlred Dollars C$400.00>, the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
< 10% > per centum per annum from this date. 
The Calrt advised the deferxiant that it had a right to 
_titian for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
the record nade by the Coort Re:porter herein is filed as part of the record 
n this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
se the defendant was present through it's agent a.rrl it's attorneys ware 
~ikewise personally present a~ capably represa~ted the defendant • 







VI~GINI.Z\: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport News, 'I'hursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRES EN!': . Fred W. Bateman , Jl.rlge • 
Indictment tb. 8635-82 
City of Newport NewS 
v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bcutique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
.. 
This day ca~ again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, am Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as deferdant> and also carre Frederic L. t-bschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
., 
; : defendant • s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was 9\\Urn to 
. faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein • 
.. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
: seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Coort ard the 
argwrents of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, 
! ~ arXi after sone time the jury returned into Coort and propounded a question to 'I 
i; l i the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own neri ts, and after 
., 
f! • • 
J; oonferr~ng Wl. th counsel, the Coort resporrled for the jury to apply the 
II instructions of the Court . to the Indictnent, whereupon, the jury proPounded a 
I ~ 
:. j; question to the Coort as to \ttlether a mistrial \\Ould result in the jury not 






to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, bYt 
its counsel, excepted, am the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having fourd the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, firrl the deferxlant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
possession with intent to sell an obscene magazine, to wit: "WITH A IDUCH OF' 
CLASS" , on August 6, 1982, arrl fix its p.1nishment at Four Hun:lred Dollars 
< $400.00 > (Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
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Wnereupon 1 the jury ~laS J'X)lled 1 and the defendant, by 
counsel, rroved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence arrl on the grourrls of error conmi t ted by the Court, 
which 110tions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
ov~rru ling the said notions, the. defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Ney,port News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Hurrlred Dollar~ ( $400. 00 > , the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
t~n <10%) percentum per annum from this date. 
The Coort advised the defendant ~at it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Supre.Tte Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
And the record made by the Court Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
·in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
·.case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
. ·likewise po-rsonally present arrl capably represented the defendanto 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of Newp:>rt Ne'.vs, Thursday, the 20th 
day of.January, 1983. 
PRESENI': Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8636-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
This day came again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, am Wall Distributors I Inc. I t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defendant) and also carne Frederic L. fuschel, Art Schwartz ani Brad Reich, 
deferrlant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter 1 was· sw;:,rn to 
faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore ernpanelled in this cause resumed their 
,, 
j' seats in the jury oox, and after hearing the instructions of the Court am the 
. arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their roan to consid~ their verdict 1 . 
arrl after some time the jury returned into Coort arrl propourded a question to 
!! 
I the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own merits, and after 
I 
i, I; oonferring with oounsel 1 the Cant responied for the jury to apply the ,. . 
l i instructions of the Court to the Indictment 1 whereupon, the jury prGpOunded a 
II 
.. I! question to the Court as to whether a mistrial w:mld result in the jury not 
: ;. being able to reach a firrling on each Indictment 1 to which the Court resporded 
i ~ ~ : to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by 
I. 
' its counsel, excepted, arrl the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, firrl the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene magazine, to wit: 11lDIE PUNCHER, 
N.JMBER 1", on August 9, 1982, arrl fix its p1nishrrent at Four Hurrlred Dollars 
C$400.00) <Signed) G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
39 
Whereup:>n, the jury was p:>lled, and the defendant, by 
counsel, moved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence and on the grourrls of error commit ted by the Court, 
which rrotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said rrotions, the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore( it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Ne\\port News recover· against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, pl~s interest of 
t~n ClO%) percentum per annum from this dat~. 
The Court aivised the defendant that it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Suprerre Court of virginia if it so desired. 
Ani the record rrede by the Coort Reporter h=r~in is filed as part of t."te r~cord 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
· 'likewise personally present arrl capably represented the defendant. 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of Net\'PQ.Ct News , Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRESE~'T: Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8637-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
t\all Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Cede Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) <Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
This day ca.ne again the attorney for the City, William C. 
· Johnson, an:l Wall Distributors, Irx::., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defendant> and also cane Frederic L. ~schel , Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
defendant • s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sv.orn to 
faithfully an1 accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury oox, and after hearing the instructions of the Coort ani the 
argurrents of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, · 
and after some tine the jury returnerl into Court arrl propourrled a question to 
i l the Court on whether each ~ibi t had to be han:iled on its own neri ts, and after, 
' I oonferring with counsel, the Coort respomed for the jury to apply the I 
~ instructions of the Court to the Indictnent, whereupon, the jury propounded. a 
i· 
liquestion to the Calrt as to 'Whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court responied 
1 
i 
: to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to 'Which action the defendant, by 
its· counsel, excepte:i, ard the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Coort having found t."le following verdict, 
to-wit: 11 Wa the jury, fird the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc. , guilty of 
p:>ssession with intent to sell an obscene rragazine, to wit: "ERO'riC MENAGE, 
CAMPUS SEX" , on August 10 , 1982, and fix its p.1nishment at Four Hurrlred Dollars 
($400.00) (Signed) G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
41 
WhereuJ;X>n, the jury was p:>lled, and the defendant, by 
counsel, m:>ved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as t:eing contrary · 
to the law and evidence and on the groun:ls of error comnittErl by the Coort, 
which mtions the Court doth ove:rule, to which action of the Court in 
o~:'=rruling the said rrotions, the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Newport News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), the fine. by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein .in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten < 10% > per centum per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendan~ that it had a right to 
petition for an ap~al to the Suprerre Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
Ard the record made by the Court Re{X>rter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
case the defendant was present through it 1 s agent ard it 1 s attorneys ~re 




Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Ba.ltique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) <Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, arrl \~all Distributors, In:., t/a Book Boutique <hereinafter referred to 
as defendant> and also cane Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
deferdant • s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was· ~rn to 
faithfully and accurately take down ani transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Court an1 the 
argum:mts of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consid~ their verdict, · 
arrl after sorre tine the jury returned into Coort ard propounied a question to 
the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own rreri ts, arrl after 
I 
conferring wi. th counsel, the Ccurt respon;led for the jury to apply the 
instructions of the Court to the Indictnent, whereupon, the jury propounded a 
i · question to the COlrt as to whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
i· 
. ~ing able to reach a fiooing on each Indict:nent, to which the Court responded 
to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which act~on the defendant, by 
its counsel, excepted, arrl the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following ve~ict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, fini the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
possession with intent to sell an obscene nagazine, to wit: "SHE-MALE 
E~NrERS, 00. 5", on August 11, 1982, and fix its p.1nishment at Four Hun::lred 
Dollars < $400.00 > < Signro) G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
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Whereupon, the jury was polled, arrl the defendant, by 
counsel , nnve:l the Coort to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law arrl o:vidence and on the grounds of error conmi tted by the Court, 
\J."lich rrotions the Court doth overrule, to \\hich action of the Ccurt in 
overruling the said rrotions, the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Crurt that the City of 
NeWf)Ort News recover. against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
'ten ( 10%) percentum per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendant Lhat it had a right ta 
petition for an appeal to the Suprerre Court of Virginia if it so desire:l. 
And the record made by the Court Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
. in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
i case the deferdant was present through it 1 s agent and it 1 s attorneys w:u-e 
I !· 




VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport NeviS, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRESENI': Frerl W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8639-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
.. 
This day came again the attorney for the City, Willia~ c. 
Johnson, ard Wall Distributors, Irx::., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referre:l to 
· as defendant> and also came Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
l: defendant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sworn to 
faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the.proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
i, seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Ccurt a.rd the 
j. 
:; argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, 
I; and after sare tine the jury returned into Ccurt and propourrled a question to ·, 
l. I 
:.the Court on whether each ~ibit had to be handled on its own merits, and afterj 
.'! I 
l1 oonferring with counsel, th~ Court resporrled for the jury to apply the i 
!: instructions of the Court to the In:iic'"...ment, whereupon, the jury propounded a I 
lj I 
! question to the Court as to \obether a mistrial ~r.Duld result in the jury not ! 
ll being able to reach a finding on each Indict.rnent, to which the Court responded 
, 
::to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by 
.. 
:: its counsel, excepted, am the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, firrl the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
p:>ssession with intent to sell an obscene nagazine, to wit: "CARNAL CLI~, 
VOL. 1, ro. 1", on August 12, 1982, and fix its p.:tnishment at Four HUn:lred 
Dollars < $400. 00 > <Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
45 
.. 
Whereupon, the jury was polled, arrl the defendant, by 
· counsel , noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence and on the grounds of error committed by the Court, 
which rrotions the Coort doth overrule, to v.tlich action of the Crurt in 
overruling the said motions, th~ defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Crurt that the City of 
~eY.port News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Frur Hundred Dollars ( $400. 00 > , the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
t-=n (10%) perc'=ntum per annum from this date. 
Tl'E Court a:ivised the defendant: that it had a right to 
po=tition for a'1 appeal to the Suprerre Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
Arrl the record nade by the Crurt ReiX>rter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
likewise personally present and capably represented the defendant. 
46 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of NewpJrt News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of-January, 1983. 
PRESENI': Fred W. Bateman, Juige. 
Indictment No. 8640-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, ard Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defendant> ani also came Frederic L. M:>schel, Art Schwartz ard Brad Reich, 
~ : I 








faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings ~...rein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Court arrl the 
argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their roan to consid& their verdict, ; 
aiXi after soma tine the jury returned into COJ.rt arxi propourrled a question to 
. . 
the Court on whether each exhibit had to be harrlled on its own nerits, arrl after 
. I 
oonferring with counsel, the Court resporded for the jury to apply the 
j• 
1, instructions of the Court to the Indictrrent, whereupon, the jury propourded a 
'I 
jl ! 
;; question to the Court as to whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 1 
i '. being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court resporrl.ed l 
I: I 
: : to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by 
its counsel, excepted, an:i the jury again retired to their room for furtbo....r 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-wit: 11 We the jury, firrl the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
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Il)Ssession with intent to sell an obscene nagazine, to wit: "PRICK PIEASERS", 
on August 16, 1982, ani fix its p.tnishrcent at Four Hurrlred Dollars <$400.00) 
<Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
W'l'Ereup:>n, the jury was .[X)lled, and the defendant, by 
oounsel, noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence and on the grounds of error cornrrdtted by the Court, 
which rcotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said 110tioris, the defeniant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore( it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Newport News recover' against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the s..1rn 
·of Fcnr Hur.dred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, pl~s interest of 
ten ( 10%) per centum per annum from this date. 
.. 
The Court advised the defendant that it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
An:1 t.l-te record made by t.l)e Ccurt Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
. in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
i 
i:case the defeniant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys ware 
ii . 
:r 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Ne'.vport Ne'NSI Thurs1ay 1 the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRESENl': Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8641-82 
City of Ne\-1fX)rt News 
v 
~\all Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Boutique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, ani Wall Distributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
: · as defemant > and also came Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
I. deferdant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reoorter, was S\"~rn to 
I -
faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Coort arrl the 
argurrents of co~sel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, : 
ard after some time the jury returned into Court ard propoumed a question to 
:; the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own neri ts; arXi after 1: · I l: oonferring with oounsel, th~ Ccurt respomed for the jury to apply the ! 
! i instructions of the Court to the Indictment, whereupon, the jury propounded a I 
:: I ll question to the Court as to whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
li being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court responded 
li I 1: ; 
. : to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24 1 to which action the defendant, by; II : 
i' 
its oounsel, excepted, arxJ. the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-wit: 11 We the jury, find the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
p:>ssession w.i. th intent- to sell an obscene negazine, to wit: "WTS AID BOLTS", . 
49 
on August 17, 1982, an:i fix its p..tnishment at Four Hun:lred Dollars ($400.00} 
(Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
Wh:reupon, the jury was polled , and the defendant, by 
couns~l, nnved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as b=ing contrary 
to the law and evidence am on the grourrls of error corrmi tted by the Court, 
Y-'hich rrotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overr11 ling the said notions, the. defendant, by counsel , excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Coort that the City of 
Ne\tJpart News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Foor Hundred Dollars < $400. 00 > , the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
. it herein .in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten ( 10%) par centum per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendan~ that it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
Arrl t..l-te record rrade by the Coort Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
. case the deferrlant was present through it • s agent and it 's attorneys \Ere 
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VIRGINIA: In the ·circuit Coort for the City of Newport News, Thursday, t.l-)e 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRESENI' : Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8642-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Nall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3){a){4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, arrl Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defendant> and also cam: Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz apd Brad Reich, 
defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sworn to 
faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Coort ard the 
arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, ; 
ard after sana time the jury ret~ne4 into Co.lrt and propowrled a question to 




; ' conferring with counsel, the Court resporrled for the jury to apply the 
I I 
I 
J. I ,, j : inStructions of the Court to the Indictment, whereupon, the jury propourx:led a 
1. j ~. question to the Court as to whether a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court responded 
to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defen::lant, by 
its oounsel, exceptei, arrl the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, firrl the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
51 
p:>ssession with intent to sell an obscene magazine, to wit: "COCK -TAIL GIRIS, 
NJ. 1", on August 19, 1982, arrl fix its p.1nishm:mt at Four Hurrlred Dollars 
($400.00> (Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
vfuereupon, · the jury was polled, and the defetrlant, by 
counsel, moved the Court to set aside the verdict of the j~~ as being contrary 
to the law an:l evidence arrl on the grounds of error canmi tted by the Court, 
which rrotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
~ 
overruling the said rrotions, the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Newport News recover against ·Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, th~ sum 
of Four Hu.rrlred Dollars < $400. 00) , the fine by the jury herein asse.ssed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten ( 10%) per centum per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendant ~~at it had a right tq, 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
And ~,e record made by the Court Reporter herein is ~iled as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
! ;likewise ~_rsonally present arrl capably represented the defendant. 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of NevJpert News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRES EN!': · Fred W. Bateman , Judge. 
Indictment No. 8643-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Boutique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
•' 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, t.Villiarn C. 
Johnson, an:i Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinaft-er referred to 
: as defendant> and also came Frederic L. .f.bschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
I, 
~ defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was ~rn to 
; . faithfully am accurately take down ard transcribe the ~roceedings herein. 
'i 
I. The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
i! 
l ~ 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of t..l-te Court am t."'le 
arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, , 
i' i; ard after some time the jury returned into Court am propoun:led a question to 
l ~the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own rrerits, · arrl after; 
I' I 
1 l oonferring wi. th counsel, the Court responded for the jury to apply the l 
I ~ • II instructions of the Court to the Irrlictnent, whereupon, the jw:y propounded a 
!;question to the Court as to whether a mistrial w::>uld result in the jury not 
" 
i ;being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court resporxled 
,: 
1:to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by' 
its . counsel, excepted, arrl the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following ve~ict, 
to-wit: 11 We the jury,. find the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
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I 
p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene Ill3.gazine, to wit: 11 a::x:K -TAIL GIRlS, 
00. 1", on August 20, 1982, am fix its p.1nishm:nt at Four Hundred Dollars 
· ( $400 • 00 > (Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
Whereupon, the jury was polled, and the defen:iant, by 
counsel, rroved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence and on the grounds of error ~tt~ by the Court, 
which rrotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said rot ions , the' defeooant , by counsel , excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
Ne~rt News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
of Four Humred Dollarp ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten ( 10%) percenturn per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendant that it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so d~sired. 
An:l t.l-}e record made by the Ccurt Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
case the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 
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VIRGit\TIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of .January, 1983. 
PRESENI': Fred W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8644-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
\-/all Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene I terns) 
.'· 
This day came again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, am Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defendant> and also came Frederic L. MJschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
··defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was· sworn to 
faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Court am the 
argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, ! 
. ! 
! 
ard after some tine the jury returned into Court and propourxied a question to 
. i 
. I 
; : the Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own treri ts, arxl after 
' i ; conferring wl th counsel, the Calrt responded for the jury to apply the 
I, . 
I 
: : instructions of the Court to the Indictmant, whereupon, the jury propoumed a 
question to the Court as to \atlether a mistrial would result in the jury not 
::being able to reach a firrling on each Indictrrent, to which the Court responded 
i 
! 
' to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by 
its oounsel, excepted, arxi the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, find the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
55 
p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene nagazine, to wit: "BI.Aa< ASS FUa<ER, 
00. 1", on August 24, 1982, arrl fix its p.1nishrrent at Four Hurrlred Dollars 
($400.00) (Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
Wl'ereupon, the jury was p::>lled, and the defendant, by 
. . 
oounsel, rcoved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence am on the groun:ls of ~rror committed by the Court, 
which rcotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said notions, the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered oy the Court that the City of 
Newport Ne'WS recover. against ·wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the SJm 
of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this proseoltion, plus interest of 
ten ClO%> percentum per annum from this date. 
The Court advised the defendant that it had a right to· 
petition for an appeal to the SUpreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
An:l t.~e record made by the Court Rel;X)rter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
· case the defen:lant was present through it 's agent and it 's attorneys ~e 




, VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
I I PRESENT: · Fred W. Bateman, Judge. · 
. Indictrrent No. 8645-82 
' City of Newport News 
· wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bcutique 
: In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William C. 
i: 
; . Johnson, arrl Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred tO. 
!; I as defendant> ard also came Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz ard Brad Reich, 
i! defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was !M:>rn to I ~ . 
! ! faithfully and ac~ately take down arrl transcribe the l?roceedings herein. 
I' J; 
II The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their j; seats in the jury box, ard after hearing the inst,ructions of the Court ard the 
I; argunents of oounsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, ! 
I! '• 
'; ard after sone time the jury returned into Court am propoun:ied a question to ! 
I . I 
I 
the Court on whether each ~bit had to be han31ed on its own :uerits, ard aftezj 
, oonferring with counsel, the Court respomed for the jury to apply the 
I instructions of the Court to the Indictment, whereupon, the jury propounded a 
I
I question to the Court as to whether a mistrial 'A~ld result in the jury not 1 
I being able to reach a finding on each Indict.Irent, to which the Court responded j 
~~to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to mich action the defendant, 







deliberation and again returned into Court having found the following verdict, 
; · to-wit: "We the jury'· firrl the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc. , guilty of 
57 
i• 
j : };OS session with intent to sell an obscene magazine , to wi. t: "ANAL Al.'DY, NJ. .1" , 
,. 
' l; on August 25 I 1982 I am fix its plnishment at Four Hund+ed Dollars ( $400. 00) 
j: 
1 : <Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
,! ...... 
li 
1 Whereupon, the jury was tolled, and the deferrlant, by 
I 
; . oounsel1 mved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
: to the law and evidence arrl on the grourrls of error commi ti:ed by the crurt, 
! 
j: which rcotions. the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
I 
, overruling the said notions, the deferrlant, by counsel, excepted. 
,. 
I Therefore, it is considered by the Coort· that the City of 
I' 
~Newport News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum 
! of Fcur HuOOred Dollars <$400.00>, the fine by the jury herein assessed again.st p . . 
1 :it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution 1 plus interest of 
~ ~ 
' ten < 10%) per centum p:'...X annum from this date. 
·' The Ccmt advised the defendan€ that it had a right to 
jl 
::petition for an appeal to the Suprerre Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
: .Ard the record made by the Cant Rep:>rter herein is filed as part of the record · 
,; 
:.in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
l icase the deferrlant was present through it 1 s agent and it 1 s attorneys ware 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport News, Thur:rlay, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
PRESENI': F-red W. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8646-82 
City of Newport News 
v 
Wall·Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bo.ttique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Produ~ion, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William C. 
Johnson, arrl Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
as defendant) and also came Frederic L. M::>schel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
: l defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was. 8\\0rn to 
. faithfully and accurately take down and ·transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore errpanelled in this cause resulTed their I 
j 
: ; seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Court arxl the l 
I 
:arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, i 
. ' 
arXl aftei' sate tine the jury returned into Coort arxl propourded a question to I 
, the Court on whether each exhibi~ had to be handled on its own merits,· am af~ 
; ~ 
i I oonferring with counsel 1 the Court responded for the jury to apply the 
I! li instructions of the Court to the Indict.Irent, whereupon, the jury propoumed a 
lj quiastion to the Court as to \\h~ther a mistrial w:>uld result in the jury not 
I, . 
Ji being able to reach a finding on each Indict.Irent, to which the Court responded 
; ~ to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendalit, ~ 
. . 
I 
. its counsel, excepted, ~ the jury again retired to their room for further ! 
i deliberation and again returned· into Court having foum the following verdict, 
to-wit: 11 We the jury, fim the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
59 
-p::Jssession with intent to sell an obscene- magazine, to wit: "WZ:TH A TCXJCH OF 
CLASS, 5", on August 26, 1982, am fix its p;tnishment at Four Hurrlred Dollars 
($400.00) (Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
Whereupon, the ~ was ;olled , ard the defendant, by 
counsel, novl9d the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law arrl ev~dence arrl on the grourrls of error corcuni. tted by the Court, 
which notions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said mtions, the; defemant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Ccurt that the City o~ 
· Ne'NpOrt News recover. against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum: 
I 
I 
of Fcur Hurrlred Dollars C $400. 00) , the fine by the jury herein assessed against 1 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs ·of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten ( 10%) per centum per annum from this date. 
... 
The Court advised the defendant that it had a right to 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Vi~ginia if it so desired. 
Anl the record rrade by the Ccllrt Reporter he.rein is filed as p:lrt of the record 
1 ; in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
lj 
I. . 
qcase the defen1ant was present through it's agent ard it's attorneys ware 
I! 
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VIRGINIA: 
1: 
In the Circuit Ccurt for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th· 
day of January, 1983. 
~ PRESENI': Fred w. Bateman, y-udge. 
I' 
: · Indictnent No. 8647-82 
; ·City of Newport News 
: In Violation of City Code Section . 
27 ( 3) (a) ( 4) <Production, Publication, ; 
·Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 





This day carre again the attorney for the City, William c. 
,: . 
1; Johnson, and Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred tQ 
J: I 
'I as defendant) am also came Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
defendant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sworn to 
ll faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
I' 
11 The jury heretofore enpanelled in this cause resmed their 
/ i seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Ccw:t and the 
I argunents of rounsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict,/. 
/ and after soue t.iDe the jury returned into Ccw:t ard prOJ?ouined a question to i 
I 1 
the Court on whether each exhibit had to be hamled on its own nerits, ard after 
I 
conferring wi. th counsel, the Court respoaied for the jury to apply the 
instructions of the Court. to the Indictment, whereupon, the jury propoumed a 
question to the Ccnrt as to whether a mistri~ would result in the jury not 
11 being able to reach .a finding on each Indictrrent, to which the Court resporxled 
I! to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to lthl~ action the defendant, ~ 
I, 
· t: its counsel, excepted, arrl the jury again retired to their room for further· !: 
de~iberation ard again return~ into Court having foum the followin~ verdict, 
I 
. . to-wit: "We the jury·, .fim the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
61. 
I 
j! I;X)Ssession with intent to sell an obs~e magazine, to wit: "enD N'PIENI'Y,. ro. 
i . 1" , on August 27 , 1982, arrl fix its p.1nishment at Four· Hun:lred Dollars < $400. 00) j! 
I ; <Signed) G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
,, 
I 
Wh3reuJ:X>n, the jury was p::>lled, ani the deferrlant , by 
: · counsel, roverl the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contr~ 
to the ~w ard evidence ani on the grourds of error conunitted by the Coort, 
; 
I; ~: which rotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
.. I 
overruling the said notions, the defeniant, by counsel, excepted· 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
. Newport News recover against Wall D~stributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique, the sum, 
o~ Fcur Hurxlr'~ Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed again.st 
1 
··it herein .in its verdi·ct plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
ten ( 10%) per centum per annum from this date. 
Tte Ccurt advised the-defendant that it had a right to 
.... ~ 
petition for an appeal to the SUprene Court of Virginia if it so desirerl. 
&"rl ~l-te record rrade by the Court Reporter herein is filed as part of the record ~ 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
. case the deferrlant was present through it's agent aJXi it's attorneys ware 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of.January, 1983. 
: PRESENI': Fred W. Bateman, Jtrlge. 
Indict.rrent No. 8648-82 
City of Newport News 
. 
. In Violation of City Code Section 
·.v 27 < 3 > (a> < 4 > ( Prcxiuction, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William c. 
Johnson, arrl Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
. ·as defendant> ani also came Frederic L. MJsch~l, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 
! ! defendant's attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was· ~rn to 
'/ 
. ; 
:1 faithfully ani accurately take down and ·transcribe the proceedings herein. 
The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
; : • • • I I 
; ! seats ~n the JUIY box, and after hear~ng the ins~ctlons of the Colrt am the ~ 
: I 
; ; argwrents of counsel, the jury retired to their roan to consider their verdict , ! 
. . ! 
I 
l, ani after sone tiDe the jury returned into earn:- ani propourded a question to 1 
!: the Court on whether each exhibit had to be hamled on its own merits~ am· afterl 
II ~erring with OJUilSel, the Colrt respo~ for the jury to apply the 1 
I! instructions of the Court to the Indictment, whereupon, the jury propoumed a 
l1 . I ! question to the Colrt as to ~ther a mistrial \\'Oilld result in the jury not 
1 It being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court responded 
I. ! j. 
i: to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to ~ich action the defemant, bY 
.. 
its counsel, excepted, am the jury again retired to their room for further 
deliberation am again returned into Court having foum the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, fim the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
63 
J;X>Ssession with intent to sell an obscene magazine, to wi. t: .. SEX IN THE M)VIE" , 
on August 30, 1982, and fix its punishment at Four Hundred Dollars < $400.00) 
' <Signed> G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 
Whereupon, the jurY was {X)lled, and the defendant, by 
oounsel, roved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law and evidence arrl on the grourrls of error canmi tted by the Coort, 
which mtions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
everruling the said notions, the defernant, by counsel, excepted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Coort that the City of 
~ .Ne'Wpart News recover against· Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, th~ sum, 
! :Of Foor Hurrlred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
j' . 
i 
i:it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
' 
, ten ( 10%) p::'-I'centum per annum from this date. 
~J(-!t.' 
T~ Coort advised the defendant that it had a right tc?, . 
. ~titian for an appeal to the Suprene Court of Virginia 'if it so desire:i. 
,, 
·Aid the record rrade by the Court Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all times during the trial of this 
I• • 
':case the defendant was present through it 1 s agent ani it 1 s attorneys were 







' VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport· News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
'· 
PRESENI': Fred W. Bateman, '!udge. 
i .Indictrcent No. 8649-82 
;city of Newport News 
'j! 
·v 
: In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
·Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Boutique 
... 
This day cane again the attorn~y for the City, Willi~ c. 
l Johnson, am Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
!: 
j 
I. :as defendant) ard also carte Frederic L. 1-bschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, I . 
~~ef~'s attorneys. MarjOrie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sworn to 
l ;faithfully ard ·acrurately take down arrl transcribe the proceedings herein •. 
I; . The jury heretofore enq;~anelled in this cause resuned their 
!~seats in the jury oox, and after hearing the instructions of the Ccmt arx1 the 
I! 
.argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, 
I j • 
kuxi after some tine the jury returned into Court and prop6unied a question to ! I . . . I 
I . . . I jthe Court on whether each exhibit had to be hazxlled on its own neri ts, ard after 1 
bnterring with CXJWlSel, the. Court responded for the jury to apply the I 
I I 
fnstructions of the Court to tba Illdictllent, whereupon, the jury propounded a I 
rtion to the ecw:t as to whether a mistrial. "'Uld result in the jury not ·1 
·r:eing able to reach a finding on each Indictllent, to which the Court responded I 
~ the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defendant, by! 
; i 
. l its counsel, excep~, am the jury again retired to their room for further ! 
II 




1to-wit: "We the jury, .firn the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., auiltv of 
65 
--~ --II 
i p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene rragazine, to wit: .. msr, N). 5" , on 
I . 
I August 31, 1982, arrl fix its pmishlrent at Four Hundred Elollars ( $400. 00) 
I j ( s igne:l > G.. E. Cowan, Foreman o" 
Whereupon, the jury was tnlled, ani the defendant, by 
1 
counsel, noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 
to the law· and evidence ani on the groums of error carmi tted by the Court, 
:which mtions the Court doth overruie, to which action of the Co~ in 
' I 
:overruling the said notions, the defemant, by counsel, excepted. 
,. 
I 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the City of 
1 
.Newport . News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc o , t/a Book Boutique, the Slitl 
I . • 
'· 
! : o~ Foor Hunired Dollars < $400. 00 > , the fine by the jury herein assessed again$t 
; it herein .in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
I, 
li II 
I' II ,. 
·' 
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VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Ccurt for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of ·January, 1983. 
PRESENr: Fred w. Bateman, Judge. 
Indictment No. 8650-82 
City of NewpJrt News 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a).(4) (Prcxluction, Publication, r 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items) 
Wall Distributors, Irx:. t/a 
Book Boutique 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William C. 
•( Johnson, and Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred td 
~ ! I i; as defendant> and also carre Frederic L. MJschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, 








~ · faithfully ard accurately take down ard transcribe the proceedings ~-rein. I 
:, i j! The jury heretofore eapanelled in this cause reswred their I 
! ! seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the COlrt and the I 
i! argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their roan to consider their verdict, I 
;I 
11 ard after sare tine the jury returned into Ccllrt and propoumed a question to 
'I 
~e Court on whether each exhibit had to be handled on its own nerits, and aft 
conferring with oounsel, the Ccllrt respomed for the jury to apply the 
! instructions of the Court to the Irdictment, whereupon, the jury propounded a I 
i 
1 
question to the coo.rt as to 'ittlether a mistrial w::>uld result in the jury not 
! I baing able to reach a £iDling on each Indictment, to which the Court responded I' . i! to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to mich action the defendant, b~ 
, its counsel, excepted, ani the jury again retired to their room for further ! 
deliberatio.n ·and again returned into COlrt having foum the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the jury, fim the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., gu.iity of 
67 
pjSsession with intent to sell an obscene magazine, to wit: "SEX TEACHER, 216" ~ 
on September 1, 1982, am fix its p.1nishrrent at F•our Humred Dollars ( $400.00) 
. I 
: : (Signed) G. E. Cowan, Foreman. u 
•' 
Wb:!reupon , the jury was p:>lled, and the defen:lant, by 
I 
.. oounsel, noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary 1 
il 
' 
·to the law and evidence arx1 on the grourds of error camnitted by the Ccurt, 
which notions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said nntions, the d~erdant, by counsel, ~cepted 0 
Therefore, it is considered ey the Ccurt that the City of 
I 
l Newport News recover. against. Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, the sum! 
1 of Frur Hunired Dollars ( $400. 00 > , the fine by the jury herein assessed against 
. 
it herein in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, plus interest of 
; ten ( 10%) per centum per annum from this date. 
The Ca.trt advised the defeman~ that it had a right td 
petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
Arl:l the record nade by the Coort Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
~;case the deferdant was present through it 1 s agent and it 1 s attorneys were 
., 
I 
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In the Circuit Coort for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
I; 
1:PRESEN1': . Fred w. Bateman, Jlrlge •. 
!:Indictment No. 8651-82 
l ~City of Newport News· 
I; 




; Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
; Book BOltique 
In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William c. 
~Johnson, an:1 Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to 
I 
:as defeOOant> ani also came Frederic L. M::>schel, Art Schwartz a1Xl Brad Reich, ! 
I defendant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was sworn to 
ifai~fully ani. accurately take down ani transcribe the proceedings herein. 
I 
i 
I The jury heretofore empanelled in this cause resumed their 
! seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Coort an:1 the 
I argunents of counsel, the jury retired to their. roan to consider their verdict, 
' I and after some tine the jury returned into Colrt and propou.rded a question to 
I . 
the Court on whether each exhibit had to be haniled on its own neri ts, an:1 after! 
oonferring with oounsel, the Court resi;X>nded for the jury to apply the 
instructions of the Court to the Indicbtent, whereupon, the jury propounded a 
question to the Court as to ~ether a mistrial \«>Uld result in the jury not 
being able to reach a finding on each Indicbtent, to which the Court responded 
to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to \4lich action the defendant, byj 
I its counsel, excepted, an:1 the jury again retired to their room for further ! 
I 
l deliberation ani again returned into Court having fourxl the following Verdict, ' 
I I . 
1
1 
to-wit: "We the jury, fini the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
' ~ 
69 
! p::>ssession with intent to sell an obscene rragazine, to wit: "AMERICAN EROTICA,·: 
II I :; ClJNI'RY GAL", on September 1, 1982, am fix its p.lniShirent at Four Hun:ired I 
~~ II I ~ Dollars < $400. 00 > <Signed> G. E. cowan, Foreman. I wnereupon, the jury was p::>lled, a.rrl the defendant, by 
., I! counsel, mved the Coo.rt to set aside the verdict of the jury as being oontrary : 
. ji 1 • I 
1; to the law ard evidence arrl on the grourds of error comnu. tted by the Court, 
• l • 
l! llklich notions the Coo.rt doth overrule, to llklich action of the C01rt in 
H overruling t~ said nctions, the defe~, by counsel, excepted.· 
I 
Therefore, it is considered by the Coort that the City of 
! 
; ·Newport News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique, the Sllll: 
: of Four Hurxlred Dollars ($400.00>, the fine by the jury herein assessed against ; 
• ! 
1: it herein .in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, ·plus interest of ' 
; ten ( 10% > per centum per annum from this date. 
The Coort advised the defend~~ that it had a right to 
: petition for an appeal to the Suprene Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
Arrl the record rrade by the Ccurt Reporter herein ·is filed as part of the record 
in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
: case the defendant was present through it's agent arrl it • s attorneys ~e 
!; 
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VIRGINIA: In the .Circuit Ccurt for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th 
day of January, 1983. 
· PRESENl': Fred W. Bateman, J~ge. 
: Indictrrent No. 8652-82 
. , C~ty of Newport. News 
: In Violation of City Code Section 
:· 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Boutique 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 
sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
This day cane again the attorney for the City, William C. 
; ,Johnson, ani Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to: 
I ~ . j i as defendant) aiXi also came Frederic L. Mcschel, Art Schwartz aiXi Brad Reich, 
:~defeniant's attorneys. Marjorie F. I~am, Court Reporter, was ~rn to 
,, . 
i j faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the proceedings herein. 
II The jury heretofore errpanelled in this cause resum:d their 
! j seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Court and the l iargwrents of oounsel, the jury retired to their room to consid& their verdict, 
I and after sooe tima the jury returned into Court and propoun:ied a question to j I the Court on whether each exhibit ~to be haixlled on its own nerits~ aiXi aft · 
I o:.mferring with oounsel, the Cau:t responded for the jury to apply the 
· I instructions of the Court to the Indicbnent, whereupon, the jury propoun:led a I ~stion to the Court as to whether a mistrial WJUld result in the jury not 
,, being able to reach a finding on each Indicbnent, to which the Court responded I j, . . 
I! to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to which action the defemant, bY. 
1! I 
! ! its counsel, excepted, am the jury again ret-ired to their room for further 
; 
deliberation an::1 again returned into Court having foun1 the following verdict, 
to-wit: "We the iurv, fird the defendant, Wall Distributors. Inc. • auiltv of 
. 71. 
- . . -· -- -.~. 
· to · t 11TRIPT T!lz , 'II.T\. 1" , p:>ssession with intent to sell an obscene nagaz1.ne, Wl. : . .u;. l.'fJ 
on September 2, 1982, and fix its p1nishnent at Four Hurrlred Dollars ($400.00) 
(Signed) G. E. Cowan, Foremano" 
Whareupon, . the jury was {;X)lled, and the defendant, by 
OJUnsel, roved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary: 
: · to the law ani evid~ce arrl on the groun::ls of error comnitted by the Calrt, 
which rcotions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
overruling the said notions, the deferdant, by counsel, excepted. 
I! Therefore, it is considered by the Calrt that the City of 




Newport News recover. against Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique, th~ SliD' 
I liof Foor Hmrlred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against I 
j;it herein in its verdict plus the costs Qf this prosecution, plus interest of 
,, 






Th2 Ccllrt a:lvised the defendant that it had a right to 
!:petition for an appeal to the SUprerre Court of Virginia if it so desired. 
•t . 
I 
i ;Ani the record rrade by the Ca.1rt Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 
I' 
II . 
1 ;in this case. ·rhe Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this 
' . I 
icase the defendant was present through it's agent and it's attorneys were 





1 VIRGINIA: In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport. News, Thursday, the 20th: 
1: day of January, 1983. 
io 
I ; PRESENI': · Fred W. Bat~, Judge. 
:• 
i• 
I .Indictnent No. 8653-82 





~ Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Bootique 
In Violation of City Code SeCtion 
27 < 3 > <a> < 4 > <Production, Publication , 
.Sale, Possession of Obscene Items> 
,;· 
This day carre again the attorney for the City, William c. 
. I 
i.Johnson, am Wall Distributors, Inc., t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred to: II . i 
lias defendant l and also came Frederic L. Moschel, Art Schwartz and Brad Reich, I 
~~def~'s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingram, Court Reporter, was S\\'Orn to · j 
I faithfully and accurately take down and transcribe the ~oceedings herein. i 
The jury heretofore empanelled in ~his cause resumed their I 
. seats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of the Ccurt am the 
I arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, I ani after some tine the jury returned into Ccurt and propo1lllied a ques~on to ,. 
the Court on whether each ~bit had to be handled on its own merits, and af~ 
I oonferring with counsel, the Ccurt responded for the jury to apply the 
instructions of the Court to tne Indictment, whereupon, the jury propounded a 
question to the Ccurt as to whether a mistrial w::>Uld result in the jury not 
being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court respomed 
I to the jury by reading the instruction No. 24, to Wch action the defendant, 
I . 
. 1 ! its. counsel, excepted, am the jury again retired to their room for further 
I . . 
! ~ deliberation am again returned into Ccurt having foun:l the following verdict, ;; 
I, 
L to-wit: "We the jury,_ find the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., guilty of 
I possession with intent to sell an obscene IIBgazine, to wit: "INSIDE CliiNA, JSp. "
1 
I 1", on September 2, 1982, am fix its p1nishmant at FoUl;' Hunired Dollars : 
I 
1: <$400 .. 00) (Signed) G. E. Cowan, Foreman." 





1 : oounsel, 
II 
I· 
noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as being contrary [ 
i to the law arxi evidence arrl on the grourds of error ccmnitt~ by the Court, 
I ~ 
: : which mtions the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in 
'i . 
j I overruling the said Jl'Otions, the defen:1ant, by counsel, excepted. 
ji I 
1
, ~efore, it is considered by the Court that the City of j 
I Newport News recover against Wall Distributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique, the sum! 
I of Few: Hu!Dred Dollars ($400.00), the fine by the jury herein assessed against I 
11 it herein ·in its verdict plus the costs of this prosecution, . plus interest of I 
,;. . I 
I' . 
1 i ten ( 10%) percentum per annum from this date.. I 
'I 
l1 Tte Court advised the defendant that it had a right to 
I 
c! 
:petition for an appeal to the Suprene Court of Virginia if it so desirm. 
!j 
: I Ani the record made by the Coo.rt Reporter herein is filed as part of the record f 
~ ~ in this case. The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this ! 
j' 
'I case the defeniant was present through it 1 s agent ani it 1 s attorneys \\ere 
likewise personally present ani capably represented the defendant. 
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VIRGINIA: In the .Circuit Ccurt for the City of Newport News, Thursday, the 20th I 
day of January, 1983. ,
1 Fred w. Bateman, J~ge. 
1 




~ :Indictuent tb. 8654-82 
I :City of Newport News 
:v 
Wall Distributors, Inc. t/a 
Book Boutique 
: In Violation of City Code Section 
27 (3)(a)(4) (Production, Publication, 













I· This day cane again the attorney for the City, William c. ! 
i .Johnson, ani Wall Distributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique (hereinafter referred toll 
1las defendant l ani also c::ane Frederic L. Moschei, Art Schwartz ani Brad Reich, 
I jdefendant' s attorneys. Marjorie F. Ingt:am, Court Reporter, was swom to 
! !faithfully ani accurately take down ani transcribe the proceedings herein. 
ll The jury heretofore en-panelled in this cause reSiliiEd their 
jlseats in the jury box, and after hearing the instructions of ~ Colrt ani the 
11argunen~. of oounsel, the jury retired to their room to consider their verdict, ,am after sane tine the jury returned intO Colrt arXl propounled a question to I - . ~ . 
the Court on whether each exhibit had to be haniled on its own nerits, am after 
conferring with counsel, the Crurt responded for the jury to apply the 
instructions of the Court to the Indictnent, whereupon, the jury propourxled a 
question to the Ccllrt. as to whether a mistrial l.tOUld result in the jury not 
being able to reach a finding on each Indictment, to which the Court responded 
!to the jury by reading the ~on No. 24, to \lbich action the deferdant, 
I 
!!its counsel, excepted, ani the :Jury again retired to t~ir room for further 
:• 
i :deliberation a00 again returned i0t0 Ccllrt having founl the following verdict 1 
:• 
to-wit: "We the jury, fin:i the defendant, Wall Distributors, Inc., auiltv of 
75 
- . '"' --,, 
i l p>ssession wi. th intent to sell an Qbscene rragazine, to wi. t: "9RIENI'AL NXlKIE, 




( $400 .00) CSigne:i) G. E. cowan, Foreman." I; ; i: Whereupon' . the jury was p:>lled' am the defendant' by 
'! 
.; 
: : oounsel, j. noved the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury as baing contrary • 
. I 
. i 
::to the law and evidence and on the grounis of error C'OIIllli.tted by the Court, J 
I ! which mX.i.ons the Court doth overrule, to which action of the Court in i 
i: . I I 
: ·overruling the said rrotions, the defendant, by counsel, excepted. i 
1 
j . Therefore, it is conSidered ~ the Court that the City of I 
1
1Newport News recover against. Wall Distributors, Inc. , t/a Book Boutique, the s.unJ 
I . I of Fc:ur Hun:lred Dollars ( $400.00 > , the fine by the jury herein as~;essed against 
1 it herein in its verdict plus the ~ts of this prosecution, plus interest of 
; i jten < 10%) percentwn per annum from this date. 
The Ccurt advised the defendant that it had a right to i , 
I j petition for an appeal to the Supreme Court of V~rginia if it so desired. 
l 
: Ard the record nade by the Cc:urt Reporter herein is filed as part of the record 1 
,.in this caseo The Court certifies that at all tines during the trial of this I . 
case the deferdant was present through it's· agent ani it's attorneys were 
likewise personally present ani 't2pably represented the defendant. 
76 
QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
1. Whether the trial court erred by denying·the Defendant's Motion 
to Dismiss the indictments on the basis that each indictment failed to allege an 
essential element, scienter, of the crime charged. 
2. Whether the trial court erred by not dismissing the indictments 
on the basis of duplicity. 
3. Whether Section 27-1 et seq. of the Newport News City Code is 
unconstitutional as construed and applied in this particular case, as evidenced 
by a number of erroneous jury instructions utilized by the trial court. 
77 
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CITY OF tiEWPOnT NEt·lS, 
Plaintiff, 
v 
WALL DISTRIBUTORS, INC., 










11 Stenoqraphic transcript of the proceedings had upon 
12 the trial of the above-entitled cause in said court on 
13 January 11, 1982, before the Honorable Fred W. Bateman, 













APPEARAl~CES: lo'Ir. t~illiarn c. Johnson, Assistant 
Cit~{ Attorney. 
~tessrs. Cununing and Patrick 
(Hr. Frederic L. Mo~chel), attorneys 
for the def~neant • 
78 
noma. r.raham "' 
-0 ... 
18 
1 the courts in California and for that reason, the 
2 constitutionality of the Colorado -- rather not 
3 California -- and the constitutionality of the Colorado 
,j· 
4 statute was declared, the statute was declared 
5 unconstitutional.- For that particular reason, I don't have 
6 a citation. 
7 I believe that decision was handed down in 
8 several :~urts, which would be in a parity with our 
9 circuit court level. If the Court wishes, I would like to 
10 have ample opportunity to research it further to provide 
11 the Court with some ci ta tiona. 
12 THE COURT: All right, sir. I' ll overrule your 
13 motion on that. I've taken that position. I simply 
14 overrule it, and I will note your exception. 
15 MR. MOSCHEL: All righ~, sir. Please note·.-our 
16 exception, Your Honor, and with regard to our next motion 






indictment failed to allege essential elements of the 
_crime charged. I'd like to read the indictment as an 
example. Indictment Number 8640-82. 
In reading that indictment, Your Honor, it says, 
"In the Circuit Court in the City of l~ewport News at its 
... 
23 criminal term commencing September 13, 1982, the qrand 
24 jury charges that on the 16th day of Auqust, 1982,.in the 
-25 City of Newport News, Wall Distributors, Inc., tradinq as 
Dorm, liraham h. -\~~;ucialt!s 
RE•.:it:Srrr~fi"O ~~J.t.:,F'E~c;I~-,L;_ 1, ;··-•{•F.P.S 
. 














I the Book Boutiqu~, 13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, 
2 Virginia, unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
I 
3 I sell, lend, transport, or distribute ari~obscene magazine, I 
I 
I. 
4 ~ to-wit:" and then the title of that particular magazine 
I 
5 and then the Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4) is cited, the 





! It is our position, Your Honor, that that · 











element of knowledge or scienter, and I don't believe that 
the City can possibly take any other position •. I don't 
believe the City will take any other position. It. has 
always been a key element in previous prosecutions. 
In citing the Virginia case of Livingston v. 
Commonwealth, 36 S.E. 2d, 561, a 1946 Virginia case, I'll 
·read from Page 566 of the Southeastern Reporter. 
"T.he general common-law rule that an allegation 
of scienter is essential has been much .~edified as to 
statutory offenses and is no longer of universal 
19 application to such offenses. It seems now to be the 
20 general rule that such allegation is unnecessary where 
2i scienter is not an essential element of the offense 
22 charged, or where the statute does not make knowing 
23 violation an element of the offense," but in this 
·24 particular case, Your Honor, knowledge is an essential 
?" -~ ~ement of the offense, and for these indictments to be 
Dunn, [irah~m li. :-\ssuciales 
REGISTE;:':r.'C ~->~CF"E'SC>!Qt,jll' r>!"P:':RTF:RS 
·._ ..... -.... ~. -· -·-· ..... - ·- .. ·-·. . 80 
I 
I 
I valid, knowledge must be alleged to properly apprize 
2 the defendant of the particular charge against him,· and 
3 the mere recitation in the lower left-hand column of the 
4 city ordinance, which is ·allegedly violated, does not cure 
5 the defect. The word knowledge must be contained in the 
6 indictment and for that reason, it is vague and void. 
7 MR. JOHNSON: If I may respond. I think 
8 Mr. Moschel has had a selective reading of the particular 
9 case of Livingston. If you look back just above where he 
10 has read the Court says, "An accusation is not necessarily 
11 vitiated hy failure to charge scienter in direct and 
12 specific words." 
13 It has been held sufficiently alleged, where 
20 
.. 
14 the elements of the offense are so stated as necessarily to 
15 import criminal knowledge and intent, and if you read the 
16 indictments, they say with intent and if, Your Honor, please, 
li if there is some problem, I think the case that he has 
18 cited in the head notes goes on to say that the key issue 
19 here is whe±her the defendant can be aware -- Just a 
20 minute, Your Honor.. Here we go. The head note reads, "In 
21 determining the·sufficiency of .an indictment charging a 
22 statutory offense in language other than that of the 
· 23 statute," and I think that is what he is arguing, is the 
24 first portion of 27-3 (a) • That first sentence in the 
.25 city ordinance has been deleted from the indictment; "In 
nman, firahmu 1\. :1:-i~Ociafm; 
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21 
1 d~ter.mining the sufficiency of an indictment charging a 
2 statutory offense in language other than that of the 
3 statute, .. and we are not saying here, as the language is 
4 provided,and the indictment is different. It's exactly 
5 from the statute. 
6 "The decisive consideration is whether matter 
7 allegedly omitted from the indictment as a result in 
8 depriving accused of a substantial right and sUbjects him 
9 to the danger of being tried upon a charge for which he 
10 has not been indicted," and that is the key issue here. 
11 He has been indicted on this charge, Your Honor. I think 
.·· .. 
12 the defendant is aware that he has been indicted under this 
13 ·charge and what he's been charged with, and I think the 
14 case law is such that we have -- First of all, I would 
15 ·argue that we have said with intent. That, I think, 
16 · proves the scienter, the knowledge and would indicate that 
17' in the indictment it is so indicated and if the Court 
18 feels that is not proper, which I think is. I think it 
19 shows the knowledge, intent. That's what the specific 
- 20 case of Livingston talks about, knowledge and intent, 
21 and the indictment lists intent as a portion ther~of; and 
22 secondly, I would say that the defendant cannot stand 
23 before this Court and say that he doesn·•t know what he's 
24 been charqed with. 
25 I don't think he can stand before you and say 




























that. He understands what the code section is. It's 
expressed directly there and he knows and should know from 
... 
past experience that the City will introduce in its jury 
instructions the elements of scienter or knowledge. It's 
a very key element in the case, and we will provide that in 
the instructions; and thirdly, if in addition, the Court 
doesn't or if the Court feels it doesn•t agree with those 
two positions,. the City would, of course, amend the 
indictment to include that sentence, and I think that 
Rule 3 (a) 7 (a) of the Supreme Court Rules provides for 
that, and we can move forward with the trial next Tuesday. 
I think the issues are clear. I think that the ··indictments 
comport with the Livingston ruling and would ask the 
Court to so rule. 
MR. MOSCHEL: · May I respond, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
MR. MOSCHEL: Mr. Johnson's argument is fatal 
for this reason, Your Honor. I'll give you an example. 
If an individual is charged with murder, properly 
charged with murder by an indictment from the grand jury i I 
i 
and at a later date, whether it be three years, three months I· 
or whatever from that particular offense and trial and is 
charged with another murder by defective indictment, 
l4r • JOhDSOn IS argument in eSS8DCe iS Saying t Well, .. yOU I Ve 
gone through one trial already, and even though we •·ve :been 
IJunn, firaham K. .-\ssocinfc$ 
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23 
properly charged, the grand jury has improperly charged 
you in the second one. You know darn well it's going to 
... ~ 
be charged at the trial, and you know what the charge is all 
about. So we don't have to charge you properly, and the 
grand jury doesn't have to properly charge you. What's 
the purpose being behind a qrand jury's meeting and 
indictment, Your Honor? 
It is to deter.mine whether or not a true bill 
should be rendered and if, in fact, an indictment is handed 
down. The case law is clear, and I would subject, 
Your Honor, it is Mr. Johnson that misreads the Livingston 
case, and I'd like to read ~at wording again to the Court. 
He looks directly above the paragraph, and I wasn't 
head reading from a head note, Your Honor. I was reading 
from the text of the case. 
"An accusation is not necessarily vitiated by 
failure to charge scienter in direct and specific words." 
That's well and good. The case says that, and that's what 
Mr. Johnson· says it indicates, but when·you read the thrust 
of the case, "The general conunon-law rule that an 
allegation of scienter is essential .. has been much. modified 
as the statutory offenses and is no longer of universal 
23 applications to such offenseS:.," it seems now to be the 
24 general rule that such an allegation is unnecessary where 
?--~ scienter is not an essential element of the offense charged, 
nunra, (iraham &. :\ssociatr.s 84 
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but that's the only case where scienter is an essential 
element, and Mr. Johnson just indicated scienter is an 
... 
essential element. It must be charged and how in the 
world can we really have an indictment amended by this 
Court without knowinq whether or not the qrand jury 
felt that there was knowledge? 
It is the grand jury's function to determine 
whether o~ not the accused had knowledge. If the Court 
merely chooses to amend the indictment, then, in essence, 
we are finding that the grand jury is merely a rubber stamp 
and serves in the particular function a~d I would suggest, 
Your Honor, that in a matter concerning.constitutional 
rights and where we have specific case law in Virginia, 
a case which has not been overruled, I would ask that the 
Court give careful consideration.to our argument and for 
that reason, quash·these particular indictments. Certainly 
the grand jury has every right in the world to go back and 
look at the magazines again and determine whether or not 
.in their opinion it was knowledge, but without doing that, 
these elements are failed. 
1-m. JOHNSON: I do want to say from the body of 
the case at Page 565, even though I was reading from the 
... 
head note earlier, the Court said that ~e decisive 
consideratiqn in each case is whether the matter claimed 
to be left out of the indictment has resulted in depriving. 
~t':(_ ... ~, ':;·t.-;J ;~~t,.F"f:':: ~: :'jt. ~ •~ G~ r,-_,,1 ... [' ~~., 
























1 the accused of a. substantial right and subjects him to 
2 t~e danger of being tried upon a charge for which he has 
3 
~ ... , 
not been indicted, and I have not~d the defendant say 
4 here today that he is being tried upon a charge on which 
5 he has not been indicted, and I think with intent, the 
6 language of the indictment shows the element of scienter, 
7 and I think I disagree with counsel for the defense. 
8 I think that Rule 3 (a) 7 (a) provides this 
9 Court with the authority, if it so desires, and with the 
10 discretion ·to make any amendments it sees necessary at 
11 the junctUre. 
12 THE COURT: All right.·: I'll overrule your motion. 
13 MR. MOSCHEL: Please note our exception, 
14 Your Honor. 
15 I' ll be very brief on ~e next arqument, which 
16 . · is contained on the page of Paragraph 4; merely summariz;ng 
17 or reading that particular allegation in the motion, "In 
18 addition to the constitutional infirmities presented by 
19 the failure of the indictments to allege the elements of 
20 scienter, the indictments are constitutionally void for 
21 their failure to define obscenity, either pursuant to the 
22 definition contained in the ordinance, or pursuant to the 
23 definition contained in Miller v. California." 
THE COURT: I took that in consideration ··when 
,,-
-.:> I overruled your motion. 
--·---·---------
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MR. SCBWARTZa Even thouqh it. miqht be the 
same book? 
THE COURT: It would still be three offenses. 
But if it was a collection of three of them at one 
time -- and I would sugqeat to the City it • a your 
business, but it seems to me that one indictment 
wd.'th. · counts ought to be far more appropriate than 
a mUltitude of indictments ·on these. But that.• s 
youz business. I try the cases,.. but it seems 
to me that you would have a shot on each one of 
the counts. 
of .paper work on these. thiDqa. 
MR. SCBWAR'lZ a Well, the o1:her question -- and 
I ass\llle the record' a all p~tecte4 on that. Is 
that right? 
MR. MOSCBBL: Yea, it ia. 
MR. S~TI& '!hen the other issue, .Judge, 
we would like to brinq up some'thinq that Brad I 
think is better able to argue, and that • s somethinq 
I want. to make sure the Court understands our ·.- ~': ~·~ 
position on as it alludes to the failure of the 
indictment to include the necessary el~ents to. 
the crime. 
.What bothers me about. this, Judg-e, ia·· this: 
essentially, the indictment. fails to track the city 
Dnnn, Graham &. t\ssuciates 
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57 
ordinance. Now, the law .~at we think is that if the 
statute or·ordinance isn't explicit in the. way that· 
it sets out the crime~ then, of. course, that's one 
thing. But in the ca·ae of a. law· where it is, and 
especially· the speech law, the indictment must 
track the ordinance to. a ~. · In this particular 
case·, th~ indictment really just plain·:-.didn't do it 
to 1:he. end that these defendants aren • t charged 
with having knowledqe of the qeneral cantent and 
natlUe of the material. 
ia this1 .· that,. basioally, the fear that wa al1 
. bav& in ~ia stuff, forqettinq ~1: the ~atui~l that I 
we•·re defending in this pa~icular case, is that · J 
I 
if an ordinance that didn' .. t have that provision in. I 
it, namely, Jcnowinq the qeneral content of t:he ! 
material, if it failed to contain that type of 
provision, ~· ordinance weald be unconstitutional 
on ita face. It's obvious 'that it would because 
~t creates a selfcensureship that we're all really 
worried about.. And, ot course, it would violate 
Smith versus California and where the United 
S1:a1;es Supreme· Court saya th·at• a· a must 
in a ·speeCh relat~d ordinance or sta~ute. 
Donn, Graham &. .-\ssuciates 
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Now, in ~s case the oJ:dinance does have 
1:bat provi~i~n. The problem is the indictment 
doesn • t _track it, whic:h is mandacecl by law. So 
that: wh~ this has occurred, it seems to me the. 
. law is very cleu that the indictment is defective. 
Now, the reason it becomes so important is 
because there are some, I don't ·Jcnow, tweney-fiva,. 
.twenty-six counts in this indictment. There may 
be another sixty OJ: eiqhty counts· backed up. I~ 
would be a shame to have to qo through all of 1:hese 
' . dOfCJODe things wben it. ~y be ·just: a reindictment 
But aa it a'taDds now, I c:an 
~~· that these. indic~enta are on \heir face 
. . 
f~lly. defective and really ouqht·to.be dismissed 
~or their. iDsuffici~cy. 
Row, the· l•w - Why don• t yc)u just 'tell 
what the law is OD the case aa far as we 
. 
n. RJ:~CB: It • a also my UDderstandinq that 
Mr. Moac:hel b~CJht to the Court's· attention.\ .. '!';.:; ·. 
two caaea~-.·~~ ·a~dinq. for this prOPoSition, and:..,~::·". 
thtnk z· would. just l~e to add those aren • t a11 ·tl1a 
. . . ~ . 
cases-•. 
. . 
· .. · ~~ to ~upport that we hav~ brouqht with us 
Corpus Juris· .secun~um, the section dealing with 
Donn, Graham &. t\ssociates 
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· .. ·:: 
obscenity ~ indictment.· And this ia black letter 
.law. This is riqht frcm essentially the Romboolc 
law r~ardinq indictments .. ·and obscenity. And t'm 
·quo'tinq,. and it simply states ~at •An indictment, 
iDfor.mation, or complaint for the publication, 
sale or exhibition of obscene books; maqazines, 
papers, or moving pictures must state every element 
of· the. offense charqed.• . 
· Now, it qoes on - and dealiDCJ sp8cifically 
with the !~sua of' lcnowledqe -.- it states, •it 'is 
g81lenlly r~ed that a scienter be aver~ in the.· 
indi~ent, and a failur~ to d~ ao is fatal 
notwiths.i:lindiDCJ the accusation .is phrased in the 
words of the· statute. 'l'hus., it must ~ alleq~· ·· .. ~·-=·.: . . 
· and proved that defendant ~ad kn~l~dqe of the . · ~ ·. 
. ·". 
. . . 
contents or qeneral Character of the material in. his 
·Possesai~n• - .. excuse me - •or that he knowingly 
and ulawfully dealt with obscene material •. • 
Haw, ~9ain, 1:hat•.s Hornbook law. 'l'hey have 
footnotes citing cases supporting that proposition 
. . . . 
f~. Iowa:, Massachusetts, Minneso1:a, ··Texas, Wisconsin, 
· Maaaachua~tta aqain, Ohio, federal ~ourt cases • 
~oae weren't isolated editions. that.Mr. Moschel 
cited. to the Court,. and it's important because I 
think what we miqht be forqettinq is that an 
Dunn, Graham &. :\ssociales 92 
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indictment sexves various functions, three of which 
are to let the defendant know of the crime wi'th which 
. .. 
he is charg-ed, to l.at the Grand Juzy know of the 
cZ"ima to which they' rtt: 4etexmininq whe'ther i 1:' s 
been submitted or. not, and finally, let the jury 
itself detemine whe'thez:' the crime has· been cOIIIIRitted •.. 
How, we 4on'1: know what inatJ:uctions WeJ:e 
c:riven to ~· Grand JUry. : We don't know if they 
were to14 that knowledge ··was an element. 
TBB COUB'lt I can ~ell you. I don 1 t thJ.Dk· l 
· iDatructed this Grand JUry, but the Grand Juriea are .. 
. . 
· inatz:uc~ on pa1: ~suactiona that ~re qiven by.· 
i:he .Rules of the Suprema Couzt.. ADd they' ra to14 
what theu 9eneral reapouibilities are and, in 
essence, that they only h~ one aide of the C:&88J 
they don't deblzmine CJQilt or iJmocenc:e, but 
whethm: oz: not an offense has been committee!· an4 
that aort· of ~g. 
MR. RBICBt I unders'taftd that, Juc!qe, but 
what :t'm conc~e4 with.- what they signed aa a True 
Bill.:~ ia not an of.fense. 
· 'rBB ·cotm1'a If it. a'tatea in violation of the 
city aode,· or 1:he ordinance, thus· and ao, and it. says 
alleged.tha~ you violate it by ·aellinq obscene 
material -- I '.m aqain usinq. language off the top of 
Donn," Graham A :-lssociates 
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my head, not to be technical on it -- in violation 
of the code, doesn't that incorporate --
MR. MOSCBEL: X believe there's case law·::. 
on that, Judqe. In fact, I think 'there is --
MR. RBICB: · 'l'his is the case law. ~aaically, 
X think the .loqical conclusion of the Court's 
position is that ~ indictment would be sufficient 
if it simply stated, We! the Grand Jury, find that 
the defendant violated Section A, B, and c. 
'fBB COtmT& In that he did scmethinq. 
MR. REICH: That's correct. 
!'BE COUll~: :t m8an once you alleqe the nature · 
of the act that he caamitted in violation of the 
statute, haven't you atate4 a complaint? 
MRe RBlCBa Rot necessarily because you can 
cOIDlllit an act, but. unless it • s done knowinqly, 
and not only the ac~9 done knowinqly but more 
importantly in a Pirst ~endment context with 
knowledge of the matm:ial, the contents of the 
material -- and that has not heen stated in t:he 
indict:Dient. 
MR. MOSCBEL: ·T.he mere recitation of the 
code allegedly violated does not cure that 
particular defect, Your Bonar. 
MR. RB%CB: ACJain, Your Honor, all these 
Do·nn, Graham &. Associates 
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62 .•·.· .. 
cases --
MR. MOSCHEL: He's qoinq out to qet the 
ordinance. 
MR. SCHWARTZI See, Judqa, in this particular 
case, baaed upon what the Court is s~ying, the 
section that we are charged with doesn't contain 
that provision. It aaya, well, I guess --
T.KB COURT: 27(3)(a) (4J. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: It's 27(3) (a) (4). 
T.BB .COUR!I 27(31(&) (4). 
MR. SCHWARTZI Right. 
So what the Court·· is sayiDCJ, well, they 
are. charqing the sec'tion. 
'lBB COUR'!: It says 'that on tha 27th ~ 
pickinq one at random -. o~ the 27th day of July, 
1982 in the city of H~rt Hews, Wall Disuibutors, 
Inc., tradinq as the •sook Boutique", with their 
address, unl~wfully bad in its possession with 
intent to sell, lend, transport or distribute, 
an obscene maqazine, to-wita •tttm A TOUCH OP 
CLASS SUMMER BEAT• In violation of City Code 
Section'· 27 (3) (a) (4) (Production, ~ublication, sale, 
possession, etc. , of obscene items •. ) and that was 
the basis· -- t:hat was the content of the indictment. 
Now, it seems to me that that states an 
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offense. What -- I think that it has t:he intentr 
which certainly has knowinq. You can't have 
intent without lcnowinq somethinq. 
MR. RBICRz Excuse me,. Your Honor. I thlDk 
the· difference is that's the intent to sell an 
item. Thai:' a not: knowledqe o~ 'the contents of 
the item which is souqht to· be sold. There• s a 
.crucia~ distinction there. 
Now, th'e law of obscenity requires that in 
ord~ for a defendant to be convicted, he has to 
have knowledqe of that content, not simply that he 
aol4 it with tha intent to sell. 
MR. JOB1fSON1· Well, ~. Reich, my response 
to that, of course, we provide the iDst:ruction. 
~· Grand Jury is not ita duty to convict the 
defendant. That' a the responsibility of this jury,. 
and they will be properly instructed on the 
knowledge and intent. 
TBB COURTs 'rhe instruction that has been 
app~ov.ed is one of the model instructions. The 
defenda#t is· charqed with the crime of unlawfully 
posses·sinq an obscene item with the intent to sell 
it. 'l!le Commonwealth must prove· beyond a reasonable 
doubt each of the following elements of that crime: 
(l;), the item was obsceDeJ (2) that the defendant 
·Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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kDowinqly possessed it with the intent to sell it • 
If you find from the evidence that the Commonwealth 
has proven beyond a reasonable doubt each of the 
above elements of the offense asccha~qed, then you 
shall find the defendant guilty and fix his 
punishment -- and it. enumerates the ~unishment. 
If you· find the Commonwealth has failed to prove 
any one or more of the elements of the offense 
beyond a reasonable do~t, then you shall find 
the defendant not guUty. 
; 
Nov~ that c:itea the c:orrespondinq statute, 
.. 1t,3~3·7~,~d the ·~aee _of· ·soUse versus commonwealth 
at 210 Virginia ~21. 
MJ:. Schwartz a What• a the data of those 
two cases, Judqe? · 
~ COUR~: Let's see. Bouse versus 
Commonwealth is 1969·,. and the Grove Press 
case is P. Supp. case and also in 1969. 
Let's see. 'l'he Bouse versus commonwealth, 
the Court said that since 18~2~l74 provides punishment 
but lcnowinq distribution, the COmmonwealth has 
the burden of showing that those· items were obscene · 
and that the defendant knew they. w~e obscene. when 
you distribute them to the re-tail dealers. 
Apparently was a wholesaler. And then it cites as 
Donn, Graham &. t\ssm:iales 
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a collateral source the· Volume 4A, Michie • a 
Jurisprudence, Constitutional Law, Section 78 
and the same one, 18 M. J. T.heaters, Sec. 2. 
·Let's see, 210 va. 121. 
This doesn't help very much on the question 
before us now. In that case they apparently cut out 
or severed a part of the statute. 
MR. REICBi May I suqqeat somethiDq that 
miqht help at this point. I mean_we•re in aqreement 
that the indictment miqht be somewhat deficient. 
'the question is that one side is sayinq that may be 
able to be cured by a jury instruction, whereas 
·we' re saying that it cou14n • t. 
Is that a correct ·state of where we are 
at this ·_·point? 
MR.. JOBNSONz First of all, I'm not acquiescing 
that to the point that I think the indictment is 
defective, but I am sayinq that, at least, we 
90 further. At least what I just heard you say, 
you said that you couldn't be convicted without 
the city indicatinq that the ~efendant knew of the 
contents of the m~terial. And we·have instructions 
to that effect and will show that aqain. Aqain, 
indictment is just an accusation~ 




























isn't an accusation because it doesn't charqe a 
crime. I think that is crucial. What we're sayinq. 
is that if an indictment could be cured si:Jnply by 
instructions to a jUry, we would never have a fatal 
indictment. Now, we know that' s not the state of 
thinqs in our n~tion of criminal jurisprudence, 
nUJDber .1. Humber 2. -- and I think this may~ 
disposes in favor of our proposition - the state 
of Virqinia has a s-tatute which specifically states. 
when a Court can strike. a s~luaaqe certain thinqs 
in an indictment, when it can amend an in~ictm~nt 
without: aend~g. it back to a Grand Jury. AD~. it 
specifically liau. ·1:hose~'joccasiona when tha~·~ca~ 
. . 
be dona. Por example, if· the date's wronq, if the 
name• s misspelled,. but it ~onspic:uously omits 
allowinq that to be done when a crucial element 
of the offense charqed is missing from the 
indictment. 
Now, aqain, when a crucial element of an 
offense charqed is missing fJ:om an· indictment and 
that can be· cured simply by an instruction to the 
jury, number 1, .an indictment has no function, and, 
number::·· 2, we would never have a: fatal indictment. 
ADd the case law is plentiful of,casea· where· 
indictments have been held facially invalid. 
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MR. JOHNSON: In response to that, aqain,. 
the Livingston case, which I didn't know we would 
have to reargue thi.s point aqain, but we arqued it 
last weelC, the Livinqston case said in that particular 
case in regards. to the·· kncwledqe issue, the 
defendant could npt. know what he· was charged with. 
And that' a· not: ·the· .aitu~tion here. I think ia the 
def~e counsel saying that the defendant is not· 
aware o!' the code section in which they are chuqec1? 
MR •. RBICBz Number 1 # we are sayitiq the . 
indictment .doesn't qive ua notice period. Number·2, 
Livingston doesn't say that. Livingston says if' .. 
knowledge is not an essential element of the crime 
~axged, it. need not .be., alleqe4. It .is an essential 
elemaDt here and must be p~rsuant to cons1:i tutional 
law~ 
MR. JOBHSON: If the Court can get us 
Livinqston? 
~ COOR'r1 What is. the citation? It 
depends. 
1-IR. JOBNSONa· It's 36 SE2d 561. 
THE COOR~: Is it a Virqinia case? 
MR. JOHNSON: I don't have . the Virqinia 
available. 
MR. REJ:CH: It • a a Supreme Court of Virqinia 
Donn, Graham &. l\ssociales 1. 00 
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MR. JOHNSON: 1946 case. 
THE COURT: No. · I wouldn't have that over 
here. 
MR. JOHNSONs I can qet it. I have a copy 
in the office. I ·thouqht we had argued this point 
last week and the Court has resolved it. 
THE COURT: Well, I. did, but they, apparently, 
thiDk it' s of some maqni tude to reargue it. And . 
it's certainly a question. I'm satisfied with the 
ruling I ·made before. I feel comfortable with it, 
with the manner in which the languaqe contained hera. 
Row, it seema to me that. you're ~~·one that has· 
the problem. I mean if. you have misconvinced the · 
Court on this, then you ar~. going. to probably have · 
same reversible reverses on it. It you feel 
~trcmqly that knowingly -- I mean it's a situation 
that if it. is important as they say it is, then 
19 it's a situation that you have to back up, demand 






the argument last time and based upon my readinq 
... 
of the indictment that they are not qoinq into these 
cases not knowinq what the elements of the charqes 
aqainst "t.'le def.e~dant are. And I think that,· 
essential1y, it alleqes an offense in the lanquaqe 
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that it's couched. 
Now, that is how the Court feels on it 
baaed on the argument before. I didn't qo back 
ana research this because I felt relative~y 
comfortable wi~ it when the .a~ument was made, 
and I stil~ do as far as the Court. is concerned •. 
God knows I!m not infallible, hut iD the end 
the monkey ia really on your back. I rule as best 
r can with what I hear and what I see. It is your 
r.esponsibility .to come up with a qood indictment. 
MR. JOBNSOHr We think we have. 
69 
·'mB COUR~1 All right. Then .yc;u want 1:0 q~ to 
bat on. it, and ao they have said their point. ADd 
if they.are right,_ you're out, and if they're wronq, 
. . 
. . 
assuming adverse. verdict,_ well, you're in I C}Ueas •. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: I think that's true, J'udqe~ 
·. Anythinq else? ~ .COUR'l': Okay. 
All right. Let's file these. I quess I'll 
keep one of these out. 
AdythiDCJ else,. gentlemen? 
MR. MOSCBBL: No, sir. 
THE COmtTz Wd.ll take about five minutes 
and get th• jury lined up. 
(T.he trial recessed at 11:30 •• m. 
11:45 a.m. the trial continued as follows:) 
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contraxy, I assume that you weren•t. 
Mr. Clerk, if you will. call-all members of · 
the juzy panel present forward, please. 
Yeah, we'll arraign the accused first, and 
than we will bring the juxy forward. 
THE CLBRK1 lJic1ictmen1: No.·.: 8630-82. VIRGINIA: 
In the Cir~t -Court for the City ·of Newport News 
at..:l its Criminal Tezm commencinq September 13, 1982. 
·The GJ:and Jury cha~es that: On the 27th day of 
3uly, 1982, in the City of Newport Newa, Wall 
DiatJ:ibutors, Inc., uadiDq as the •sook Boutique•, 
13772 waz:wick. Boulevard, Newport News, V~iDia, 
unlawfully had in ita possession with intent to . 
aell, 1~4 ~ ·. i:ransport or distribute, an obscene 
maqazine, to-wit: •A 'rOUQI OP CLASS SUMMER BBAT• 
ln violation of Newport .Rewa City· COde Section 
27(3)(a)(4) (Production, publ~cation, sale, 
poaaeaaion, etc., of-obscene items.) 
What say you, guilty oJ: not guilty? 
MR. MOSCBBL1 Not guilty • 
TBB CLERK: Indictment No. 8631-82. VIRGINIA: 
ln the Cir~uit Court for the City of Newport News 
at ita Criminal Term commencing September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury cha~es thatz On the 27th day of 
July, 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
Donn, Graham &. .;\ssociales 
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Distributors, Inc., trading as the "Book Boutique", 
13772 Wcu:wick Boulevard, Newport .Hews, Virginia, 
unlawfully ha4 in its possession with intent to 
sell,. lend, transport or distribute, an obscene 
m&CJ&Zine, to-wit: •SWBDISB BROTICA,g,. 14• In 
violation of Rewport News City co~e Section 
27(3)(a)(4J (Production, publication, sale, 
· poaaeaaion., ·etc., of obscene i"t:ems.) 
What say you, quilty or not CJQilty? 
MR. MOSCHELa Not quilty. 
72 
~ cr.BRK: Indictment No. 8632-82. VIRGINIA: 
In the Ci~it Court for the· ·city of Newport Rewa:·· 
. .., 
at ita Crtminal T~ cammeacinq September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Juzy charges t:hat.a On the 28th. .day of 
July, 1982, in the City o~ Newport. Hews, Wall 
Diauibutors, Inc., trading aa the •sook Boutiqu~", 
13772 Wazwick Bouleva~:d,. Newport· News, Virqinia, 
unlawfully.bad in· its possession with ~tent to 
sell, lend, uansport or distribute~ an obscene 
. 
maCJazine, i:o-wit: •MAXIMtJM, No:., 7• In violation 
of Newpo~ Hews City Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4) 
(Production, publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene items.) 
What say you, quilty or not guilty? 
M1l. MOSCHEL: Not·:' quilty. 
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.I 
Indictment No. 8633-82. VIRGINIA: · I 
In the Ci~cuit Court for the City of Newport News · 
at ita Criminal .-rem commencinq·September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury chaxqaa that::· Oil ~e 29th day ~f 
July, 1982, in the City of Newport; News, Wal1 
.. . . . 
Dis~ibutora, Inc., tradinq -~.the •Book Boutique•, 
13772 Wazwick Boulevard, Newpo_~ Haws, Vil:ginia, 
wsla~ully had in ita possession with intent to · 
sell,. lend, uanspoz:t ozo distribute, an obscene 
~aailia, t:o-vi~a •sousECALL• In violation of·. 
'* •.a. .H~zt Hew•· ~1:y Code Section 27(3) (a) (4)" .... 
(Pzodu~~a, publ:f.ca1:ion, sale, posaeaaion, etc.,·· .... 
of ~bacene i'l:eiiUI·. ) .. 
·Wba1:. aay y~, t)Uilty or not CJUUty? 
•• liosamr.a. Not: 911il ty. 
. . .. . 
• .... 
.. 
mE CLBRKs IncUctmen1: No. 8634-82. VIRGINIA: 
ID the C:ircui 1: Court for the City of Newpo~ News 
at its Criminal Tem commencinq September 13, 1982. 
'l'he· Grand Juzy charges that: On the 4th day o:f 
August, 1982, in the· Cit.y of Newport News, Wall 
Dist:ributcirs, Ina., tradinq aa the •Book Boui:i~e", 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virqinia, 
unlawfully had in ita possession with iDtent to 
aell, lend, transport or distribute, an· obscene 
maqaaine, to.witz •INSIDE CHINA, !10.' 1• In violation 
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of Newport News City Code Section 27 · (3) (a) (4) 
(Production, publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene items. ) 
What say you, quilty or not ·qullty? 
MR. MOSCBBL: !to~ guilty. 
'mB CLERK: Indic1:ment No. 8635-82. VIRGINIA: 
rn the c~rcuit Cow:t for the City of Newport News 
at its ·crtminal T~r.a commencinq september 13, 1982~ 
1'he Grand Juzy c:haz-qea thata On the 6th day of 
August~ 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
Distributors, Inc., t:rac!inCJ as the •sook Boutique•, · 
13772 Wm:wick Boulevud, Newport Neva, Virginia,· · 
unlaWfully had iD ita poaaeasion with intent to:~ell~ 
lencl, "tranapon or diauibu~a, an obscene magazilie, 
to-viti •A 'l'OUCB OP CLASS• In violation of 
Newport Rewa City Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4) 
(P%0C!uc:tion,_, publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene items.) 
What say you,· CJUilty or not guilty? 
·MR. MOSCHBLa Not quilty. 
TBB 'CLBRKI Indic.tment No. 8636~82. VZRGINIA: 
In t:he Circuit Court. foJ:. the City of Newport Hews 
at. ita Criminal ~e~ cammencinq ·~eptemher 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury ·charges that: On the 9th day· of 
Auqust, 1982, in the City of Newport Hews, wall 
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Distributox-s, Inc~~ tx-adinq as the "Book Boutique•, 
~3772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport Hews, Virq1nia, 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
sell, lend, transport. or distribute, an obscene 
~qazine, tO-wit: •Jtoi&Pmtesmt}~ NO. -!J!• Iri viQlation 
of Newport News City Code Section 27(3) (a) (4) 
· :(hoctuctio~~ publication, sale, possession, etc.,. 
· of obscene items. ) 
Wha't say. .you, guilty or· not guilty? 
. 
MR. MOSCBBL& Not guilty. 
~ CLBR.Ka Indictment No. 9637-82. 
In ~- Ci~c:uit court for the City of Newport N~s 
at it•· CrimiDal ~~·cammancinq September 13, ~982 • 
2he Grand Juzy chucJea thatz on the ioth day o~ 
August~ 1982, in the City of Newport Neva, Wall 
nisuibut.ora, Inc., uadinq as the "Book BQutiqua", · 
13772 Wuwick Boulevard; Newport News, Virqinia, 
unlawfUlly had iD its possession with inten~ to 
sell, lend, transpor:t or distribute; an obscene 
. . 
maqazine, i:o-witt •nanc MENAGE. CAMPUS sEX• 
In violati-on of Newport ~ews City Coda Section 
27 (3) _(a) (4.) (Produc:'tion, publication, sale, pos•easion, 
etc., of obscene items.) 
What ••Y you, guilty or not _9Uil~y? 
MR. MOSCBBL1 Not·~ guilty. 
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THE CLBRKz Indictment No. 8638-82. VIRGINIA: 
In the Circui 1: Court.· for the Ci t.y of Newport News · 
at ita criminal 'leDI commencing- Septembez: 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charges tha1:a on the 111:h day of 
August, 1982, _in 'the City of NeWport News, Wall 
Dia1:r.ibU1:ors~ Inc., tradinq as the ~Book Boutique•, 
13772 . WaJ:Wick Boulevard,· Newport News, Virqinia, 
unlawfUlly had in its Possessio~ with .illt.·ant to 
aelli· lend·,· transport or distribute, an obscene 
magazine,· to-witt •sBBMALZ EHCOtJN•:rERS, No. s•· In · 
viola~on of HaWport News City Code Section 
. 27(3_l.:·(a) (4) ·.(Production, publication, ·sale, 
poases~ion, etc., of .obscene items •. ) 
11h•t say you,. quilty or not guilty? 
MR. MOSCBBL& Not cnUlty. 
_Til& CLERKa Indictment· No. 8639-82. VIRGINIA: 
In th~ Circuit Court for tha.City of.Newport News 
at its ·crimiDal 1'eJ:m eOIDIIlencinq September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury charqea thata on 'the 12th day of 
Auguat, 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
Distributors, Inc., tradinq as t:he •Book Boutique•, 
13772 waxwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virqinia, 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
sell, lend, ·transport or distribute, an obscene 
maCJaZina, to-witl •CARNAL CLIMAX, Vol. 1, No. 1• 
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- _, ......... -~~----' o 'O ,.· ... _. _ _..;....:o,...,_,.._ •• 
In violation of. Newport·' News City Code Section 
27(3)(a)(4) (Production, publication, sale, 
possession, etc., of obscene items.) 
Wha~ say you, C)Uilty or not guilty? 
MR~ ~SCBBLl Not quilt:y·~ 
77 
'riiB CLEBI:a Indictment: No. 8640-82. VIRGINIA: 
Xn the .CirCUit Court for the City of·· Newport; Newe 
at its Criminal Ter.m c~encinq September 13, 1982. 
The· Grand Jury c:harqes thats On the 16th day· of 
Au~at, 1982, in the City of Hewpor1; News, Wall. 
Diat:ributo:a, IDe •. , i:rading as the •Book Boutique•, 
137?2 Wa:z:wick Boulevard, Newport Rewa, ~irqinia 
UDlawful'ly ~4 :Ln 11:8 possession with intent to 
HU, l.d, transport ·or distribute, an obscene 
magazine,· to-wita •PRICK · PLBASERS• In violation 
of ~ewport Rewa City Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4) 
(Production, publication, sale, possession, etc·., 
of obscene items. ) 
What· say you, guilty or not. quilty? 
MR·.: MOSCBBL1 Not CJUilty.· 
TBB CLB!Ut: Indictment No. 8641-82. VIRGINIA: 
. ~ . 
In the Circui.t Court for the City of Newport News 
at ita Criminal 'l'eD~ aommencinq September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury c:harqes that: . On the 17th c!ay of 
Augua't, 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
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Distributors, ·Inc., tradinq as the "Book Boutiqilen, 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virqinia, 
unlawfully had in its possession wi~ intent to · 
sell, lend, transport or distribute, an obscene · 
mavazine, to-wit: •mr.rs ARD BOLTs• In violation 
·of Newport News City Code Sectio~ 27 (3) (a) (4) 
• 0 0 
(.Production, publicatiOD, sale, possession·, etc., 
of obscene. items.) 
Wb.a1: ·&ay you, guilty or not quilty? 
MR. MOSCBBI.a Rot guilty. 
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~ CLBlUCa Indictment No. 8642-82. VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit· Court ·:Sort. the City o~ Newport News 
at.it~ C~imina1 'rem· commencinq September .13; 1982. 
The GJ:and Jury ch~es that: on the 19th dar of 
August# 1982, in the City ~f Hawpon:· News, Wall 
Distributors, Inc., tradinq as the •sook. Boutique•, 
13772 Waxwiclc Boulevard, Newport News, Virqinia, 
• 0 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
sell, lend, transport or distribute, an obscene I 
.magazine, to-wit: •cOCKTAIL GIRLS, No. 1• ID I 
violation Of Newport Hews City Code Section 27(3)(a)(4~ 
(Production, publication, sale, possession, etc., I 
of obscene items.)· 
What say you, qui~ty or not guilty? 
MR. MOSCREL: Not guilty. 
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'l'BB CLE!Ut: Indictment No. 8643-82. VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court for the City of Newport News 
at ita Criminal '.rerm·commencinq September 13, 1982. 
'l'he Grand· ·Juzy cha:rqes thatz On the 20th day of 
Auqust, 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
DiatJ:~ibutors, Inc., trading as t:he "Book Boutique•, 
13772 Waxwick Boulevard, Newport News, Virqinia, 
unlawfully had in ita possession with intent to 
sell, lezict,. transport or distribute, an obscene 
magazine, to-wit: •COCKTUL GIRLS, No. 1" In 
violat:ion of Newport Neva C:i1:y Code. Section .27(.3) (a) (4) 
(Product:ion,·. publication, sale~ poasessic;m, e1:e.,.~· 
~ 
·111a1:. say y~, guilty or not guilty? 
MR~ MOSCBBLa· Not 9':1ilty. 
~ CI.BRK: Indictment No. 864.4-8·2. VIRGINIA1 
· In t.he C::l.rcui t court !o:r: the City of Newport News . 








The Grand JUJ:Y charqes thata On the 25th day of 
August, 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
Distributors, Ina. • t:rac!inq as the "Book Boutique" • 
13772 Wantick Boulevard, Newpo~ News, Virqinia, 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
sell, lend, transport or distribu-te, an obscene 
magazine, to-wit: "BLACR ASS PUCKBll, No. 1" In 
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violat:ion ·of NewpOrt News City Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4)i 
I 
(Production,,publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of: .obscene i tema. ) 
What say you, guilty or not guilty? 
MR. MOSCBBL: Not guilty. 
. 'ME CLBRK1 Indictment No. 8645-82. VIRGINIA: 
In the· CirCUit: Court for the City of Newport News 
at its CrimiDAl 'rerm commencinq September 13, 1982 •. · 
The Grand ·Juzy charqes thata On the 25th day of 
August., -19'82·, .. in the City of Newport Raws, Wall 
Disi:ributora, -Inc., tradinq as the •Book Boutique•·,·. 
137l2· Wawick -~uleva~, .Newport News, Virginia, 
unl-awfully 'had in -~t· possession with intent to 
. .... . . 
sell, lend, t~ansport .!'~· disuibute, an obscene 
maqazine, ·to-wita ·. •ANAL ~y• In violation of 
·Newport News -City Code Section 27 (·3)' (a) (4) 
(Production, pilblicat.ion, sale, possession, etc~, 
of o~scene.itema.) 
What.·say you, g\iilty or not guilty? 
MR.· MOSCBEL: Not guilty. 
, 
·THE CLERKs Indictment ·No. 8646-82. VIRGINIAt · 
In the Circuit Court for the City of .llewport News 
at its Criminal 'rarm commencinq Septem):)er 13, 1982·--
The Grand Jury charqea that: on the 26th day of 
Au9Ua·t,- 1982, -~ the City of Newport· New~, Wa~l 
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Distributors, Inc., tradinq as the .. -"Book Boutique",. 
13772 waxwi~ Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, 
unl~wfully had in its possession with intent to 
sell,. l•nd, transport or distribute, an obscene 
81 
maqazine, to-wit: _ •wiTH A TOOCil OP. 'CLASS 5" In 
violation of Newport News City Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4) 
(ProducUon, publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene it.ellla.) · 
1ftlat say you, guilty or not c;uilty? 
. •. 
MR. MOSCBEL&. Not quilty •. 
'mB CLBRltz . Indictment Ro. 8647-82. V%RGD11A& 
In the Circ:uit Couz:t: for the City o~ Newport Hews 
at ita Criminal. ~8%'Dl c:ommenciilq,.'September 13, 1982. 
~· Grand Jury ~as thata -. On the 27th day of 
( . : . .. 
Au~st,· 1982, in the City-~~ }tewport News, Wall 
· 13772' wa:wick. BoUlevard, NewpoJ:t News, Virginia, 
unlawfully had in its.posseasion with. intent to 
. . . 
sell,· lend, transport: or distribute, an obscene 
. . 
magazine, to-wit: •GOOD'H'·PLENTY, No. 1" In 
violation of Newport N~s Cit.y Code Sec~on 27(3) (a) (4J 
(Production, publicatio~, sale,·possession, etc., 
of obscene items.) 
What say you, guilty or not cjuilty? 
MR. l«OSCBEL: Not quil ty. 
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TBB CLBRlt: Indictment No. 8648-82. VIRGnJIA: 
%n the Circuit Court for the City ·of Newport News · 
at its Criminal Te~ commencing September 13, 1982 • 
. The _G~and Juey charqes that: On the 30th day of 
. . 
AuCJUst,. -'198_2, in the City of Newport: News, ·Wall 
DiatJ.'ibW:ors~ ·= ··Inc• ~ . tradinq as ~e •·soak BoW:ique• 1 -. ·. 
.13772 Waxwic~ Boulevard, Newport News, Virginia, · 
. . 
unlawfully had in ita possession with intent to · 
. . . 
sell, lend·, tran~port or disuibute, an obscene 
~gazine, to-wit: •sBX Am) mB MOVIE• In violation 
·• •,.;. 
ot RewPozt Hews City Code Sec1:1on 27 (3) (a) (4) • .• I .: . ; 
(P~uc;tion,· publication, sale,· possession, etc., 
o~ obscene itema. ) · · ·~ . 
Wba~ say- you, 'guilty. or not gui~ty.? 
•.. .· 
MR. MOSCHEL: Not CJ~ilty. 
. . 
.ftB. ~= Indictmelit.No. 8749•82. VIRGIN:rA: 
In the Circuit: Court for the City of Newport News 
at its Crtminal Ter.m cammencinq Sep~ember 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury· ch&J:qes that: · On 'the 31st day of 
August, 1982, in the ~ity o~ Newport ~ews, Wall 
Distributors, I~c., tradinq as the ~~~k Boutique•·, · 
13772 Wa%Wick Boulevard, Newport. News, Vir9inia, 
unlawfully· had in ita possession wi.th int~t to 
sell, ·.'l:end, ·transport or ~istribute, an obscene 
maqazine, to-wit: •LUST, No. s.• In violation of 
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N~rt News City Code Section 27(3)(a) (4) 
(Production, publication·, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene ~tems.) 
What say .you, quilty or not quilty? 
. ·a~ MOSCBEI.t Not quilty. 
'THE. CLERK: Indictment No. 8650-82. VXRGINIA: 
In the ·ctrcu.it Court. for the City of· Newport News .. 
at its Crlmiiial Tam colllllencinq September 13, 1982·. 
~· G~and .JurY c:h&rgea that: On the lsi: day of 
·. . 
S6pt.ember, ·1982,. in the City of Newport News, Wall 
DistributoJ:a;. lnc., tJ:ac!incJ aa t.he 11Book Boutique;", .. 
13772. Wazw~ck Boulevard, NewpoJ:t N&Wa, Virqinia,- · . 
. . 
. . 
un~awfully. had in> ita po~session with intent to 
sell, l·end·, 'transport _or dia~~ute, an obscene 
magazine, ·to-wit:. •szx TEACHER 21&• 
. I . In violation 
• 0 0 
of Newport News Cit.y Code Section 2~ (3') (a) (4) 
(Pt:oduction, publication, s~le, possession, etc., 
of obscene items.) 
· What: say you, guilty ot: not quilty? 
MR. MOSCBEL: Hot gull ty. 
'mE CLBRit: Indictment No. 8651~82. VIRGINIAs 
In ~e Circuit Court for the City of Newport News 
at its Criminal Ter.m commencinq September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Jury cha.J:qes that: On the 1st day ·of 
. . 
September, 1982, in tha City of Newport News, Wall 
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Distributors, Inc., tradiDq as the •Book Boutiquen, 
13772 Waxwiak Boulevard, Newport Hews, Virqinia, 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
sell, lend, tranport or distribute, an obscene 
magazine, to-wit.: "AMERICAN ERO'riCA COONTRY GAL" 
In violation of Newport News City Code Section 
37(3)(a)(4) (Pxoduc~on, publication, sale,· 
possession, e'tc., of obscene items.) 
What· say you, guilty or n~t CJU.il.ty? 
MR .. MOSCBBL1 Hot CJU.llt.y. 
TBB CLBRKz Inctic:tmen't No. 8652-82. VI·RGINIA: 
lD. tha ~rcui~ court fo~ the citY of Rewport Rewa.··. 
at: its Cri11ina1 'rezm. c:cmmencinq Septembaz' 13, 1.982. 
2he Grand Jw:y c:haJ:ges i:hat:: Oft the 2nd 4at of 
Sept.el'llber, 1982, in the CitY of Newport News, Wall 
· Diatributoz:a, Inc., uadiDCJ as the •Book Boutique•, 
13772 Waxwiek Boulevarc1, Newport News, Virgi:JU.a, 
unlawfully had in· its possession with intent to· 
sell, l~d, transport or disuibut.e, an obscene 
maqazine, to-wit: •'fltt?~-, No. 1" . In violation 
o~ Newport News City Code Section 27 (3) (a) (4) 
. (Production, publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene · :.ti tams. ) 
Wha~ say you, guilty or no-t: quilty? 
MR. MOSCBELa Not quilty. 
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'rBB CLERK: Indictment No. 8653-82. VIRGXNIA:= . 
ID the Circuit Court for the City· of Newport News 
at its criminal Tum commen<:inq September 13, 1982. 
The Grand Juy chaxges thatl on the 2nd day of 
September, 1982, in the City of Newport News, Wall 
D~atrU,utoz=s, Inc·., trading as. the •Book Bouti~e·, 
13772 Warwick Boulevard, Newport News, Vi%giliia,. 
unlawfully had in its possession with intent to 
' I 
. . . ! 
sell, leDd,. transport or ·distribute, an . obscene . . I 
maqazine, to-witt·.- •IBSlDB CJttNA, No. 1• In violation 1 
i 
of Bewport Rewa CiiW Ccc!e Section 27 (3) (a) (4) I 
(P=c!uc:i:ion, publication, sale, possession, etc. 1 
of·' obscene· items. ) 
What say you, guilty or ~ot guilty? 
MR. MOSCBBLa . Not. CJUilty. 
DB CLERK1 ·. Indictment No. 8654-82. VIRGINIA: 
ln the Circuit Cow:t for the City of Newpo~ News . 
The Grand Jury ch&reJea that: On the 3rd day of 
Se~amber, 1982, in t:he City of Newport News, Wall 
Distz'ibutors, lnc., uadinq aa the •Book Boutique•, 
13772 Wuwick Boulevard, Newport News, VirqiDi&i~_1 
unlawfully had in its poaseasion.with intent to 
sell, lend, traDaport or diabribute, an obscene 
maqazine, to-wita •ouBNTAL NOOiaZ, No. 2• In 
Donn, Graham &. i\ssociates 
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violation o:f Newport News City Code Section 27(3) (a) (4)t 
l (Production, publication, sale, possession, etc., 
of obscene items.) 
What say you, quilty C?r not guilty? 





THE COUR'l': All ri9ht. ·Now call the jury panel! 
forwa:rd, please. 
.TBB CLERK: Come forward as I call your name, 
please. 
('l'he jury waa identified. ) 
All riqht. SWeu the panel. 





I voir dire as follows:) ~adies and qentlemen.l Good mominq, 
I wish to explain to you ~at we have been somewhat 
delayed this mor.ninq in that there were certain 
Datures of matter of a leqal natur4!l that the Cow:t 
had to take up in chambers before we could proceed 
on with the case. So w~ were not just dillydallyin9 
around. We started before 10 o'clock trying to 
iron those out. It just. took acme time. I •·ve asked 
the sheriff to explain. that to you. 
he did. · 




you have been summonsed to appear today as prospective! 
l j 
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J. R. Georqe ~ Direct 250 
City's Exhibit Number 1. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: If Your Honor please, the 
only objection beinq raised are the objections 
that.wera oriqinally carried throuqh and the oriqinal 
motions· that were filed with the Court. And I' 
aaaume those objections ara:.:reserved so that we 
don • t have tc;·obj ect. 
TBB COtJRT: That's correct~ sir. That's.· 
your deaire. .n>u~~stated that in the record. It'· 
will be a·· continuinq objection. 
MR •. SCHWARTZ 1 '!'hank you. · 
(So muked by the Clerk. ) 
BY 'MR. JOBHSORa 














examination. ) j . -• l (Photographs shown to witness for 
l ~-
... _. 
~ ~ BY MR. JOHNSON: 
You have reviewed those photoqraphs? 
21 Yea, sir. 
22 Do they qenerally depict·· the appearance 
23 of the interior of that store on the date you made that 
·~; purchase? 
Yes, sir. They do. . 
Donn, Graham &. }\ssociales 
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J. R. George - Direc~ 
MR. JOBNSONa We wauld offer these into 
evidence, Your Honor. 
·sCOUR~: No objection _it will be admitted.· 
. . MR. SCHWARTZ: Before. we. objec;t, may we-,. 
in conjunction with ou~ cross-examination, voir 
dire the.witneas ~n these particular ,exhibits? 
You raar• We will auspend for a 















Mit~ fJCBKAR'!Zs :M we may. we could simply I. 
hole! back·. and .let him. complete· his testimony of: ·1 
the witness. 
'lBB COOR1': % th~ 11: ,. a clearer for the 
. . 
record if. you a:e goinq to object to the admission. 
1:0 have him to aWipend and maJce you~: voir dire 
examinai:ion of ~- witnes-., or cros~~amination, 
.. 
howev~ yeu. w~ah to tam that, and 'then the record 
will be complete at that point. You don • t have 
to atop there and nn over fifteen paqea later 
and pickr·;· it up. 
How, counsel is try:Lnq the lawsuit. If that• s . 
not in keepin9 with the. manner you wish t~ manaqe 
'the case, you let me mow. 
MR. SCBWAR'!Zs ':hat's very nice, and I do 
appreciate it. 
That• a .. peri.ec.tly· fine. 
Donn, Graham &. r\ssociales · 
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J. R. Georqe - Direct 
MR. JOHNSON: As lonq as I understand we 
still have the opportunity to come back on. 
· THE COURT: You have just stmply suspended 
for the 'moment. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: Those photoqraphs, do you 
happen· to have them.? 
'ME cotm-.r: ~e clerk has them. 
CROS8-EXAMINA'l'ION 
BY MR. SCHWARTZ a 
Q. Row, Offi!=er, as . I undera1:and it, these · 
pic::tUJ:ea vue taken by you? 
I. Ho; .a~ •. · 'fhey weren't. 
-0. Were they taken· at a time reasonable· 
close to the time when yau went in the establishment? 
L I have no Jcnowledqe of when these pictures 
were'taken, sir. 
0. Do you have . any knowledge whether these 
~tctures ac~:i:ate1' reflect the store at the time, and 
the condition ··of the store at the time that you went in 
there to make your purchase? 
~ Yea, air. 
g. And baaed upon that, do ~ey accurately 
reflect it? 
Donn, Graham &.. Associates 
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J. R. Georqe - Oi'qss .. :__---: ______ 2:=.;5:..;3=-, 
Yes, sir. ~ey_ de. 
· Now, as far as the· siqns and so forth that 
! are contained, they were up at 'the. time that you made the 








• In·apecific-what s~~s are you referrinq to~· 
.· •MinimUm pu"chaae $10 wt1:h a charqe card." 
Yes,· air. I recall that one.· 
_And ~out the purchase of t.okens and the 
I notice, z assume; as to aqe up here? 
I· X don't recall that one. I recall one that· 
they. reserved ~a ."riqht 1:o ~efuae to· sel·l· to anybody. I 
do recall thai; one· dJ_.rectly behind the. counter where the 
reqiater was. That's another one. 
0. Nov, were these pictures taken to be used as 
evidence iD a:·:pending criminal pr~ceedi~q? 
. : 
~ I h~ve no idea, sir. 
0. Do yo~ lcnow .. whether the party that went in 
I . . 
. j . to ·take them had a warrant,_ a search warrant to --
·t 
j l. . Ro, air.. I have D~ knowledqe of those 
circumstance~. 
~ And a. I correct that these pictures were 
22 ! taken after the company -was charqed with a. criminal 
23 offense? 
24 I don't lcnov that as a fact, air. I wasn't 
::~5 involved in it. 
Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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J. R. Georqa- Cross 254· . 
~ If the pictures were taken on September 20th, 
was that prior to or subsequent to the purchase of. the 
magazine in question? 
lL It was after the purchase that I made if-·that 
would be the case. I made the purchase on July 27th, 1982. 
g. And as I understand it.~ they were taken 
eithu concun'ent with or subsequent to an indictment being 
handed down by a· Grand Jury. 
I. Well, X have no knowledqe. All I did --
0. You 4on• t lai~? 
L No, air. I don't know. 
·MR. S~l: All right. If Your Honor 
please, then at. this 'time we would object to these 
pic~urea as be~q taken iD vii,la~on Of this. 
c!efendant•a rights in 'thai; ·they were taken without 
benef'it of •· warrant as .fu as I can tall at the 
pz:esent time. New, .. ~sequent perhaps even to an 
indictmen't: being handed down, and, therefore, the 
eviden~e was. imp~l:=f. obtained and it should b•, 
theref~re, suppressed from this hearing. 
· 'rBB COURT: Well, as X .W'ider~'tand ·.it, there · 
is no ·dispute that the defe~dant was operatinq a 
public business. 
Is th~t. correct? 
HR. SCHWARTZ s '!hat' a cozorect, Your Honor. 
Donn, Graham A Associates 
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J. R. Georqe - Cross 255 
THE COUR'r: All this off.icer has testified 
to that these photoqraphs, as he has examined them, 
correctly depict and portray the scene as he saw· it 
on July 27th, 1982. 
All right. Now, on the basis of that, I·.· 
would have ~ admit the pictures. How, you may· 
0 • • • 
be ~la:.to{,.challenqe them at some later time, but 
·.• ' 











' . i 
! 
I think they are admissible once the ~itnesa testifies . 
of his own personal knowledqe that they correc~ly 
portray the scene as ha saw it at. that time. Then 
he may testify to that and identify those pictures 
for that ~ae, and I would have to admit them 
. . . 
in evidence on ~at basis. 
these. 
MR.. . SCIIWAR':Z: Thank you. 
THE COURTa I'll n~te your exception. 
MR. SCHWARTZI We would so thank you. 
TBB COURT: All riqht. If you will staple 
How many photographs are there? 
'l'BE CLERK: Eleven, Your Honor. 
'mE- COURT: All right. Staple the eleven 
photoqraphs and mark them as City• s Exhibit 
Number 2. T.hat will he one exhibit containinq 
eleven items. 
'MR. JOIDtSON: I believe it' a my turn. 
Donn. Graham 8.. :\ssociales 
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J. R. Georqe - cross 259 
the store? 
Maybe three or four that were around the 
3 same area t:hat I was, sir. 
ADd the area that you • re talkinq about is 
5 the area of 'the display of maqazines? 
s I. Well, maqazines and films went around the 
1 inside. There•·s also a table, a couple of tables, that 
d are in the middle o~ the room itself, and ~at's where I 
! 
9 ~·was. lookinq for my magazine, which other subjects were 
i 
around there, also. 
11 Q. · !low, this store where you went into where I 
12 1 
. ·. . 
theae three: or four ~ple ·vue located, they were looking 
t • • . 
·1 




~buy or vieW maqaz~.ea and films. Isn't that riq~t.?. 
. Yea, sir. 
All r~q~t. How~ did you qo ·into the area 
·.:.s where. i:h~ lll9tion pictw:e viewing filma were? 
No, air~ It was an open area. When I 
l8 come up to· the front where ~e ~ey was taken, you c~ 
:!9 look to the left and there' a a hallway that runs down. 





projector or s~ethinq runninq. 
Q So that you know there- were other people in 
the store viewinq'motion pic~ura film? 
A I couldn't say that for a fact because I 
25 couldn't see them, sir, because they were behind a closed 
Donn. Graham &. Associates 
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J. R. Georqe - Cross 260 
type of a door. 
But if they weren't. in there, then the 
machines were runninq by themselves? 
L Yea, air. 
Q. All riqht. Which isn't: very likely, is it? 
~ No, sir. Not really. 
0. New r in qoinq throuqh this store that you 
had qone in ~o make this puch•se,. you observed, I assume, 
·a .. =iaign that said, ·~imam purchase of $10 with charge 
· ~a.• Isn't 1:hat true? 
~ Yea, air. · I recall a sign. 
~ Haw, thqae chuqe carda, those qo to what., 
Maste~%9'8 ~4· t;~ BaDlc Americard and that type of 
thing? 
L ·. X would imaqine so, yes, sir·. Charge c:ards. 
Q. How-, the people that you observed in the 
store an4 at the time you went in there, they were adults 
aa yow:self? 
L Yes, sir. 
~ ·T.hey .were dressed reasonably appropriate, 
were they not? 
A. ·T!lare was a variety. You know some were 
in a suit7 same were in slacks an4 a sweater, that ·type 





You didn't see anybody with just a . I raincoat on l 
Donn, Graham &. .~ssociatl!s 
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J. R. Georqe - cross 261 
type of thing? .T.hey were all regular folks? 
I. Yes, sir. 'rhey seemed ··to me. 
0. Now, this maqazine that you picked out, 
were you told to buy this maqazine? 
I. No, sir. I was told to qo in and attempt 
'to purchase a maqazine. That selection was one that I just 
hac1 picked up. 
Ot Okay. Nov, when you say ·attempt to purchase, 
there waa no problem with purchasing it? 
I. Oh, no, sir. I w~t up, and ·my money was~ 
taken •. 
~ ·Sura. I mean.no one said, hey, are. yo~ a 
police officer,. I can't.sell you thia maqazine? 
I. No, air. 
~ An4 therawas no at~empt to keep this 
maqazine ~dar the counter· so th~t they had to lift 
it out and· show· it to you, was there? 
A. ·. No, air. It was open out ~ plan view. 
0. Was it open, that pa~icUlar purchase,· or 
just. open? 
A No, sir. It was just like it is there, 
but it had a plastic type of wrap. around it .. which would not 
allow you to led . .:tlu:ouqh the pages. 
0. Row, did you qo through this maqazine··and 
thumb throuqh it? 
Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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J. R. George -·cross 262 
A. No, sir. I couldn • t because at the time 
it had the plastic. It was bindinq the rest of the paqes • 
X did once I went back to the station, as I stated, because 
I had to initial it, date i~ and put a time that I reviewed 
it. sir. 
Q. ~ow, you did review the magazine? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q.: · Now, wh~ you opened up. the cover to this. 
maqasine, itta called •swedish Erotica•, isn't that riqht?· 
~ Yea; au. That is i'to 
0. · .. ~ t:hua is no attempt to confuse anyone 
w~o want.a4 to.buy_ this ~qazine. exactly what ~they we~e. 
buying. In other words, you knew that you were buying a 
mavazine that depict~. sex ·acts riqht on the cover? 
A I think the pictur~ is self-explanatory~ 
yes, ail:. 
~ And as you open up the cover; inside the 
cover it says, •Erotic or adult films have become an 
intrical part of 1:he viewinq h~i ts of ~e American public 
aa attested by the millions of people who have seen 
·'Deep Throat.' and the many other films shown in the 
theaters acro~s the nation.• 
Donn, Graham & Associates · 
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J. R. Georqe - Cross 263 .. 
.wit.h -- the time. 
~ So when I see your initials up here in the 
upper lefthand corner·, that doesn't mean that you looked 
at this page and read that article? 
lL No, air. X just went throuqh and initialed 
·each paqe to show that.it was, in fact, a book that I 
had purchased, sir. 
0. Let. me ask you do you take any issue with 
that statement? 
·. 
JL I. think at this point, air, it. would kind 
11 
12 
of_ be prejudicial to ~a case being as thouqh I don'~ think 
it would be somet.hinq :that I should comment on when these 
. . 
. 
13 ladies an4 qentlem~. --~e hera· for that purpose. 
14 -~ No.·.· Ito.· I'm not .aakinq. you to commeDt. on 
IS 'that. I'm- askinq. you to comment.on the statement made 
16 in the lll&CJ&Zine that the filma depicted because 1:here · ia 
17 an account of films have become an intrical habit of the 
· 18 viawinq habit of the public. Do you have ·any reason 1:0 
19 disbelieve that? 
20 JL I don't keep up with that type of material, 
21 air, the filminq olr· anything:.;else if that's what you mean. 
22 I don't think I could.giv• a professional answer to that. 
23 Let me narrow it down. It qees on to say 
2~ after that, it says, •As ~attested to by the millions of 
25 peo~e. who have seen • Deep Throat. ' • There • a no doubt in 
Dono, Graham &.. Associates , 
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J.·R. Georqe- Cross. 264·: 
your mind that millions of people have seen •Deep T.hroat•, 
have they? 
~ I imagine they do like millions of other. 
movies. I'm not one of them. · I. don't know. 
0» That just means that y~ didn't happen to qo 
see it because you didn't want t~? 
L Ho,.· sir. 
Ot But you have no lmowledqa, as a detective 
in the pursuit of y~ business, that mi.llions of people 
did not, in fact, see •De~ ~at.•· Isn't that riqht? · 
L ·we11, not being ra.lat~d to what :r do, sir, 
. . . 
% wouldn1 t have ally· lcnowledqe. X have no way of lcno¥inq~· · 
Ouy. ~d in addition, it says in this·· 
stataDen't 1:hat hundl:eda .·of thousands - hundreds of 
th~aand.s of people have h~e prqj.!Jctors so they may view 
a millimeter ·films in the privacy of their own homes. 
trow, you don't have any reason to say that that's false, 
do you? 
A. If they say it? I have no way, no basis 












0. Now, let me ask you this: When you qo ·through 
this at1ore, and you look at maqazines and so forth, you 
looked at 8 millimeter films that ware in boxes that were 
in . :that store, diem • t you? 
. .... 
:-' 
A. I saw boxes, air, t:hat: were up on the walls· 
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J. R. George - Cross 265 
with other items that were in the store. 
And those boxes appear in part of Exhibit 2, 
don't they? l . 
I 
MR. SCHWARTZ: May I just approach the 
witness? 
THE COURT: Yes • 
., 
I (Photographs shown to witness for examination.): 
. .t Yea, air. 
·' .J BY MR. SCHWARTZ: 
., , 
...... Now, the fact that 8 millimeter films are 
12 beinq shown, and the fact that this maqazine happens to 
13 mention there's a lot of people own projectors and look 
14 at those thinqs, the only way they can actually qet a 
:5 film of 8 millimeter that's expl~c:it . .-would be at an 
, ·:: 
·. ) 
adult bookstore. Isn't that riqht? 
I quess you could .~ay. 
And you couldn't certainly qet them at the 
~~ local supermarket. Riqht? 
Yes, sir. 
21 Now, as far as the acts are concerned, I 
22 mean you didn't buy this maqazine because it had an erotic 
23 effect on you, did you? 
.. , . ! 
... -: No, sir. As I stated, I purchased the maqazine 
25 because I was asked to by Lieutenant Parker. 
Donn, Graham &.. .~ssociates 
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c. s. Morqan - Direct 273 
wrapped in cellophane and sealed at that time • 
What was the time of the purchase? 
A. 'I'he time of .the .purchase was -- it was 
approximately five minutes after I entered the store. So 
it would be like 2:40 p.m. 
0. Now, what did you do with the magazine after 
you purchased it? 
A After I purchased it, it was put in a paper 
baq and handed to me. I kept it in ml'1.··possession, and I 
proceeded hack to the Denbiqh Substation, at WtiiC::fi time I 
initialed a~ch paqe in the ~k and dated it. 
~ I would ~sk you to review these. 
A The pictures? 
1'hese photoqrapha, Detective Morqan. 
·(Photoqrapha shown to witness for examination.): 
THE COURT:· T.he record will show that he 
is examininq Exhibit Number 2. 
I" BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ And ask you if they accurately reflect the 
general condition and appearance of the interior of the 
nBook Boutique" on the date, .July 27th, ·t:hat you purchased 
this p•rticular magazine that you have described? 
A Yes, sir. T.bey do. 
Q. Now., when you purchased this particular 
Donn, Graham &. .l\ssociates 
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c. s. Morgan - Direct 274 
1 maqazine where was it located in the store when you first 
2 observed it? 
3 A. .It was on the first table as you come 
4 in. As you come in, .YOU make a sliqht right as you come in 
5 that door, and it was on that first table ·there is where 
6 I purchased it. 
i I would ask you to review this maqazine, 
8 and I would ask you is that the mag:azine that you purchased 
9 1 on the date in question, July 27th? 
i 
10 J· ···(Document shown to witness for examination.) 
11 . Yes, sir. It is. It has my initials on 
12 tile paqea alid also the date on each· paqe. 
· 13 MR. JOBNSON: We would ask this be introduced 
14 in evidence subject to cross-examination, Yqur 
15 Honor. 
16 THE COURT: . All right. So admitted Exhibit 
Ii Humber l. 







MR. JOHNSON: That's all the· questions I 
have of this witness at this time. 
'tHE.· ~COURT: You may cross-examine. 
Donn, Gra~am 8.. Associates 
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c. s. Morgan - Cross 275 
CROSs-EXAMINATION 
·BY MR. SCHWARTZ: 
Detective Morqan, what is your position with 
the Police Department, sir? 
I'm presently assigned to the Burqlary Squad. 
Burglary Squad? 
Yes. 
ADd the individual that took you out of 
_ Burglary Detail. to qo buy a book, his name is Parker? 
Lieutenant J.· '1'. Parker. 
.0. Naw, when he took you out of Burglary 
··Detail to buy this book, did he tell you ·why he wanted_ the · 
book purchased by you? 
No, sir. Be di.dn'~ explain. Be just asked 
me if I would be willing to go in ·there and purchase one 
f.or him. 
Q. And De~ecttve: Parker, is he a member of 
the Vice Squad of the City of Newport News? 
A L~eutenant Parker, no, sir. 
0. So. he' .s just a police officer? 
A. Be's a police lieutenant· assigned to the 
Denbiqh Station·. 
g. And he was the ·one that souqht you out. N~, 




.. :> .. 
~----------------------------------~------------------------~ 
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c. s. Morqan - Cross 276 
1 Burqlary Detail? 
2 ~ Be is not my direct sup~rvisor, no, sir. 
3 0. Then did you have to clear this with your 
4 direct supervisor? 
5 A. No, sir. 
6 So what Lieutenant Parker aid is he came 
7 on over to you, and he said, hey, come off of Burqlary 
8. Detail and quit worryinq about the stolen ·stuff and let's 
9 ! j. go down and buy a book? Is tha~·irhat.·he to·la you? 
10 I I 
i 
A. . No, &iT. 
ll , .. ~ What did he tell you ~actly? 
12 A. Be just ·said, .•Bow·:ab.out·qoinq up there ~d 
13 · · · buyinq a book for me at the •Book BOutique•? 
14. When he told you that, that meant you had ·to 
15 leave your duties in Burglary Detail and qo·do it? 
16 Yes, sir. 
17 And when yau did do that, ·how lonq did this 
18 process take you? 
19 From start to finish time -- I wrote the 
20 letter and did the paper ·work:.=:abaut an hour. 
21 Plus qoinq to Court, plus lookinq at it, 
22 plus writinq reports. 
23 'rhe whole process. at the station took about n 
24 hour; not the court proceedings. 
25 Okay. Now, can you tell Die why the -- strike 
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c. S. Morqan - Cross 277 
that. 
Was there any obstruction to going .in to 
buy this book? 
A. No, s~. 
C I mean did you have to knock on the door, 
the little peekhole· to 9pen up to see if Joe sent you? 
A. No, sir. 
0. And the store was open for business, was it? 
lo Yes, air. 
~ And anybody in the world that was eiqhteen 
or over could qo on in an~ buy a book? 
A. To my knowledqe, yes, sir. 
·And so when Lieutenant Parker sent you over 
there, he could have sent mybody there, includinq himself? 
Be could have qone·there, couldn~t he? 
~ Be was inside the store when the purchase 
was made. 
' All riqht. So there were two police officers 
in the store now. 
A. No. Just Lieutenant Parker, myself and 
the clerk. 
~ All right. So there were two police officers? 
J. Yes, sir. Myself and Lieut~ant Parker. 
0. Right. And can you tell me what he was doing 
in there while you were buyinq this book? 
Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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c. s. Morqan - Cross 
Be was.conversinq ·with Mr. Potts. 
And Mr. Potts was selling the book to y~u? 
~es, sir. 
o.· So now we have.a lieutenant and an officer 
5 · I· ·_from BUglary ili· there to ·buy this book. 
6 I· . I'm the only one that bouqht the book. Be 
r 0. I. I 
10 I there was. 
11 0. Well, was he looking around?· 
12 A. No, sir. When I came in he was· talkinq ·· · 
13 with Mr. Potts. 
14 Did you":see him qo in and .look at any· of 
15 the·. ·maqazinea or films? 
16 ·No, sir, not while I was in there. 
17 So he was just sort of chitcbattinq? 
Yes, ·air. 
10 . ., Okay. Now, can you tell me do you speak 
20 Spanish? 
21 No, sir. I do not. 
22 Do you understand the Spanish lanquaqe? 
23 No, sir. I do not •. 
24 so that half of this book beinq written in 
25 Spanis~, I dare say you don•t know what it says? 
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c. S. Morqan - cross 279 
~ Not the Spanish part, no, sir. 
g. All riqht. Now, did you read the Spanish 
part? 
A. No, sir. 
0. And can you· . .: tell me what it was tha~ brought 
you to purchase this book? 
I. I was asked to buy one that showed sexual 
intercourse on the front of the cover. 
, 0. And there must have been 200 books that 
showed sexual intercourse on the cover of those books, 
weren't there? 
A. At least. 
. , .. 
~ Let me ask you as to :those other maqazines 
and books ~t c!epictad sexual intercourse. I mean you 
could have walked ~n there and picked out· a whole row.if 
you wanted to. Is that ri~ht? 
~ (Witness noddinq head affirmatively.) 
~ · So ~hat you are telling me ~a that you were. 
qiven $20 of the City's money to qo purchase this one 
or any one that you wanted to buy. 
A. Yes, sir. 
0. Now, it says that this particular maqazine 
Donn, Graham K. Associates 
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1 B'l MR. SCHWARTZ: 
.2 
. Now, let me just try again, Officer, if .you 
3 don't mind. 
4 When you went in to ~aka the purchase, 





Well, could you tell me approximately the 
8 I time that you went .. into the store? I . 
9 ! I. 
:: I· 2a3S P·:· 
·Yes,· sir. I first enter~ the store at 
Bad you ever been to this store before? 
12. No, sir. I had not. 
13 Have you ever bee1,1 there since? 
14 No, sir. I have not. 
15 And the store, when you went in there --
16 if I haven't asked. y~u-·-- I think maybe I did I don't 
288 
17 want to be repetitious -- but that store has any number of 
15 maqazines th~t you could have selected from. You did 
19 select one from that amount? 
20 Yes~ ·~ir. 
T.here's no effort made to conc~l those, 
t"'tt} is there? .. _ 
No, sir. 
24 And there was a -- you didn • t see any. 
~~ children in that store? 
llonn, Graham ~ Associates 
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c. s. Morgan - Cross 289 
1 No, sir. 
2 And the store gives notice that they• re aellinq 
3 adult material to persons over the aqe of eighteen? 
4· J. Yes, sir. 
5 So 1:hat when you w~t in there and 
6 purchased Exhibit 3, you knew exactly wha:t you were buyinq. 
7 Isn't that riqht? 
8 Yes, __ air. 
9 Now,· fOU made_mentian_ that the operator 
10 of the store put- the maqazine into a brown .paper baq. 
11 Ye·a, sir. 
12 I assUIIle, am .I not correct,·· that the reason 
13 he did that is he diem.• t want you to walk out in the s"-_reet 
14 W.ith··.this thing where someon• may ~ook _at it that miqht-
15 · qet offended? 
i6. I have no idea why he d~d it. 
17 T.he fact that it was in a paper baq when 
18 you exited ~e··.atore meant that no one could see through 
19 the baq to see what you had there. Is that right? 
20 Nob~dy could see throuqh the baq. No, sir. 
21 . And so that the privacy of the item remained· 
2-2 private until you elected to open it up -and look at it. 
23 Isn't that true? 
24 I would presume s·c-l yes. 
N~ there was no effort made to get you into 
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c. s. Morqan - Cross 290 
! the store, was :there? ~Io one was standinq outside saying-, 
2 "COme in. • 
3 No, sir. 
·4 And as far as you kJlow anyone that goes in 
5 there knows why they are goinq there and what they intend 
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··. 
Yes, sir •. I would presume so. 
MR. SCHWARTZ 1 ·I have no further questions, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Anyth~nq on redirect? 
. ·MR.. JOHNSON: No redirect,· Your Honor. We 
. . 
would ask he be held for rebuttal and on call. 
THE COURT: YoUnq man, is there any reas<;>n 
why you couldn't be placed on ~all to answer 
within a short notice to reappear in Court? 
THE WU'NESS: No, sir. 
'l'BE COUR'l': All right·. You're excus~d on 
that basis subject to call. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COtJRT: Bow long is your next witness 
qoinq to be?· 
MR • .JOHNSON: Same. approximate amount of time 
as the previous one. 
THE COURT: All right. Let• s call your 
next witness.· I think we will conclude that'witness. 
I Donn, Graham K. Associates 
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MR. JOHNSON: We will call Sergeant Hinnant • 
-----oeo-----
J. A. HINNANT, called as a witness on behalf of the 
City, havinq been first duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EX»U:NATION 
11 BY MR. JOHNSON: 
12 ~erqeant Binriant,_if you would identify 
13 yourself. for the · J!eaord and the jurl'? 
. 14 A. . Serqeant J. A. Hiniumt, t.Jewport . News PQlice 
15. 
.Department aasiqned to the Detect:ive Bureau, Burglary Squad. 
16 Now, on July 2$th of 1982, you had occasion 
17 ·to. be in the "Book Boutique• ,13772 Warwick Boulevard in 
18 the City·of Newport News. Is that correct? 
19 Yes, sir. 
20 
. Now; on that occasion, would you relate to 
21 the Court what occurred? 
22 After receiving the instructions to qo there 
23 to purchase a book··Clt ~appr.oximately 1335 hours, I went to 
24 the "Book Boutique" store at 13772 Warwick Boulevard. I 
25 I walked into the store, and I -- this adult bookstore and I 
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J. A. Hinnant - Direct 
looked around for about four or five minutes and looked 
to see maqazines. T.hat's primarily what I was there for. 
And after beinq there about five minutes, I picked 
BOok Number 7 with the name of •MaXimum" on it. And I 
292 
paid -the gentl·eman, who I found out tater to be Mr. Po.tts, 
Barry J. Potts, and he put it in a brown .. baq. And I 
left the store and walked acro•s warwick Boulevard. And 
after I qot· over in the parkinq lot,· I just happened 1:0 
look back towards the store, ~d I saw ·this qentleman I 
had boug~t the book fram standinq outside lookinq in 
JrL direction. I don • t ~ow whether he was lookinq at 
.. 
me or not, but I proceeded oV-er to the parking lot where 
Lieutenant ~arker picked me. up . and took me hack to the · 
l . . 
DeDbigh Station. '· · And I Diarked the book, and put my 
initials on it. and ·turned it over to Lieutenant Parker. · 
(Document shown to opposinq counsel for 
examination.) 
BY MR •. JOHNSON: 
~ · I would ask you first of all to look at 
these photographs -- also this maqazine. 
Do these photoqrapha that I've hand~d you,· 
do the¥ generally depict the appearance and condition of 
the interior of this ·:store on the date that you made your 
purchase? 
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J. A. Hinnant - Direct 293 
(Photographs shown to witness for examination.) 
Yes, sir. They were on the -- I quess you 
would call it wall and also on the tables, the books were. 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
0. And the maqazine I handed you, is that the 
maqazine you purchased on that particular date? 
(Document shown to witness for examination.) 
A. Yes, sir. Because I initialed each paqe on 
7~28, the same day that I bought. them. 
MR. JOBNSONa We would ask this be introduced , 
in evidence subject to cross-examination, Your 
Honor • 
THE COURT: City's Exhibit Number 4. 
· (So marked by the Clerk. ) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
0. And that all occurred in the City of 
Newport News. Is that correct? 
lo Yes, sir. 
MR. JOHNSON: No other questions. 
THE COURT: You may cross-examine. 
MR. ·sCHWARTZ: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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J. A. Hinnant - cross 302 
0. Okay. Now, is it safe to say, on the serious 
aide, you looked around and you went through some of these 
maqat;nes and you perused them? 
a. I picked up a few of them and perused them. 
They had plastic: over thellll, and some of them you won • t 
supposed to even open at all. But I thiDk there was some 
on the table you could look through. I'm not for sure, 
but I bought it by what's on the front paqe. I felt this 
.. 
might be -- would ·be c:laasifie4 aa pornographip material 
with this woman there on the front paqe. So I never saw 
what waa illsic!a of thi• book until I took it to the 
DeDb:J.qh Police Station. . •. 
Of course, you· understand that a book has to i 
. ! 
be judged in ita entirety, but you thouqht that maybe because! 
there was a sex act on the cover that it miqht be 
·Pomcx.rraphia? 
I. Well, I could not look throuqh the .book until 
I bought it. 
0. I understand. 'rhe answer truthfully, you 
didn't look through the book until you qot to the station·~ 
A. Riqht. 
~ So the four or five minutes that you were 
there checkinq the price of the books, you were al·ao 
checkinq a lot of different covers that·were on the. books. 
Isn't that true? 
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it, but I didn't get no pleasure out of looking at it 
if you want to know the truth. 
z·•m not askinq you whether you did or didn'.t. 
What I'm saying:, really, is that you looke4 at a lot of:·! 
covers of a lot of books? 
Yes, sir. 
Before you maae this selection or even 
9 afterwa~a? 
10· Yea,. air. 
II lmc! these books are all in plastic so you 
12 can't really thumb. through than, au you? 
13 Right. 
14 ADd all you can aae ia a picture on the 
15 front, assume you pay· your money and 9ets what you pays 
16 for. Ian' t that what it Dounta 1:o? 
17 Yea, air. 
18 How 1 what you did ~· you made your purchase --
19 and I notice everybody aays the same ~inq -- they put it 
20 in a brown paper bag. Now, did anyone 1:all you to tell us 
21 that they put it in .a brown paper baq? 
22 No I no one did, but I assume it was probably 
23 the store's policy that this type of book had to be put 
t').1 in a baq. That's the reason I mentioned that. 
-'T 
25 ~ Would you think that the reason the store had 
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J. A. Bimlant - Cross 
that policy was because they didn't want you walkinq clown 
the atre~t holdinq this book up so ~at eveeybody might 
£aliit deadaway wh~ they saw it• and they didn't want to 
take a look at it? That's a possibility, isn't it? 
A. Anythinq, air, is a possibili~. 
SUre. An4 woulcm' t you thiDk that • • the 
raaaoD they put it in a bft*n paper bag? . 
. . ' 
a. l: can't aay what reason the store did that. 
0. Well.,· let's put it this waya . You surely 
wouldD't have walked out wii:hout it beinq in a bag? 
I. Well, if they 4idD' t CJi v~. me a bag, yea, ·I 
wou14 walk out with it. 
304 
Q. You vimld. An4 when you walked out with it, 
I assume .that it woulc!n't bother you that. maybe acmeone 
who c!ic!n'-t want to go to that adult booka'tore would ·perhaps 
look at this material? 
J. Ho. I would not show it to anyone. 
0. But how without it? You are qoinq to put it 
under your coat? 
I. ·I could -- I would put it under my coat, 
yes, air. 
0. You yould put it under your coat. Okay. 
Now, ·ha4 you been to that bookstore befor•? 
A. Never. · 
~ Have you been back since? 
Donn, Graham &. Associales 
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J. A. Hinnant - Cross 305 
A. No, •ir. 
Q. Have you ever made a study of bookstores in 
Newport Rewa? 
I. No, air. 
~ ADd this waa the first and only one you had 
ever been to? 
Quite an experience? 
Well, I wouldn't want to qo back. 
All riqht. You probably didn't want to qo 








I· really didft't becauae I. don't approve of i~ • 
'!hat' a a PGZ'~D&l -
T.bat•a a personal opinion. Yes, air. 
ADd you understand there's other people 
that have different opinions? 
Oh, certainly, yea, air. 
Sure. 
19 Now, as far aa the -- strike that. 
20 Now, Officer Parker, when you brought the 
21 maqazine to hili, he was in the parking lot? 
22 Yes, sir. 
23 And you looked back and·you saw someone 
24· lookinq out the. door? 
Yes, air. 
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J. A. BiJmant - Cross 306 
a, Well, was he concerned with whether or not 
you were a police officer? Is that what you are tellinq me? 
A. I assume that he probably thought of --
followed me to the door because most people in the store 
that day were· 4reaaad casual, and I was dressed up in a 
auit. ADd I ·waa out of place compared to the way the· other 
people were dressed .and figured maybe he· spotted me·&& ... 
being a police officer. When % looked back, I saw him· 
standing there looking out the door looking at my way. I 
4on' t kDow who he was looking at, but I ass\Dile maybe he 
waa looking at me. 
~ Let me tell yoa wbat l'm assumiDg. w.bat l'm 
assuming that when· you went in thce to buy that magazine, 
there .-auet have been some othu folka. 
&. There waa. There was four or five people 
in the store. 
~ Pour or five people. And were they looking 
around at magazines, too? 
I. Yea, air. 
0. AnC! c!i4 you see some of them make purchases? 
~ · Yea, air. I saw -- l think I saw one. 
~ And so you aaw other people buy magazines 
such as this, and they put them in brown- paper baqs and 
they would walk out? 
A. Yea, air. 
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J. A. Hinnant - Cross 307 
Q. Okay. How, did you hear, or did you observe 
people going in the back part of that store where they had 
motion picture machines where they could look at films? 
A. I aaw one go back there, but, honestly, I 
c!idn • t know what was back there because I had never been in 
to -- if . ·there waa machines back there where they show 
films,. I clidn't know what ·vas iD there. 
Q. % wante4 to ask you, but it was one person 
you saw c!iaappea:7 
~ I aaw one person make chanqa .ana go back 
thue, but % 414D't mow what waa back 1;here. 
0. .And you aaw maybe fow: or five people in 
the ator:e. 
How, let me ask you· whil.e you were thue, 
did you aee aome people leave an4 other people came in? 
lo l don I t ramemher offhand. . I know one left I 
but· l: don • t remember someone else ccainq in while l was 
there. 
Ot Did anyone walk ~ at the approximate time 
you 4147 
A. Ro, si,r. 
Q. ·Whe11 yo\\ walked in, there were people there 
and you saw one make a purchase and leave. Is that what it 
amounts to? 
A. Yes, air. 
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3. A. Hinnant - Cross 308 
I Now, when· you say thea~ people were casually 
2 dressed, they were wearinq -- it was summer, wasn't it? 
3 Yes, air. 
4 Bot day? 
5 Yea., air. 
6 So they were wearinq, I guess, what, jackets 











Well, I call casual like blue jeans and things 
of that nature. And I was dressed up with a necktie with 
a a:at and everythinq, and I was dressed 41fferent fram the 
.. 
way they were. 
~ You are not suggesting that only people that 
wau jeans and T-ahi:ta buy these books, but that people 
that wear suits don't, are you? 
I. Ho, air. 
An~ you don• t think that the:r:e' s anythinq 
17 different about someone who weaZ's a suit versus someone 
18 that doesn't wear a suit, do you? 
19 No, sir. 
20 
_Anc! as far as when you made the purchase, 
21 I mean that man· didn • t aay, bey, are you a . police officer 
22 and I can • t sell this maqazine to you? 
23 
24 And as far as you know,. if you told him you 
25 were a police officer, he would have sold it to you· anyway? 
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J. A. Hinnant - Cross 
I mean be didn't say he wasn't qoinq to sell it to you, 
did he? 
Ho. I didn't ask hia. 
Right. And I mean there i·a no signs up 
there that say we don't sell to police officers of 
.Rawport Hews Police Department? 
Ii; might not be a siCJD to that .effect, but 
I thiDk you have a right to reserve -- you reserve the 
ri9ht to aall to who you please -- refuse to any person. 
Sure, but ilo one is refused? I mean yc:)u • re 
309 
i ! . 
1 j , 
i 
11 not aware of anyone being refuaed a sale, are you? I mean --i 




15 An4 didn't go in there with the. idea ·of 
16 hidin9' who you were. No one ever asked you. 
17 No, air. 
18 And all you • re :telling me is you didn't go 
19 in and say l~·m a police ·Officer fr~ Newport Rewa an4 I'm 
20 buyiDg this maqasine. You just went through the maqazines, 
21 saw one on sale·,· purchased it and pai4 for it and left? 
-
23 Riqht.. And as far as you know, that' a 
24 all everybody elsa does that goes there. · Isn't that true? 
25 I can't say what other· people do. 
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Well, you can in the essence that you're 
a police officer that made certain observations. So I 
assume --









what• a in the .baak, I don't know. I didn't see that. 
How, the individual who you saw look out 
the door or stand out. the door, I queas he must have qone 
back in, didn't he? 
Yea. air. 
I mean he didn't zim out arid say give me 
back. this magazine, you bought ~t from me ·under false 
pretenses, did he? 
Ro, air. 
Be was gla4 to tak~ ·the seven· :.anc! a half and 
15 put .it in the caSh register along with everybody else's 
~6 money. Isn't that true? 
17 A. I quesa so. 
lS Okay. Now, when you got. to the car. and 
19 Officer Parker was there, now what did he do or what did 
20 he discuss with you because he drove you over there? 
21 What ·did he say? · 
22 I don • t remember him sayinq anythinq other 
:23 than h~ miqht have men1;.ioned the fact I ·.menl:ioned to him 
24 did he see the man come out of the buildinq there and look 
::::. at .~qy_ .dt·rection. And he. said, •Yes. • . But as far as what 
·noriu. Graham f. t\ssociaics 
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J. ·A. Hinnant- Cross 316 
BY MR. SCHWARTZ: 
Now, this letter you don't mention, sir, 
that Lieutenant Parker was with you. But I assume that's 
just samethinq that you left out of the letter. 
No. I didn't think it was necessary to 
have it in the letter. I figured I could testify when· I. 
went to Court if it was necesa:y to do so because I remember 
vivic!ly exactly what happened. 
Now--
MR. JOHNSON: I just make objection. I'm. 
Z'eadinq the lettex myself. 'l'he last sentence aaya 
l think ~ic:ataa Lieutenant Parker was puked in 
the uea and obaezved the same. % think that's· 
what Se:geant BiDDant said. 
BY MB. SCBWAR'l'Z a 





















13 back in? 
! 
19 MR. JOHNSON: I think the report does indicate j · 
20 he was in ·the area. 
21 
22 BY MR. SCHWARTZ 1 
')'' 
-..) I think I notice here you; say there were about 
six other persons in the shop while he ·:was ther.e. ·· So it 
25 wasn't four or fiveJ there were six other people was there • 
.Donn, Graham &. .t\ssotiates 
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J. A. Hinnant - cross 
1 A. I didn • t count them. 
0. Your idea of what was there: was clear 
then. 
~ I estimated. 
5 0. So when you said six, that waa more near 
conect than four or five DOWJ riqht? 
.. 





















five people ~ there. · 
I 
I 
Bu1: nov there is no, reasoll for me to _disbelievej 
I 
t:hat when you wrote this leti:u on July 2_8th of 1982 and I 
I 
aaid six weze ~ua, thai: is probably mdre cradibl~ than I 
13 what you are tellinq ~· now. Isn't that ·tzue? 
. 14 I 4oD 1 t know. 
15 I 0. Okay. And aa· ~a:. as the Lieutenant Puker 
I 















you went back to t:he car,· you dr~e a mile, you put your 
ini'tiala down fifteen, tw~ty· times, you typed out this 
letter and you 9ave it to Parker. And that!s when he did -- ! 
. . i 
l 
you don • t know, but his name appears on it. . j 
i 
I. Right. I don't know where he put it at. I 
put it? 
Q. All riqht. And I assume you didn't sea him 
I. No, air. 
G Is that true? 
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WALL DISTRIBUTORS·, INC. 1 
t/a BOOK BOUTIQUE, 
-Defendant. 
8 Stenographic transcript of the testimony introduced 
9 an~ proceedinga had upon the trial of the above-entitled cause~ 
10 in said Court on JanuaJ:Y 191 19831 before tho Honorable 















Bateman~ Judqe of said Court, and jury. 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 328 
and the jury what transpired while you were on those 
premises? 
i 
' A ~ went to the business on 7-29-82 and i . 
I 
1 entered. The clerk was Harry Potts at the time. Mr. Potts 
is seated in the back of the courtroom. I viewed the 
selection of material·, which was on the tables and hanqinq 












of the walls. All the maga~ines that I saw, I saw men 
and women in-v~rious staqes of undress • Some depicted. 
males and females enqaqed in sexual activity. I chose 
a maCJazine from the rack titled •souse Call•. The price 
i 
!2 I on the back was $7.50o ·I took it to the counter andl"Jwlded . J 
13·_1
1 













purchase, qava me ~ chanqe and I left. 'l'hat puzc:hase 
was made at 1:47 p.m. I b~uqht it back., back to the ·· 
. DeDbiqh SUbatatioll where I aiqned ~t and initialed each 
pa9e. I turned· ·the maqazine over to Lieutenant ~Pa:Z:ker 
at 2100 plm. 
0. z· would ask you to peruse these photoc.Jrapha. 
and ask you do they ~epiot the qeneral condition and 
appearance of th&..~8 Book Boutique• when you were on 












i (Photographs shown to witness for examination.)! 
i 
Yes, sir. This adequately depicts the store I 
?- as it was on the 29th. 
-=> 
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1 THE COURT: Bow accurately doea it; not 
adequately. 
3 













Does it correctly depict? 
Yes, air. It does. 
r ·would ask you to peruse this maqazine and 
ask you--
MR. JOBNSOHa ~id you want to see that? 
Did you want. to see it:. .. first. -- I'm sorzy -- the · 
maqazine? 
MR. -SCHWARTZ: Miqht aa well.· I can make 
a copy o~ the title. 
(J?oe=ent shown t.~ opposing counsel for 
examination.) 
17 BY MR. JOHNSON: 
18 I ·would ask you to peruse this maqazine 
19. again, and 1·a this the maqazine that· you purchased on 
20 July 291:h at. la47 p.·m.? 





Yes, sir. It.ia the maqa~ine. 
MR. JOHNSON: We would offer this into 
evidence subject to cross-examination. 
rrBB COOR~: Okay. ·aa admitted aa City• s 
Donn, Graham & .~ssociales 
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Exhibit Number 6. 
(So marked. by the Clerk.) 
MR. JOHNSON; .Now, I would ask some direction 
from the Court·-: .. Detective Suttle has made numerous 
p11rchases durinq the period we are t:alkinq about 
hera today· th~t h~ would. be testifying. If the . .- ··: 


















each purchase or qo throuqh.·all of them and then· l 
i 
i 
I pemi~ cross-examination •.. So whatever. defense · · 1 
I 
I 
counael. -- . . . .~. . ~ . . i 
'lD .... COUR'!s The· Court .feel• tha~ pubaps after 
each one as you w~ld . suspend, but I '11 leave~ tba~ , , 
up to the defendant. · .. ·-· . :~ 
~: _:,SCJIWAR'!Z: X -~ink we miqht as we1~.1at 
the. -wi-tness· talk· ~ou~ everythinq. he. purchas.:l~ ·. · 
. . 
. THE: COOR~t- All riqht. You take him • 
A11 riqht. ~rocee~ with al~ of your exhib~ts, 
sir, and the detendant . will cross-examine at the . 
conclusion of your dir.act evidence. 
MR • .JOHNSON:. Thank you, Your Honor. 
I 
.. , .. 
·BY MR •. JOHNSON:· :··:: -~· 
~ Now, on August 4th of 1982, -you also had 
occasion to be in the . ·: •sook Boutique• at ~.72· .warwick 
Boulevard. Is that correct?· 
Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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1 
. . I 
the Court what occur~ec! t 
Yea, sir •. 
If you would relate to 





A. At 1Qa29 a.m. after going to the •sook 
Boutique11 , I pw:chased a book titled •Inside China, No. 1 8 
for $7.50, paid fo% it with a twenty dollar bill and 
z:ecei ved mY chanqe. I then took the book back to the 
8 DeDbigh Substation where I tumad it over to 
9 Lieutenant Parker at 11:25 a.m. The condition of the at.ore 
10 1 waa the same aa it was several days earlier. 
11 'rhe pho~raphs you have seen earlier today, 
12 they woulcS ·depict the condition and the appaar~ce of the 
13 stoz-e- on that elate, Auquat 4th? 
14 Yes, air. ·zach ~±aa I was in the store, 
15 it really never chanqed that l could tall •. 
16 (Jlecument shown to opposing counsel for 
17 examination. ) 
18 MR. SCHWARTZ a I'm aorey. Bare ia the 
19 ~.:cover. 
20 
21 BY MR. JOHNSON: 
22 1 wo~d ask you to peruse this .-qazina 
· 23 and ask yqu is that the maqazine that you· purchased on 
24 that date? 
(Document ·shown to. witness for examination.) 
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R. K. Suttle- - Direct 3.32'. 
If Your Honor Please, I notice I 
I 
MR. SCHWARTZ: 
the witness is qlancinq over some sheets that he 
is-testifying to. If he is, I would like to see 
the sheets. Then I would like to have the sheets 
tumed over and nota . aomethinq that he w=te down. 
· TBB COURTs All riqht. If you will suspend 
for a moment. 
AJ:e you testifying- from a memorandum that 
you have prepared? 
·-
I'm testifying- fxam a notepad. 
-rBB COORTa A notepad. You are using tha~ 
aa put of your testimony. Is- that. couect7 
~ taTHBSSt Yea, air. 
'mB COUR~a I'll allow coansel to examine 
BY MR. SCHWARTZ 1 
0.. Officer, I noticed that you have been 
testt.fying from a lawyer' a notepad, is that riqht, a yellow 
tablet? 
~ A legal pad, yes, sir. 
0. Legal. pad. And thia leqal ·pad that you are 
using, waa it prepared at ... ~e 1:ime that each sePuate 
Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 333 
purchase was made? 
a. No. 
~ Was_it prepared tor the purpose of testimony 
in COW:i: today? . 
~ Yea, sir. It was. 
Q. .. And how long a9o waa it prepared? 
I. That yellow pad was prepued yesterday 
f~ the notes I ha4 culminatiDg in all these files hera. 
Q. Haw~ waa that prepued· in conjUDction ,ith 
o1:hu peraona7· 
I. Ro~· ·· · 
You p~:epared it on your ·own? 
Yes. 
ADd when ·dieS you pz-epare 1~7 
YesteJ:day. :·t., .. ,. ""-'• 
I don' 1: recall • In the morning. 
The moning. 
Prior to the t:J:ial. 
g. All. right. 
recollection of what transpued ~ithout refening to thi•:~ 





















Can you testify then with~ut reference to ~e: 1 
pad or the notea7 
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R. K. Suttle-- cross 334 
1 Hot to the dates. and times. 
2 So that you are usinq thia notepad solely 
3 for. the pw:poae of d•te and time? 
4 - Yes, air. 
5 
_ · H~, if -- let me ask you thiaa if --
6 why woulc! you ·have on your notes here, if· that's the 
7 pw:pose, I. notice you have Parker, his name appears,· 







woman. What' a the purpose of that? Can you identify these 
magazines without those notes? 
I. The notes will preveni: me f1Ul havinq to 
go 'th=ugh each one of these 'tWelve files and pullinv 
ou't my.,.- lattu of dei:ail and havinv t:o ~ead?:.; the entire 
lettu 1:o fin4 out ceR&in points of inf01:mation that 





G But for the tact·~-·then that you had those 
notes to zoead, then. you wou~an•t really be able to tell 
us what happened, would you? 
I. t would not recall all the dates and tJ.mea. 
20 No, z wouldn • t without lookiDq at my notes. 
21 I noticed, Off:i~U, -.before certain questions 
22 were asked, you happened to be qivinq the answers. can 
23 you tell me h~ that comes about? I mean· you surted 
:24 reading some answers before counsel ever asked you -~ 
25 1· question. 
.. - llonn, Graham &. Associates 
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R. x. Suttle - Cross 
I 
I don't recall that. I 
'rilE COURT: Would you explain to the witnes_a l 
what you're talkinq about? We would have to q~ 
hack into the -- excuse me. 
BY MR. SCHWARTZ s . 
Spac.ifically, you start~ talkinCJ aboui: 
the store before you ware aaked or before pictures were 
referred to. Any raaaons for tha't? Any particular --
other than pezohapa you miqht be --










12 the store as l entered and what. I saw. That.' s the way 
13 l wt'ote ~ah one of my let.ters of detail as far as the 
14 purchase• were Diada.... AD4· that. waa ·- I did DOt necessarily 
15 Jcnow the City ·Attomey wanted m~ to describe it on my own 
16 aacord • 









recQid a~aight, D¥ nota reflects ~t he testified 
aa· to Bxhibi1: Namber 6, ~in which the photoqrapha I I 
I 
I 
wen handed him, which he axam1Dta4 the photOCJ%apha' [ . 
and said that they depicted -- he used soma tam o'thez:l 
. . .... ·•·· .. ·.. ! 
than. that. -- correct poR:ayal,. :and I aorreatec!· him --I 
I 
inquired of him -~ 
MR. SCBW~ZI 
Thank you~~ 
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.. .:··--~ ...... ___ ,_ . 
R. K. Suttle - Cross 
'mE COOR'.r 1 T.hen he came on to testify as 
t:o what transpired as to t:he Exhibit that has 
not now been introduced, pres~l~, an exhibit. 













him 1:o tell what he did. And he went on and I 
. l 
testified to photographs with the same -- I'm sorzy --j. 
that .the conditions of the ato~e was the same at 
all timea that he went in there as it were portrayed 
in the pho~rapha. And I thiDk that • s the way 
tha continuity of 1:ha testimony wan-t. But if you 
have· .. a diffez:ent view -- · 
JiR. scsw~z ... Ho. z thiDk that's exactly --· 
My position was, Your Honor, 1D relative 
to the names ancl the dat:ea, %·have no obj~ion · 
. to him refening to a pad. Bu't anYthing b~yonci. that, 
we would want to sa~ what--recollections he may or 
may not have •. 
.Thank you. I have no fUrther questions. 
~ COURT: All right. You may continue· 
your examination, Mr.· 3o!mson. 
MR. JOBHSON: 'lhanJc you, Your Honor. 
Donn, Graham &. ,<\ssociates 
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BY MR. JOHNSON: 
Q. Detective Suttle, I see you're reviewiDq· 
that maqazine. Is that the maqazine you purchased on 
. August 4th?" 
~ Yea, sir. It is. 
MR. JOHNSON I I aubDi t this in'to evidence 
subjac~ to cross-examination, Your Honor. 
TBB COOR~t All right. Be admitted as 
City• s Exhibit Number 7. 
(So marked by the Clulc. ) 
14 · BY MR• JOBHSOR1 
15 Row, on August 6, 1982, you aqain had 
16 occasion to be at the •Book Boutique•, 13772 Warwick 





Okay. What uanspiz:ed on :that occasion? 
On that occasion, I entered the business 
21 and ~chased· a magazine tiUed, "Wit:h a Touch of Class• · 
22 
r. .·. 
That: puchase was made at 10147 a.m. for $7.sq. I 
23 took tb~ maqazine back to the Denbiqh Suba~ation where 
I tumed it over to Lieutenant Parker at. 11 i 18 a.m.. ~a 
25 magazine depicted two men ana one woman enqaqed in a sexual 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct . 338 
activity. 
And the photoqraphs that we have shown you 
earlier, do they depict the general condition of the 
buildinq on the d-1:8, :·.August. s,when you·:weJ:e there?· 
J. . Yes, sir. It does. 
(Do~'t shown to opposing· .counsel for 
examination.) 
JY MR. JOHNSON I 
Q. I would ask you to pense this magazine and 
ask yo~ ia that the magazine you purchased on AUCJUSt 6th? 
~Document shown 1:0 vi tneas for examination.) 
I. Yea, aiz'. %t. is the magazine I purchased-. 
'!liB· COUR'!a What'a the name· of it:? 
DB WI~S: · •with a Touch ·ot Class.• 
'ft1B COUB'!: · ~aec! 8-6-8.2. 
MR. JOBRSON: We would offer that in evidence 
subject 1:o croas-exatainatioD. 
TBB COURTa That is Exbihit Humber 8. 
(So marked by 'the Clerk. ) 
BY MR. JOBNSON1 
G What mode of uanapoztation did you use 
on August 6th t:o go to the •Book Boutique"? 
& ~ personal vehicle. 
Donn, Graham li Associates 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 341 
(Document shown to opposinq counsel for 
examination. ) 
BY MR. JOBRSON: 
Q. I would ask you to review this maqazine . 
and ask you is that the maqazine you purchased on 
August 9th? 
(l)ocument shown to witness for examination. ) 
·I. .Yes, sir. It .is. 
. . · .• 
·:. ~·a. JOBRSOR: We would offer this into 
evidence, Y()UZI Honor. 
TBB COOR'r: All right. Be admitted City• 8 
Bxbibit Number 9. 
(So marked by the Clerk.) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
·, 
g. !(oW, Detective Suttle, aqain, the photoqraphs 
that you perused earlier, do they qenerally depict and 
correctly depict the interior of the store? 
& Yes, sir. 
g, ·an August 9th? 
lL . Yes, sir. 
·Q. _After turninq th~s magazine· and the 
previous maqazine you have testified .over to 
Lieutenant Parker, have you had any control or contact 
Donn, Graham &. :\ssociates 
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with those magazines prior to ~eeinq them in Court today? 
No, sir. 
'fbey have been -- Where have they been7 
z don 1 t know. I assume Lieutenant Parker· . 
had them. 
Okay. Now, on· August lOth~ 198.2, you alao 
had occasion to be at ·the •sook Boui:iquea. :ts thai: right?· 
Yes~ sir. 
· ~d what transpired on that date? 
, On that dat.e, at 3:42 p.m~, I purchased a 
book titled ·B~oUc Menaqe campus Sex 11 and for $7.50. 
It.tumed the book over to Lieutenant Parker at 8:00 on 
8~11-82 • 













. l. .. 
I 
15 perused earlier in regards to.the genera1 condition,· 
16 diet they .depict the general condition and appearance 
. . .· 
17 of the store on the date, August· loth·, .when you wezoa 
18 there? 
19 Yea; sir. 
20 (Document shown 1:0 opposing counsel for 
21 examination.) 
22 
23 BY MR. JOBHSQN: . 
24 I ~ I would ask you to peruse ~is magazi~e 1 
25 and ask you is that the maqazine you purchased on August loi:h} 
i 
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1 of. 1982 at the "Book Boutique"? 
r--,. 











Yea, sir. It is. 
MR. JOHNSON: We would offer that into . 
evidence subject to cross-ex-nation. 
THE COtmT: What' a the nama of the book you 
examined? 
THE WI'mBSS: "Erotic --~·~• campus Sex~ •. 
THE COURT: Be admitted as City' s Exhibit · 
Humber 10. 
(So marked by the Clerk.) 
' ·· 13 · IY MR. JOBNSON1 
\.. ........ 
14 Row • this particular maqazina, where · in 
15 the store die! you make -- 414 you acquire. this maqazine? 
16 L The wall on the north side of the buildinCJ. 
17 Bow was i1: attached to 'that wall? 
18 With a aprinq-i:ype clip, paper clip -- a 
19 larqe -- about an inch wide clip. It was hanginq from- a 
20 nail. 
21 And what did you do when you purchased the 
22 maqazine? What exactly did you do? 
23 I carried the magazine to th• clerk, handed 
24 him the magazine. He removed the clip, ·put it in a paper 
25 bag and rang the purchase on the cash register. 
Donn, Graham &. Associates 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 
0. Now, on August the 11th, I think was the 
next time·~·you were in the "Book Boutique•. Is that 
co·rrect?· 
A. Yes,- sir. 
g.: What transpired on that date? 
1. On August the· 11th, I went to the •sook 
... 
Boutique~, and at 1:51 p.m.,.I purchased a maqazine. 
~itled •shemale· Encounters, No. s• at $14.95. I left 
·the ~to~e, returned to the Danbiqh Substation where I ... 
· tume4 it over· to Lieutenant Parker· at 2:22 p.m. on 
a~11-a2. 










I . T .. 









. . •.. . ~. 
·~arlier, do they depict couect.ly the interior of the atore? 
~as, 'they· did. 
0 QD. August 11th, L9827 
I. Yea,. air. 
.f.Doeument: shown. to opposing counsel for 
examination.) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
· G I would ask you to review this maqazine and 
'·I 
I 
ask you is that the magazine you purchased·· on August 11th --i 
I 
eaccuse me -- yes -- August 11th of 1982? 
(Document shown to witness for examination·.) 
. . 
Yes, sir. At that time thouqh the paqea had 
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R. K. Suttle.- Direct 
I not. been ,separated from the magazine. .It appeared to ba 




BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ w.hat do you mean by separated? 




Did. you initial every paqe? 
lL Yes, sir. I did. Yes, sir. It'a ~e 
same magazine. 
MR. JOHNSON:· We would offer this into 
evidence subject to cross-examination, Your Honor. 
TBB COUR~: . Be admitted as City' a Exhibit· 
~ Humber 11. 
(So marked by the Clerk. ) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ What location of the store did you acquire 
this? 
L '!hat was on one of fow: tables in the store. 
~ And what did you do with the maqazine after 




A. Turned it over to Lieutenant Parker at 
.the same date. 
g.· Now, you were aqain in the store on 
Auqust 20th at 13772 Warwick Boulevard in the City of 
Donn, Graham &. .. ~ssociales 
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. -~-··,..,......: ...... ··- __ ...... · 
R. K. Suttle. - Direct 
Newport· Hews? 
Yes,.sir, I was. 






A. On. that. day, I went to "Book Boutique•, and 1 
at 1lal3 a.m., I ''~" ... chased a book titled "Coaktail··.G!rls-~· No.i• ~- . I 
$7.50~ X took the hook. baclc to the De.nbiqh SUbatationi· I 
I -
and I tu:ned it aver 1:o Lieutenant Parker at 11:30 a.m. 










· Yea,. air. 
(nocument shown . to opposing counsel for ,·. · :. · · 
examiDation. ) 
15 BY MR. JOBHSONa 
16 I 'WOUld aalc you to review this magazine and 
. . 










I. On wbat7 
· Q;. AUgUSt 20th. 
· (Document shown to witness ·for exam:l nation.) 
. . 
J. · Yea., air. ·Thia is the bOok that· z purchasect 
on Auqust the 20th, 198·2. 
MR. JOHNSON: I offer that -·into evidence 
subject to cross-examination~ Your BonoZ'. 
Donn, Graham A :\ssociales 
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THE COURT: City's Exhibit Number 12 ba 
admitted. 
(So ma%ked by the Clerk. ) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
g. What location in the store did you acquire .. 
th~s p~cular maqazine? 
I. That also waa on .~e northeJ:Dmost: wall of .. 
the building. The north wall. 
Q. Okay. Bow was it attached to the wall? 
&. ··It was hanging with spring-type clips. 
0. · Anc!. the photographs you reviewed earlier, 













Yes, sir. They do. 
Q. Row, you were aqain in ~· atoJ:e on 
Augus~ Z4~, 1982. · Is that correct? 
A.· Yea, air. 
~ '.fhe next time you ·were in there. Ancl on 
that date at the'·'!acck:Boutique!' at 13772 Warwick Boulevuc!, 
what tranapi~ad? . :.'- _. 
. .. . •:.: .:-· 
·A. .On that date, I was in 'the "Book Boutique•. · 
and at 1:04 p.m •. , I·purchased a book titled "Blaclcass ,.,. 
. . 
... Pucker, No. l" at $7. SO. I then took the book back 1:o . the 
~eDbiqh Station where I signed the front. of the book, 
wrote my name .~:on each page and turned it ·over to 
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B. K. Suttle - tlirect 348 
Lieutenant Parker at la40 p.m. 
date? 
0. What time did you enter the store on that 
THB COURT1 1:04 p.m. 
MR. JOHNSON: I thouqht he said that was the 
time he pux~ased it, Your Honor. I'm just ~inq, 
1:0 get the time he enter~ ~~-· store .• 
'fBB ·.cOURrt All riqht. · ~swer tbe question.· 
'mB WITRESSt 12:55 p.m. 
.... · .... 
BY MR. JOBNSOlft 
. . 
0. Yeu· noticed the exact -time iD reqards to 1:he 
time you purchased? 
I. I entered the store at 12:.55 p.m. I made 
the purchase at 1:04 p.m. 













the qeneral condition of the store on that date, August 24t:h21 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Dccument shown to oppoainq counsel for 
examination. ) 
BY MR. JORNSOlfs 
Q. I would ask you to revitN this magazine and 
ask you is that 1:he maqazine you purchased on tha 2.4th of 
AUCJUBt, 19827 
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(Document shown to. witness for examination.) 
i 
A. Yea,· _sir. It is. j 
l 
MR. .JOBHSON: We would offer that into evidence: 
i 
subject to czooas-examination. Your Honor. 
TBB COURTs City's· EXhibit Namb•r 13. 
(So muked by t:he Cler~.) 
BY MR. .JOIDJSO~t 
0 Row~ the next i:ime you were in the store was 
OD August 25th --
I. Yea·, sir. 
~ · - 1982 at 13772 WaJ:Wick Boulevard in the 
Ci~ of Newport News at the •Book Boutique•.. Is that 
Z'iCJht? 
L That •· • riqht:. 
Oa On 'that date, what transpired? 
I. Oil that date, aftezo enterinq the •sook 
Boutique• 1 I purchased a book titled •Anal Andy, No.ll. • 


























plus tax. I lef1: the stozoe ~- vent to the DCmbiqh Substation I 
where I tUZ'Ded the book over to Lieutenant Parker at 
1130 p.m. on 8-25-82. 
· The photoqrapha -- aqain, the photoqrapha· 
you have reviewed 1 they depict the qeneral condition of 
the st:ore on that date, August 25th? 
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R. K. $uttle - Direct 350 
I. Yes, air. 
0 Where was this maqazine located in the . 
store? 
A. T.hat one was also located on the north 
wall. 
.. 
0. Bow vas it attache4? 
A With a sprinq;..t~ clip hanqing from a nail. 
(Document .shown to witness for examination.) 
BY MR. JOBHSOHt 
0 I would ask you to peruse that maqazina 
and a•k you is that the magazine you purchased on that 
date? 
A. Yea, sir. This is the maqazine I pUrchased 
on that date. 
MR. JOBNSON1 ·we would offer that in evidence 
subject to cross-examination, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. ae· so admitted as 
City's Exhibit Number 14. 
(So marked by the Clerk.) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ Now, the next data you had occasion to be 
at the •Book Boutique" was on Auqust 27th. Is that 
correct? 
fiunn, Graham & .1\ssotiate~ 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 351 
Yea, air. 
What transpired on that date at the address 
I have indicated to you earlier? 
L On the· dat~ at the "Book Boutique" I 
purchased a book entitled,•Good'n'Plenty, No. 1•, $7.50. 
I made the· .purchase at 1a44 p.m. I took the hook to the 
Denbiqh Substation. I tur.ned it over to Lieutenant Parker 
at 10:40 a.m. on 8-3G-82. 
· '1'BE COURTa . 'lw:'ned it ewer to Parker on 
what day? 
.DB WITNBSS1 8-30-82. 
TBB COUR~. On August 30th? 
TBB WITNESS: Yea, sir. · 





What time on that date did you tum it over? 
10:40 a.m • 
':he condition of t:he interior of the store 
19 was the same as depicted by the photoqraphs earlier? 
20 Yes, sir. 
21 (Document shown to opposinq counsel for 
22 examination. ) 
23 
24 BY MR. JOHNSONt 
25 I would ask you to identify this magazine. 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 352 
(DocwDent shown to witness for examination.) 
BY MR. 30BNSONs 
0. Ia that the magazine you purchAJSed on 
Auquat 27th of 1982? 
& ·Yea, air. It is. 
MR. JORNSOHI We would offer that in .':evidence 
8Ubject 1:o cross-examination, Your Honor. 
. 'TBB COURTs Okay. So admitted. It's 
J:xhibi t Humber 15. 
(So mazkec! by the Clerk.) 
BY MR. JOBNSOH1 
~ Now, the .next time you were in the store 
at the address I've in4ic~te4 to you earlier, the 
store beinq known as the •Book Boutique" , was on 
September lat. 
I. Yea, air. 
~ 1982. Is that correct? 
I. That' a correct. 
~ ~d what .;;:transpired on that date? 
THE ·cotmT: What was that date aqain? 
MR. JOHNSON: September the· 1st. 
THE WI'l'NESSs September the .1st. 
On that date at 12:53:.::p.m., I purchased a 
llann, Graham &. Associates 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 
book titled •sex Teacher, 216" from· ... the •sook 
Boutique•. · The cost of ~e ~ook was. $7 .so. I 
took it to the Denbiqh Substat·ion where I turned 
it ova~ to Lieutenant Parker at 2:00 p.m. 
BY MR. JOHNSON& 
353 
~ · · Any ahanqe in the cond~tion of the inte~ior 
of the sto~e fraa what you testified to earlier? 
Hoi· air. There was no·· chanqe that I could 
10 tell. 






BY MR. JOBRSOHa 
15 ~ % vou14. ask you to peruse and identify this 









(Document shown to witness for examination.) 
A. Yes, aiJ".. 'l'his is the same book I pur.chaaed 
on that date. 
MR. JOHNSON: X o.ffer into evidence subject 
~·croaa-examination. 
~BB COOR'.rr · Be so admitted as Exhibit 
Number 16• City's EXhibit Number ~6. 
(So marked by 1:he Clerk.) 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct ·.~54 
.. :·. ·~· .... •. . . ·~ 
. 1 BY MR. JOBHSON: 
2 Now, you next had OCC?asio~ to be in the 
3 •iiook Boutique• on September 2nd, the followinq day. 
4 Is that correct? 
5 Yea, air. 
What: uansp~rad on thai: d~.te? 
7 On thai: ·date at t:he •sook Boutique•, I 
8 eatuad the store, and at.la57 p.m., :r p~ased a book, 
9 title4 ·~iplez, No. 1• at a cost of $7.50. I tur.ned it 
. . 
10 over to Lieutenan~ Parker on 9-2-82 at 2:50 p.m • 
.. 11 . l'a soz.zy. I didn't hea: you. What was 









L . $?.so •. 
· I. woul4 ~ale you to iden1:ify this magazine. 
(Docament shown 1:o wi1:Daaa for examination.) 
BY·MJt. JOBHSONt 
Q. · la ~at the maqazine. you p~ased em 
September 2nd? 
L. Yes, air, it is •. 
Bow,· rec~ti~q w~t you just previously 
22 teatif"ied to,. you.were in 1:he ·~·Book Boutique• how many 
23 times .in..:.~.to~l durinq. this period? 
24 Twelve times. 
25 An4 on all these dates, was there any chanqe 
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R. K. Suttle - Direct 
in the interior appearance as reflected by -- that would 
355 




today? The general condition? Do those photographs 
correctly reflect the appearance and condition of the 
interior of that buildinq? 
Yes, sir. 
All twelve those dates~ I think you 
testified in reqards to the first purchase you made ba~ 
on July 29th that the clerk was -- who sold you the hook 
10 was one Barry Potts. Is that correct? 
11 Yea, air. 
12 was~ he present -- Did he sell you other 
13 books? 
14 
·A. Yes; sir, he did. 
, .. 
1~ Without qoinq into:·.-. a grea4i deal of detail, 
16 do you have any idea how many times he has sold you 
17 of the twelve? 
I. Nine. 
19 Ot Nine times? 
20 I. Yes, sir. 
21 0. On the o1:her three occasions, who were the 
22 clerks that sold you? 
A. Thomas Warren, Jr. , and Edward Dickerson. 
Let me correct myself. It was eight times 
25 for MJ:. Potts, three times for Mr. Warren and one t~e for 
Ihmn, firaham A Associates 
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R. K. Suttle - cross 
any particular maqazine? 
1. No, air. 
0. Now, when you went out to the store to 
purchase them, I notice that you used. your own car. 
1. Yes. 
~ .And each occasion? 
A. Yea, sir. 
~ · I notice some other officers yesterday had 
occasion to take the only police car out of the police 
station the~e. When d~d you start ~sing you~ car, or 
d!d you have a car assigned to yoa? 
& % h•ve a car. 
.Q. Okay. But the car that you have aaaiqned · 
to you, is ii:·:a ·police car? 
J. Yea, sir. 
Q. Baa police·ma:kinqa? 
A. It has a shield between the fron't and back 
seat. 
Q. So when you drove up to that bookstore, 
on each of the twelve occasions you d%0ve up in your 
. c:u-? 
Riqht. 


























wonied about someone selling to a police officez:, ha would ;· j 
I 
have seen your car and he would have seen that shield lmowinq 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 372 
that you•~a a police officer. Righ~? 
A. If I drove my own car, he would not. have 
seen the shield in it.. 
Q. Well, did you drive your own car? 
~ Yea. T.bat'•· what I said. 
0. Row, yow: own car meaning not the car 
assigned to you but the one you own? 
I ckove my pe11son~l car,· i;he car that. I own. 
Well, do ~u drive your personal car when 
you CJO out and·· hveatiqata. a cru..e?wh~re a . child ia 
beaten7 
L Ro, air. 
. . . 

























15 J.. So the puscm sellinq . the maquinea would not ·I 
16 know ~1: I was a police officer. 
17 Well, if y~' re investiqatinq a child 
18 baa tinq and you • J;• not. s~e who · it: was , wouldn • 1: it be 
19 just as important:·:·.to keep your undercover capacity there? 
20 
21 
I. · · z:. don • t drive ray personal cu when I 
investiqata the crimea. ':he only time % would drive· my 




Okay. Now, let • s make sur~ I understand 
that.. Bow lonq have you bean on the_ police force? 
'ten years, ten months. 
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R. ~.. Suttle - Cross 
Ot. And in ~en years, ten months, you have 
always used a police· vehicle when required in the line 
of duty. 
J. There have been occasions I have driven 
my personal car durinq that period of time, but ve~ 
infrequently.. · 
0. Al14 other than in the year 1982 when you· 
made twelve maqazine purchaaea, how many times c.U.d you:··· 
drive your peraonal car that year?. 
I. %·have· no idea. 
~ Por police business?. 
Ia %·have no idea• 
·O; Okay ... Now,· let~• 'talk about that for a 
minuu. · You drive up .. in your personal car, and you gat 
out, go into the 8tora.. Is there anythinCJ thue that 
says we don't sell to policeman? 
A. No, •ir. 
0.· AD4 is there any reason for you·; .. to believe 
that -- strike that. 
!lew;. when you go on into that store and you 
make a purchase, 4id ~ay say,_ h!Jy., what' a your nama, 
·and do. you have a police badqa? 
I. No, air. 
g. Okay. So you just. aai~, I Want to bU.Y 
•:rnaide Cbina•, and they said, yea, au. 
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R. X. SUttl·e - Cross 374'"· 
how much is it, and they said, $12.50. And you qave them 
soma money, and they took it: and they qave you chaD.CJe? 
~ I never asked for a particular magazine. 
I would qo to the· rack or the wall,· and I would select one. 
And then I would take it to the counter and pay for it •. 
Q. Okay. And they certainly ,era happy to 
sell it to you? 
L ·Yea, air. 
~4· they would aell it 1:o anyone, aa far·.as 
you bow, wh~ is an a4ult that had tha money to buy it. 
Aa fa~ as % know, ye,, air. 




















into this. book•tora, I. ·notice you vaDt in at. varying t:imeat I 
I 
l:47J 10a29J .·loa451 4t53 • Were there people iD the store 
. . 
outside of t:he clerk1 ... · 
~ Occasionally. 
. . . . 
g. And on- occasion would y~ talk to those 
people? 
I. Ro~ air. 
Q. And· so you don • t know why they ~era? 
I. Ho·. 
Q. But. :t assume that they were customers 
the same aa you? 
A. l aaaUDle. 
Q. Let me ask you -this: this store is only 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 375 
1 about a thousand square feet. Ian '1: that riqht? 
2 1.. Yea, air. 
3 And you qot to be a steady customer. I 










the .lOth, the ·111:11. Om you tell me why it is .you had to 
· Bpend eight, ten, fifteen ~utes at the· store each time? 
1. . When I entered the· ~tore, I had to select 
a magazine. Someone -- I was portraying a customer. 
Someone, as a customer, would not nomally sp8114 $7.50, .. 











. 'l'hat. would seBD Odd; and I did not ·want to seem 1' 
% wanted to seem l~e a legi~te cuatOIIler.. , 
clerk. 
odd. 
!l We111:ben, theze. ar8 no (JuesUons & letJitimat.e'~', . 
I 
. . 












1. ; 'l'liat • a t:ua. 
~ · Sut-8. And 1:hoae leqitimate custcm•ra, .as 
far as you know·, come f:om Newport Hews? 
lo Aa far as I know. 
0. ADd aa far as wha't you were or .. were not 
po~yinq, did .. it maJca any difference? I mean you. simply 
could ~o in and buy. a maqazina, one time spend three 
minutaaJ one time spend two minutes.· Did it make any 
dif~erence .. how ~onq you stayed ~era? 
A Did it make any difference to how lonq? 
It didn't make any difference to me. 
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R. c. su~tle - Cross 376 
~ Did it make any difference to anybody? 




Q. How, you made. a purchase, and on some 




waa either in· the ·st:ore or he was in a police car outside 
of the store.· in the· parkiilq 1o1:. can you .tall me why it was t ·· 
that you wera·.pamitt~ to go yourself but he didn't go with 
you? Be went with. the other· officers. Do you know 
anythinq ~out that? 
I. I c!ontt know. You will have to ask 
0. · Dicl ·he eve~ tell you why he was · chancjinCJ 












I I. Ho, •1r. He didn' t. 
Q. Okay. Now, you made a purchase, and ~ey 
. -1. 
· put it.. in a baCJ. 
I. Yea, sir. 
~ ADd when they put it in· a bag, did they 
remove the cellophane WJ:appu? 





















Q. Now, you knew that maqazine was 90in9. to be 
put into a, or submitted to a Grand Juzy. ltiqht? 
L-----------------------------------------------------------~1· 
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R. c. Suttle - Cross~ ______________ 3_7_7~ 
A. Yes. 
~ ·And you purchased it in this manner. 
You simply -- the maqazine was on a nail, riqht, and it 
was in a plastic bag. 
A. Yes. 
0. Okay·. And I suppose this is the plastic 
baq? 
(Shown to witness for examination.) 
~ suppose. 
BY MR. SCBWAR~Z 1 
Q. How, had you kept this maqazina in a plastic 
baq sealed, all you would have to do is atta~ your name 
to it, and put it into the property· room and then .it was 
sealed. And the Grand Jw:y could have opened the seal 
and reviewed the mac;azine. Riqht1 Isn • t that --
A. That's possible • 
~ Sure. so what's the sense of -- since 
you don't have anythinq to do with this, you're just an 
~trument to make a purchase.. Right? 
A. That' • correct. 
~ T.hat•s all you were. 
So what's the sensa of takinq off the wrapper 
~ 
and qoinq throuqh every paqe and siqning your name? __ 
I mean wouldn't it have been siq)le;- just to leave it in the 
fJonn, firaham &. .1ssociatas 
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R. x. Suttle - Cross · 384 
No. 1", they weren't there when it was purchased? 
No • 
0. And the only one in the world that knows if 
it waa or wasn't was you? 
TBB COOR'l': was or wasn' t what, . sir? 
MR. SCHWARTZ z I • m sorry. ·z qet cauied away 
with m.yself once in a while, Your Honor. Bxcuse me. 
BY HR. SCHWARTZ: 
Q. The oftl.y one that would know whether: the 
purchase was made or was not made by you, that is t:he · 
puzchaae of •cocktail Girls,• that was. you? 
Riqht. 
0-. Okay. How, when you made these purchases, 
did you ask· the clerk to identify htmaelf? 
.L · No. 
0. And how would you know whether it was 
purchased from a Harry Potts or Art Schwartz? 
& Lieutenant Parker told me .that Barry Potts --
he gave me a physical description of him and how to eXpect 
his appearance whe~ I entered the store~ And I was told 
that Harry Potts was ~ere, and that Barry Potts was 
about 6 foot 4 and that he had dark hair and he ha4 a 
bad tooth in the front. 
G Well, are you tellinq me that you filled out . 
Dunn, Graham &. :\ssncia:es 



























R. K. Suttle - Cross 385 ~--------------------~~~~~~~~~~--------------~~---! 
~ 
a haq and made ceJ:tain enuiea on th&t bag-, which is part · 
of the evidence in this case, and the part Barry Potts 
you put down because you wece told that he was there by a 
police officer who wasn't ~ere? 
a. Barry Potts was deacr~ed to me. You're· · 
right. I only assumed that that wa~· Barry Potts. I 
bouqht that magazine from the man sittin9 riqht there in 
the striped shirt. (Indicatinq.) 
~ Yeah .. 
I. Qkay. 
g. . But diet that man in that store ever give 
you any identification that says he' a Barry Potts? 
~ No, air. No, air. ·Be.didn't. 
0. Okay. How, ·if he is Bar:y Potts, all you, 
knew at the time you purchased it was purchased from a 
man who was previously described to you aa·resembling 
Rany P~tts? 
A. Yes, sir. 
fl An~ that's all you know .about it. Rig~1:?· 
I. Yes, sir. 
g. Okay. Now, when you went ·to this store, 
are there any signa in front of the store? 
1L Yea. 
~ And what do those signs say? · 
A. There • a a larqe siqn on a pc)le in the front · 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 386 
that says "Adult Shop. • 
Okay. Now, is there any siqn that says 
.•Book · Boutique•? 
a. I •m not sure. 
Q. Well, you took pictw:es of the place as it 
looks. Isn't that true? 
' .. Yea. 
~ Would you mind goinq through.thoae pictU%es 
and see if you see any sign th'at says •sook Boutique•? 
L C:eJ:taiJ\ly. 
~ I appreciate it. 
(:Photocjraphs shown to witness for examination.) 
L No, ail:. There is no sign depicted in these 
photographs that. aaya •Book· Boutique11 • 
BY MR. Sc:BWAl\!I!Z: 
~ Did you have occasion ever to Check any 
business applications? 
A.. · No,· sir. 
~ · Did you have any occasion to check anything-
that would tell you that this was the •sook Boutique•? 
A. No. 
g.. So that when you say you ·.purchased -these 
items from the "Book Boutique", that• s just based upon 
something samebody else told you? Isn•t that true? 
Donn, Graham &. :\ssociates 194 
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a.. K. Suttle - Cross 387 
~ T.bat•s true. 
g. So basically, this individual, or some 
individual who told you to qo out and buy a magazine, 
they're the ones that filled in the name of where you bought 
it. Isn't that true? 
~ . Yes. ~y. --
~ And that isn't your findinqs at all. Riqht? 
I. That ian·• t my findings that this is the 
"Book Boutiqu~ 
Ot Yes. 
I only ~ow that: I went to the Adult Shop. 
It's located on the corner of Sherwood Shoppinq --
·She~ Place and Warwick Bouleva~d. 
Exactly. Ye1:, each time you were asked 
whua · you p~chased these maqaz~ea, and you were asked 
I 
i 










twelve times, you testified~ ·:t: went to the I! Book Boutique•. 
. - .. . 
' 
I ; 
·Yea, sir • 
. ~ Now • basically; you really don' t mean that. 
You meane you went .to the Adult Shop which you believed 
to be· t:he "Bo~k Boutique." 
0 • 
L T.bat•s correct. 
i . 0 
: 
g. So that,. in essence, perhaps you stand al.iqhtl!' 
aouecte4. Is that true? 
A. Yea, si~. 
Q. Thank you, sir, 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 388 
Now, and as to the individual, Barzy Potts·, 
th~a again you really stand corrected because you meant 
an individual described to you as probably Barry· Potts? 
A. Yea. 
Q. Okay. And aa to the reasons why a third 
party woul~ ~t this infoz:mation on after you filled out 
certain itema, you really don't Jcnow? 
~ I didn't aay a third party put it on. 
~ Well;. you know you didn't put it. on. 
A. I diaD't put it on. 
Q. Well, if you didn't put it on, and it appears 
L Yaa, sir .• 
Q. AQd that happened moat of the time. 
I. I don't know. ·% h~ven't looked at each bacj. 
Q. ·All. right. Now; there• s a maCJazine c:alle4 
•Good'n'Plenty" where it's filled-out slightly different. 
on this one l think· it' a your writing. It says, •Entered 
1:38. 11 'rhat•s -- I'm sor%1'- August 27th. Do you see 
that one? 
A. I see it.. on my notes. 
g. Okay. Thera aqain, it says purchased from 
Barzy J. Potts, but on AUgust 27, that same Barry· J. Potts• 
was an individua1 described to you as BBXry Potts. · 
1. Yes. 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross -------..::3.:.8.:.9__, 
How, dw:inq these twelve times, I aaaume, 
then ·you didn't ever atl:ika up a conversation, .say, hi, 
Mr. Potts, my name is Mr. Suttle? 
No. I never did. · 
~1 right. Now·, when you say the place is 
substantially the same each time you :went into it, you 
went into it over a period of approximately thirty days? 
Yes, sir. 
But what you mean by that: is that it ha4 
substantially the same type of material in it? Isn't 
that what you cu:e tal.kiDCJ about? 
·Talking about the magazines were arranged 






the only difference that I. could detect was maybe a different; 
. I 
maguine hanqinq on a hook fZ'OJil the same hook X had 
purchased one the day before, or they reauanqed the 
maqazinea. periodically or put a. new maqazine up •. 
Well, I assume what you are sayinq is that 
there. wa~ merchandise chanqinq hands all the time, but, 
basically, it was the same store. 
Right. 
Isut that right? 
How, in that regard, there • a no question tba~ 
i 
24 you saw ~rchandisa goinq out. RiCJht? · 
25 
· Occasionally •. 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 
Q. And t:here' s no question, or is there -
well, I shouldn't say there is no question. Is there 
any question of merchandise caminq in? 
L No_question. 
Ok~y. Now, were you ever asked to obtain 
any invoices as to who bouqht this material? 
a. No. I was never asked. 
~ ADd your sole function was to qo buy maqazines 
until somebody said tha-t;•s enouqh or quit qivinq him 
money to buy ~em? 
A. That• s correct. 
~ How, from the time- you quit buying those 
maqaaines,. or made!.._the last. purchase September 2nd, you · · 
ha~''t ~eeD haC;:k~ have you? 
.L ~, sir._ 
~ ADd I assume that wherever there was a 
delay in tw:ninq · these::-over to Lieutenant Parker, that 
. . . . 
was eithez:· beQause -- that was either becaus• ~- that 
was because }le wasn't there --
A. Or I had not completed the paper work~ 
0. All X'iqht. In which case, you simply put 
it in a locked drawer. 
I. Riqht. 
Okay. And that • s the sum total of the 
lcnowledqe that you have of this case. :Isn't that true? 
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R. K. Suttle - Cross 391 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Period. 
A. Yea. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, sir. 
I have no further questions of this witness, 
Your Honor. 
MR.· JOHNSON: I have same· on redirect, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Redirect. 
. HDIREC': BXAMINATIONi. 
BY M1l. JOHNSON: 
Q. · Whai: • s the address on this business building 
that you went and made these pur~ases? Do you know? 
~ 13772 Warwick Boulevard. 
Q. ADd you are clear about that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is the address of the hui~d~nq thai: 
you went to make those purchases? 
. A. Yes, air. 
Q. This· particular establishment open to the 
qeneral public? 
A. Yes, sir. It is. 
0. Now, Mr. Schwartz asked you what• s the sense 
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R. x. Suttle - Rec!ire~:...::t::......._ ____ .%..3.::..92=--
of looking throuqh a magazine that you could have just 
left it in a plastic baq. You opened the baq for what 
purpose? 
A. To siqn my nama on the front of the maqazine, 
the date and the tim• of 'the purchase and to initial or 
siqn my name on each paqe of the magazine • 
Q. Did you pense t:he maqazine -- look at the 
pac;es? 
I. Yea. 
g. Did that p~ovide you with an opportunity to 







MR. SCBW~Z: Well,. we'll object to~·.:the fom 
of the question, Your Honor. I c!on't cue what the 
officer testifies to as to .. why. I 1:hiDlc if he ·.said 
he saw it, he ouqh1: to knqw what it was. I thiDk 
it's redundant, anyway. 
18 BY MR. JOHNSON: 
19 And you • re clear the· qentleman ~u purchased 
20 the m&CJ&zines fZ'ODl, at least aa_ you have identified as 






An4 the gentleman with the striped shirt? 
Yea, sir. 
No question in your mincl about that? 
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1 WILLIAM B. HAYES, called aa a wi1:neaa on behalf of 
2 the City, havinCJ been f~at duly swom, was examined and 
3 teat.ified as follows: 
4 
5 DIRBCT BXAMIHA~IOH 
6 
7 BY MR. JOBRSORt 
8. Dei:ac~ive· Bayes, I would ask you to identify 
· 9 · yo1iraelf fo~ the ~eao~. 
10 ·I. I'm William B. Baye~, police officer for 
11 the City of Rewpon Rewa. 
12 0 Rovl Detective Bay~a, on Au9\181: 12, 1982, did 
13 you have an occasion to be. at an eatabli~ent at the 
14 •sook Boutique• located at 13772 wazwick Boulevard in 
15 the City of Newport Rewa? 
16 Yea, sir. 
17. What transpired on that data? 
'18 On August the 12th, 1982, Lieutenant· Parker 
l9 requested I go to the bookstore, •Book Boutique• Adult 
20 Shop located at 13772 Warwick Bouleva~d and purchase one 
21 of the books. Be gave me a twenty dollar bill, and I went 
22 to that store dz'ivinq my .personal vehicle. I parked in 
23 t:ha parkin9 lot and entered the buaiDess about 3:18 p.m. 
24 ·When I went to it, I went inside the ):)~•iDeas. I observed 
25 i maqazines .around the side· of the walla and on a table or L_ ________________________________________________________ __ 
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w. B. Hayes - Direct 
1 tables in the center of the floor. 'l'here was a 4oOr, or a 
2 hallway laadinq 1:o the left of the door that I entered from 
























the store, I observed different portions of the material, 
and some of it showed different men anc! women in 4ifferent 
sexual poai tion•. SCIDe of it showed -
MR. SCBWAR'l'Zt I hate to intenupt the witness,· 
but it appears he is rea4inCJ it from a documeDt, and 
I'm not sure what he is readinq frCIIl. 
au .... 
TBB COmt!'1 Are ·you reading from a document? 
'DIE WIBBSSa I'm lookinq back and forth, 
ftB COUR'l'a A11 ~gbt. can you tesUfy from 
your own knowl-edge7 
'ftiB Wl:BBSS: Most of it except times and 
those l doift .. know, · &ut I have it hen. 
·. THE COURT: All right. That• a the extent 
of what··he is using it for. 
· . Do you wish to proceed any further on that, 
Mr. ·Schwaztz7 If not, proceed. 
MR. SCBWARTZI % .c!o not. 
'l'hank you, Your Honor. 
THE W%THBSS1 Some of .the- material showed the 
. . . 
. ! 
different men and women in diffeJ:ent -::~sexual poait~ons:, 
·actually·, • ..·sexual intercourse. Same of the ·books --
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w. B. Bayes - Direct 399 
in fact, all of the books that I saw were wrapped in 
a plastic type wrappinq. You could not see the inside : 
pictures from the outside. I picked up one book 
from the wall entitled "carnal Climax, Vol. 1, No. 1,• · 
i 
and this .showed the man an4 woman in the act of .. 
sexual intercourse. I ~ok the. magazine to the 
cOUDtu anc! gave Mr. Barry J. Potts the twenty 
dollar bill •• And he rang it up as $7.50 plus tax 
an4 gave~· the change.· He put it in a brown paper 
ba9, and I brought ·it baCk .to the DeDbiqh Station. 






at the DeDbigh Police StaUon; ·I put my initials 
on each of .. the ~qaa· ·of 1:he magazine and gave 
LieutenaDt Parker the· maqazine aDd the chanqe t:hat 
he bad given .... 




0. What time was ~at ·thAt :fou tumed --
T.hat.was completed approximately 3a40 p.m. 
I show you these photoqrapha and ask you . 
21 do they generally:.-depict the collC!i t.ion · anc! appe~ance · of 
22 the "Book Boutique• on the date of August 12th when you 
23 were there? 
- 24 (Photoqraphs shown to witness for ex .. :Lnation. )· 
25 Yes, air. 
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w. B. Bayes - Direct 400 
(Document shoWn t:o opposing counsel for 
examination.) 
BY .MR. JOBHSOH: 
~ Bow were you dress~ on this occasion? 
A. I had been wearinCJ a suit for duty that day • 
but I was not wearinq my coat, nor a tie, nor any.:...of· my 
police equipment. I just hac! on the bottom part of my auit 
or a sports dress pants and dress shirt. 
Oa Bow lonq have you bean esilployed by the 
Newport Hews Polio~ Department? 
I. Just over sixteen year•~ 











And What station. are· you aasiqned to? 
To ·the Denbigh ·Police Station~ 
And you know Lieutenan_t Parker? 
Yea, air, ~ery well. 
Professional relationship with h~ for how 
About all of that sixteen ye~ra I've worked 
back and forth with~-.: .. 
0. Be would be considered yo\lr superior? .. 
I. Be could be, even though he is not: directly in 
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1 command of me. 
2 I would ask you to review this maqazine 
3 an4 ask you if that's the magazine you purchased? 
4 (Docament 8bown to witness for examination.) 
s Yes, sir. 
6 
7 BY MR. JOBHSOHt 
8 en· 1:he 12th of AuCJUst. 
9 ·Yes;· air. ~It baa my initials, date and 







MR • .l'OBHSOR: We would offer that subject 
to c:rosa-.X•mination, YOUJ: Honor. 
'l'BB COtm'!a ~1 riqht. Be ao admittec!, 
marked as City's ·Exhibit Humber· 18. 
(So marked by the Clerk. ) 
17 BY MR. JOBNSONi. ·. 
18 Now, you aqain had occasion to go to 
19 .13772 Wuwick Boulevard on August 16th. Ia .that co~t? 
20 Yes, sir. 
21 An4 on that date· what transpired? 
22 I· went: aqain on Auqust the 161:11. 
23 Lieutenant Parker that day had qiven me a twenty dollar 
24 bill to purchase magazines with. I went in my personal · 
25 . vehicle, parked oil the lot and went inside the stol:e. I 
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W. B. Bayes - nirect 402 
entered approximately la45 p.m. As I entered, I saw 
the same fixture of books around the walla, on the tables. 
Q. So if I may intaz-rupt, the photographs you 
reviewed hera earlier, that would depict 1:he general 
condition on that. date, also? 
L Yes, sir. ADd all of the magazines that. 
% noticed then were still covered with the plastic 
covering. 
MR. SCBW~a Excuse me, Officer, but this 
aeau to ~ going into a dialogue and is not 
responaive to - question. 
'mE ·cotmTa Die! he ask him to tell ua what 
you founc! there? 
MR. Sc:BWARTZ a Be just aaid, •would you 
tell us what happened. • Row he is qoinq to the 
tables, they ware in the plastic, the store 
looked the same. 
TBB COUUa Well, I thiDk he is telling 
what happened. Be ia tellinq 1_1hat happened. I '11 
overzule your objection. 
MR. SCBWARTZ·a '!hank you, Your Honor. 
THE CO~a I think he's responsive to the 
inquiry. 
Go ahead, please. 
'.rBE WI'l'NBSS 1 I took one of the magazines from 
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w. B. Bayes - Direct 403 
the table in the center of the floor off ~e tables 
there. This maqazine was entitled •Prick Pleasua." 
I gave this magazine 1:o Mr. Potts also, and he rang 
it up as .$14.95 plus 600 tax and gave me the change· 
f=m the $20. I retm:ne4 to the police station 
an4 gave ·this to Lieutenant Parker ~tar I initialed 
·the pages and after he had placed· ··it in the brown 
paper bag. I qave it to him, the book. I bought 
the book approxima~ely· 1:18 .p:.-m. · ADd after 
completing my paper work, I· tumec! it over about 
2a40 p.m. n~ fact, ~ this ·occasion,. 
Lieutenant Parlcu was ina14e the store 1:a1lciDg to 
Mr.· Potts. when I bought this particular magazine. 
15 . BY MR. JOBHSOHa 
16 ADd you have not seen the magazine until 
li today • Is that right? 
18 No, ail: .. 
19 O~y. AD4 how were you dressed on this 
20 occasion? 
21 Basically, the same. I don • t know if l was 
22 wearing a::. suit or sports clothes, but without. my coat and 
23 without my police gear. 
24 (Document.shown to opposing counsel for 
25 . examination. ) 
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w. B. Ba es - Direct 404 
BY MR. JOBNSOHa 
I would ask you to review this magazine. 
(Document shown to witness for examination.) 
BY MR. JOBSON: 
g. Ask you is that the magazine you purchased 
on the 16th of Augus1:7 
· Yes, air. It has my Dallle writ-ten on it, and 
tbe date, and time and so forth. 
Did you zeview·the magazine after you 










Yea, · air. I w~t through each paqe and put 
my initial• on each of t:he papers. 
MR. JOHNSON: Okay. We would ask that be 
introduced into evidence, Your Honor, subject to 
cross-examination. 
THE COtJR~: Be so admitted as Exhibit Number 
City Bxhibit Number 19. 
(So marked by the Clerk. ) 
21 BY MR. JOHNSON: 
22 Q. . How, on AuCJQ.st 17th, I think you had the 
23 next occasion to be at 13772 Warwick Boulevard. Is that 
24 right? 
25 Yes, sir. 
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w. H. Bayes - Direct 405 
~ On that occasion, what did you do? 
A. I again -- I went back to the store at the 
request of Lieutenant Parker with the twenty dollar bill. · 
that he had given me. I entered the store at approximately 
1-2a47 p.m. The inside of the store was the same as on 
other occasions. On this occasion, I bought the book 
•Nuts and Bolts" and put it in, or took it in to the counter : 
where Mr. Potts was, qave him the money. ·Be rang it up, 
and he c::harqed $8.50 plus 34¢ tax and gave me the chanqe. 
Be put it iD a brown paper bag, and I left the:;store at · 
12a 58 p.m. After returning to the Denbiqh Station, I 
initialed each paqe with my. initials, and I gave the boOk 
and the change to Lieutenant Parker. And thia was 
the store at 12:58 p.m. 
~ Bad the interior condition or appearance 
changed any? 
A No, sir. It was basically the same. It 
was maybe.;. different books in different places on the walls. 
~ Bow were you dressed on ·that occasion? 
A. Basically, the same. Still on duty •. I'm·.not 
sure.if it was a suit or sports coat, but without my police 
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w. H. Hayes - Direct 406 
gear. 
(Document shown to opposing counsel for 
examination. ) 
BY MR. JOBHSON: 
I would ask you to review th~s maqazine 
and ask you ia that the magazine you pUrchased on the date 
you have indicated on the ~7th? 
(Document shown to witness for examination. ) 
Yes, sir. Bas my initials on each page 
····anc! on the f~nt ·o~ the magazine. 
. ·. ·MR. JOHNSON: We would oUer this into· · .-:.;·'"· 
evidence subject to c:oss-examination, Your. Honor. 
'1'BE COOR'.r: Be· so adinitted as City' a Exhibit 
Number 20 .• 
(So marked by the Clerk.) 
0 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
And you next had occasion to be in this 
location on August 19th. Is that riqht? 
Ye~; sir. 
And what did you do on that particular date? -
Again, I went to the store; Book Boutique, 
24 with a ten dollar bill that Lieutenant Parker had given me. 
25 I entered the business that day_about 10a48 a.m. 
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w. B. Bayes - Direct 407 
inside of the business was basically the same as I had 
seen before. ~e magazine that I bouqht that day was --
I took it from the north wall. It was beinq held by a 
spring clip, a rather larqe. spring clip, and i~ was 
entitled, •cocktail Girls. • This showed two women and a man 
on 1:he front cover. .J\ftd .I gave this maqazine to Mr. Potts 
·and gave him the tan dollar bill. Be. c:harqed $7.80 ~or 
it and put it in the brown paper baq. And I took it back 
to the Denbigh Station. I lef:t the stOre at approximately 
10: 56 a.m. 'l'he book itself was bouqht approximately 
101 54 a.m. :Just after, the paper work was completed·· at' .. ::·.-..~:. 
' 
about lla 35 a.m. . 
Q- What did you do with the bOok ·then? 
A It·waa qiven to. Lieutenant Parker. 
Q. Bow we~e· .. you 4raaaed. o~ that occasion? 
Bas-ically. the same. Sport clothes, or 
suit without a ·tie or pol~~e e~~ent. · -
0. What mode of transportation did you ·use? 
A. I .drave my own personal pickup truck up to 
the parkinq lot, parked in the parking lot. 
.• 
~ You next had·occasion to.be i~ there on 
Auqust 26th. Is that correct? 
A. Yea, sir. 







25 j in the City of Newport Hews? 
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w. B. Hayes - Direct 
A. Yes, sir. 
G What did you do on that particular day? 
~ COURT: What about the exhibit? 
MR •. JOHNSON: Oh, I'm sorry. I keep 
forqettinq. · 
We would offer that into evidence under 
the same conditions. 
TBB ·comtT: All riqht. So admitted as 
City's Exhibit ·Humber 21. 
(So ma~ked by the Clerk•) 
408 
MR. JOBRSON: 'l'his is on the 19th of· August, 
isn't it? 
TBB OO~s ·Yes, air. •cocktail Girls•. 
·MR • .JORRSON1 I'm .sorry~ Your Honor. I'm· 
tryinq to· "juggle three things at once hare. 
. . 
(Document shown to opposinq counsel for 
exam:f.nation .• )" 
BY MR. JORNSON1 
~ I'm qoinq back to August 19th just to be 
clear. What was the name· of the maqa~ine you purchased 
on that date? 
THE COURT: This is Auqust 19th. Correct. 
All right, air. 
THE WITNESS: It was entitled •cocktail Girls"~ 
llnnn, Graham &. Associates 21.2 
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w. B. Bayes - Direct 409 
BY MR. JOBHSONa 
I ask you to look at this particular maqazine 
and ask you is that a maqazine you purchased on Auqust 19th? 
(DocUment shown to witness for examination.) 
Yes, air. It has my initials on each page and 
on the front. 
MR. JOHNSON: We would offer this· into evidence 
at this time. 
THE ·coua!a Is this different from Bxhib~t 21? 
I have Exhibit 21 as •cocktail Girltf'. 
MR. JOBRSONa That 1a ~ight. '!he Court had 
iDdicated we ·had not. entered it in evidence ana··. 
.. 1 
hadn't .had it admitted into '"'av:I:C!enc:::e, and he was. 
marlcinq · it.i. I as sum•· 
·Tim COUR'l'a And the po~t ·i·a you are not·· 
int~~u~iftq two of these • 
. MR. SCHWARTZ r 1'here are two maqazines of 
the same name, but there are two different exhibits. 
THE COURT: T.hia i~ what I have already 
entered as Exhibit 21 • .-
MR •. JOBNSONa This is the maqazine, •cocktail 
Girls, No. 1 a purChased en . Auqust 19th by 
Detective Bayes. 
THE COURT.: I have- that as Exhibit Number 21. · 
MR. JOBNSONt Riqht. 
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w. H. Bayes - Direct 410 
THE COUR'l': All right, sir. 
MR. JOHNSON: T.be same maqazine was also 
purchased by, I believe, Detective Suttle, but this 
is a purch~se made by Detective Bayes. 
BY MR. JOBNSON1 · 
0. Now,. just to make sure everyone ia clear, 
we are now on August 26th. That • a the next time you 
were iD the ator~; 
&, Yea, air. 
Q. '!ell us what you did on that particular ·da~. 
I. That day ·z ¥eDt to the store with $8 as .. qiven 
_to me by Lieutan~t Parker •. I entered -the ·store at 12:47 p.m., 
and I took the Jliagazine ~rom the no~ wal~ that was b•inq 
·held by the ap~inq. clip. And it was entitled •with a '!'ouch 
· of Class. • After I_ took this maqazine to Mr. Potts, I 
gave him the _money~ Be rang it up ~s $7.50 plus 30¢ tax 
an~ put it in a brown baq and qave it to me. I left the 
store at approximately 12:58 p·.m. and 3:eturned to the 
Denbiqh Station where I init1•led each.paqe of the book 
. ' 
and returned the chanqe and the book to Lieutenant Parker 
at 2:51 p.m. 
~ What mode of transportation did you use 
on this date? 
J. My own pickup truck. I drove it to the parkinq. 
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lot and parked on the parking lot. 
~ And how were you dressed on this date? 
3 I J. Basically, the same as usual. Without my 








And was there any change in the appearance 
or condition of the interior of the store from ~hat you 
testified to earlier? 
.L Bone that I had noticed • 
(Document shown to opposinq counsel for 
examination. ) 
12 BY MR.· JOBNSONa 
13 .g. I would ask you to identify this particular 
14 magazine. 
411 
15 (Document ah~ to witness for examination.) 
16 ·Yea, sir. !'his is the same one that I 
17 bouqht, put my initials on the front and on each paqe. 
18 






That was .on A~qust 26th? 
J. Yea, air. 
MR. JOBNSON1 We would offer that into 
evidence, Your Honor, subject to cross-examination. 
-.rBB COURT: All riqht. Be a·o admitted ·as 
Exhibit 22. 
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(So marked by the Clerk. ) 
BY MR. JOBNSONt 
0. ·Now, Detective Bayes, you next had occasion 
to be in 1.37.72 Warwick Bo~lavard on August 30th. Is 
that correct? 
J. Yes, air. 
0. Anc! on that date, what 4id you do? 
lL . On that date, and alonq with $15 that 
Lieutenant Parker had given me, I left the Denbiqh Station 
. ·in my ~sonal vehicle, my pickup truck, went to the place, 
parked on the parking lot and went into it approximately 
ll.a 00 a.m. As ·I· t~:~~nt in, .the interior appeared to be the 
.. 
same. I picked out the maqazine from the north wall, and 
I 
i. 
·it was entitle4 ··sex in th·e Movie. • I qave Mr •. Potts ·the 
money and the book. Be qave me chanqe and put it in a brown ; 
paper bag and brouqht it hack to the Denbiqh Police 
Station~ wh~ I initialed it and turned it over to 
LieuteD&nt Parker at 4:52 p.m. :'!_he book was bouqht at 
11:09 a.m. 
Bow were you dressed on this date? 
L Bither in dress clothes or a suit, I'm not 
sure, without my police qear ~nd without a coat and tie. 
Just .-·a shirt and slacks. ·zs that what ·you 
are tellinq us? 
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1 Dress pants and dress shirt. I was·on duty. 
-2 (Document shown to opposing counsel for 
3 examination~) 
4 
5 BY MR. JOHNSON: 
6 I wo\ild ask you to review this maga~ine 
7 and ask you is that the magazine you purchased? 
8 (Document shown i:c;) witness for examination.) 
9 Yes, air. ·It has my initials on· each page 
10 arid ~n·the front of the. maqazine. 
II 
12 BY MR. JOBNSONa 
13 That was on August 30th you made that purchase.: 
14 1982? 
15. Yea, air. 
16 MR.- JOHNSON: We would offer that into evidence 
17 subject to cross~~nation, Your Honor. 
18 THE COURT: All ri9tlt. Be so admitted as 
19 Exhibit Number 23. 
20 (So marked by the Clerk.)· 
21 
22 BY· MR. JOHNSON: 
23 Now, you next bad occasion to be in 
24 13772 warwick Boulevard on Auqust 31st. Is that r~ght? · 
25 Yes, sir. 
·Donn, Graham &. Assm:iates 
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1 What did you do on that day? 
2 I went back to the Book Boutique alonq with 
3 $20 that Lieutenant Parker had qiven me. I drove my 
4 pickup truck aqain, parked on the parkinq lot and went 
5 inside. I entered approximately 3:20 p.m., and the ins·ide 
6 
of the business appeared to be the same as previously. 
7 I bought one hook from· one of the tables on the center 
8 
of the floor. It was called •Lust". I took this to 
9 













·qave him the twenty dollar bill and.book, ~d he q·ave me 
the change from it. And I took it to the Denbigh Station 
where I initialed each page and turned it over to 
Lieutenant Parker. at 3:45p.m. I left the store approximately 
3·:29 p.m. 
Where was Lieutenant Parker when you turned· 
the magazine over to him? 
In the Denbiqh Station. 
. . 
llow we~e~·y.ou dress~d .on this occasion? 
Dre·ss pants, dre.ss shirt. I'm not sure if 
a suit or just dress clothes. 
Was there any difference in the interior 




None that I noticed. 
Prom the pictures that you have seen .. here 
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w. B. Bayes - Direct 415 
(Document shown to opposing counsel for 
examination.) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ I would ask you to review this maqazine. 
(Document shown to witness for examination.) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ And ask you is that the aaqazine you purchased 
.on August '31st? · 
I. Yes, air. It has my initials on each paqe. 
and on the front of 'the magazine, also. 
MR. JOBtfSON: We would offer that into .. 
evidence subject to cross-examination, Your Honor .. 
mB COtnlT: All riqht. 1'hat' a Number 24., 
· Mr. clerk. 
THE CLEIU(: Yes,_ sir. 
(So marked by the Clerk.) 
-BY·MR. JOHNSON: 
Q. Detective Bayes, the next time you were. 
in the store was on September lat. Is that riqht? 
A. Yes, air. 
~ ADd what did you do on that date? 
A. On that date, I went to the store at .the 
llano, Graham &. Associates 
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w. H. Bayes - Direct 416 
.. 1 
request of Lieutenant Parker drivinq my personal vehicle. 
.. ' 
2 I parked on the lot and entered the store approximately 
3 3:35 p.m. m took. one of the books from the north wall 
4 of the store that day, and it was entitled "American 






















took it to Mr.. Barry J. Pot.ts and qave him a twenty doll-ar 
bil~ that Lieutenant Parker had qiven ~e. Be ranq it up 
as $7. SO· plus 30¢ tax and qave me the change.· Be;_ ·put 
the ma9azine in a brown paper baq and· qave it to me, and 
·x.:·.laft·;~the store at 3:41 p.m. and went to the .Denhiqh 
Station where I initialed each paqe and turned the paper · 
·_work over to Lieutenant Parker at 3a50 p.m. 
0. Bow. we;r~ you dressed on that date? 
A. · The· ·same as dress pants or a suit and sport 
coat. 
0. Was there any chanqe in the appearance or 
condition of the interior of the store on that aate from 
what you testified to earlier? 
A. None that I not.iced. 
(Document shown to opposing counsel for 
examination.) 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
0. I would ask you to review·· this maqazi~e and 
ask you is that the maqazine you purchased? 
Donn, Graham &. AsscC:atcs 
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w; ·~a. Bayes - Direct 417 




















Yes., sir. It has my initials inside and 
on the outside and ~e indentations of where I ·signed it. 
MR. JOHNSON: We would .offer this into 
evidence subject to cross-examination,. Your. Honor. 
·THE COtJR'l': All right.. ·Be so admitted. · 
(Marked by the Clerk as City Exhibit 
Number 2'5. ) 
BY MR.· JOHNSON: 
·~ Any difference in the condition of the 
.. 
building· on ~is date as .. to ·w~t you testified earlier? 
No, sir. 
Bow .were· .. 'J'OU dressed on this day? 
Same basic clothes. Dress clothes, no 
pants -- no shirt, no coat. 
. _.Now, . you next had occasion to be in the 
store on September 2nd. Is that correct? 
Yes, sir. 
And what did you do on that date? 
That date Lieutenant Parker gave me a 
22 ten dollar bill to qo and make the purchase with. I 
23 left the Denbigh Station driving my-personal vehicle, 
24 my pickup truck, went to the business, parked on th~ lot 
25 and entered the business at 3:10 p.m.. After .I went inside, 
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1 I viewed the books and took one from the north wall. And it 
2 was entitled "Inside China, No. 1•. l took this to 
3 Mr. Thomas ·Davis Warren, Jr., and qave it to him alonq 







~ a brown paper baq, qave me the chanqe and put the book 
in·· the bag. I took it to the Denbiqh Station where I · .·. 
initialecl.it and qave it to Lieutenant Parker at 3:52p.m._ 
I left the store at 3:17 p.m. 
·Bow were you dressed on this occasio~? 
·. A. The same qeneral dress, dress pants or a 
11 suit without a· coat. 
12 Any change in the condition or appearance 
13 of the intez:ior of the store. as you ·have aeen from these 
14 photoqraphs? · 
15 No, :air. It • a always bef!n basically the 
16 same. 
And is that· in regards·. to all the occasions 








~si·cally, the same, yes, sir. 
Now, how many times did you qo into the 
Nine times. 
(Document shown to opposing counsel for 
&xamination.) 
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1 0 can you tell me how in the wor~d that number 
,., 
- 5 got on there? 
3 No, air. I can't. 
4 0 So that somebody else was writinq on these; 
5 exhibi ta other than you? 
6 Well, apparently, but --
... 
I 
.o can you tell me why? 
8 I. No, sir. I can't. 
! j All right. Row, when you say you purchased 
10 f I a magazine from individuals, did you ever have those 
11 individuals identify themselves? 
12 No, sir.· I never asked them their names. 
13 Well, then you have testified under oath 
14 that you purchased a magazine from a"Thomas Davis Warren·, Jr • 
.. -!.~ Is that true? 
16 Yes, air. 
li 0 Bow in the world did you know that? 
18 T.hey were described to me before I went 
IS into the place. And on one occasion, Lieutenant Parker 
~o was inside when I bought the ~gazine from the gentleman. 
21 But Thomas .Davis Warren, Jr. , wasn • t the 
22 clerk that was inside on that day that Lieutenant Parker 
23 was there, was he? 
24 No, sir. 




w. B. Hayes - Cross 430 
~ So that the only reason you didn't have a 
suit coat on is that it was your choice to make at that 
time? 
A. Sure. 
~ I mean you didn't take the suit coat off 
for the purpose of aayinq, now, I look like one of them 
that are in the stor~, did· you? 
A. I didn't took like one of those in the store. 
1: l 
ul 
~ Now, that ca~ls for a conclusion. You just 
didn't think you looked like one. 
A. Well, no. I c!idn' t think I looked like l' 12 one. 
13 .. ~- · · · Now, when you tell me that you didn • t look 
. 14 like those in the store, that means there must have been 
15 soma people .in the store. 
16 A. There was on some occasions. 
li ~ So why don't you· describe same of these 
folks to me? Bow many have you seen· there over the last 
19 nine times? 
20 Two or three. One woman. 
21 You saw a woman in there? 
22 Yes, air. 
23 And what was she doinq? 
'24 Getting a film or something fixed. I·'m not 
25 sure. She wasn't buying a book. 
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w. B. Bayes.- Cross 431 
o.· All riqht. And you saw some men there. 
on a couple of occasions. 
Now, you are tellinq me on the whole nine 
times that you went there that you only saw three people 
·in that store? 
No. I'm.not aay~q it was -- sayinq· it was 
only three. I'm sayinq on two or three occasions it was 
same people there. I don't knaw.how many people were 
thare. 
them. 
Did you ever make any notes to that? 
Not in my notes. I don't believe I did. 
Do you. want to cheqk to see? 
·Sure~ if you w~t me to go throuqh all of 
~ COURT1 Bow much more 1:1me do you think 
you will require, Mr. Schwartz? 
MR. SCHWARTZ: I don't kDow. If the Court 
would like to adjourn for lunch, I certainly don't 
have any objection. 
TBB COOR~: All right. We have reached 
that time. 
~adies and gentlemen, we are going to recess 
for lunch. I would admonish you not to d~scuss this 
cas~ with anyon~ o~ remain in the hearing of anyone 
who miqht he discussinq the case ~~ also not to "go 
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w. H. Bayes - Cross 447 
A. Sure. 
Q, Thank you. Now, let me ask you at the time-
that you turned the magazines that you purchased over to 
Lieutenant Parker, I mean it was your intention that his 
request to do it ea~h ttme you purchased one? 
A. · Aa we. bouqht tlle maqazines and went back to 
the station, and initialed it, and wrote the letter and , 
turned it all over. 
0. Exactly. ADd in that : ~:eqard, you were justri· 
. . 
doing what he told you to do •. I:.~ean he· told you to qo buy 
it, initial it and deliver it .. to .. him. 
A. . To· be honestl .I don't know if he said do that 
or not. The letter itself I knew had to be done, and the 
irdtialinq, the datinq of th~ time of it, I knew that · 
would be a part of it when it c-.e to court th~t I woulci 
need. If he said do it, X don't rem-er his aayinq do it • 
But % knew that that had to be done anyway. 
Q. All riqht. Now, I noticed that the pictures 
. . 
that you said are - they weren 1 t taken the same day y~u 
·i. ·' 
were there, but the store was essentially the same condition. j 
i 
Isn't that true? 
A. I didn' t take --
0. '!hat's in reqard to City_• 8 Exhibit 2. 
A. I don • t know when the pictures were taken. 
I wasn't present. 
Donn, Graham :i l\ssnciaies 
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· W. B. Hayes - Cross 448 
0. I understand, but. ·those -- the conditions 
as depicted in those pictures, are essentially the same 
as the store ap~eared when you were th~re, waan • t it? 
~ ~kay.. Now, when. you·qo in~o that store, 
isn't there a siqn in front ~elli.nq you that you had to 
be· twenty-one to get in? 















I'm not sure if it said eiqhteen o~·-twenty-one., but there:-.:~:-> 
• ~..! . . • ~ .• ! 
·• . , ·I 
was a sign there. ';:'~-::·· ! 
! 
0. . ·- All ~iqht.- Now,: I noticed ~ere•·a a a;J.qD. 
also ~ the p~ct1lre., iSn't it,· saying· •Notice•. You· see-·-- __ ,_. 
·it c:leU .back :in ~· ~~qround. 
~ I can see a sign saying •Notice•, ·but :t · 
can't read the-letters on it~ 
~ And can you sa~ the figure •21• on there? 
No, air. I cannot. 
Let me see if I can point it out to you. 














20 see the other words. 
21 It • a on the top line nex~ ·to the last word. 
22 Are you able to make it out? 
23 I'm not able to make it out,· air. 
24 All riqht. Now, that sign, thouc;h, was 
25 there when you were there, wha~ever it says, ric;ht? 
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.. 
.I. There was.· .. a siqn similar to that there. 
Oh-huh. Now, in reqard to that exhibit, 
. ., 
.J there happen to be some people in there. And I notice 
in one picture there is a picture of a police officer 













, _,. I. 
..:.C . 
l 
, - i 
..,. I 
I 
I :s i 
:::o 
I mean do. you wear a~···police unifoJ:m when you 
qo in? 
No, ·sir. 
Did you ever see any police officers there 
durinq any· of. the time that you were there? 
A. No, sir. 
0. The Detective Parker, you did obaene him 
tnere at least on one occasion. 
I. Yes, but I'm talkinq about in the unifom, 
~o, sir. 
0. All riqht. And as to Lieutenant Parker·, 
I mean he wasn't there in an undercover capacity, was he? 
No, sir. I think he and Mr. Potts knows 
21 one another. 
l"''t') 
·--
And, sure, and he was just droppinq by to 
....,_3 talk, ---~or to look thinqs. over, or whatever·. 
I really don't know his purpose for beinq 
25 thm:e. Al~ 1 know is he was talkinq with Mr. Potts. 
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w. B. Bayes - Cross 458. 
1 THE WITNESS: Auqust. 17th. I left Denbigh 
Station and drove my personal vehicle to the 
3 place of business. 
5 BY MR. SCHWARTZ: 
6 And the personal vehicle -- thank you,· air. 
-I T.he personal ~ehicle that you talked about is the truck? 
8 JL My pickup truck, yes, sir. 
~ Now,. was there any t~oubles you encountered 
10 or experienced whj'Lyou. took your personal vehicle rather 
11 than the police vehicle? .. Anyone tell you to do that? 
12 I don't remember anybody tellinq me to 
13 drive my own car. 
14 You j~st happened to do it? 
15 I ~id it, but I ·don't know of anybody having 
16 told me to do it. 
17 .I·. . . ~- .. N~, I notice when you looked at the pictures, 
18 I or if you did, there was some people standinq in those 
l9 l pictures. One was wearinq jeans and a ~shirt qoinq in~o, 
20 I· or loolcinq for a maqazine or qoinq out the door. Was -. 
21 as far as you know·, was he a police officer·? Was ·he just 
22 a customer? Do you know? 
23 lL Do you mind showinq ·me the picture aqain, 
24. please, sir? 
No, I'm sorry. The qentleman not in ·the 
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w.. B. Bayes - Cross 459= 
uniform. 
(Photograph shown to witness for examination.) 
I don't know h~ as a police officer, no, 
air. 
BY MR. SCHWARTZI 
And durin:g the course of your purchases --
I probably asked you that., .but I. don't remember it --
there were other people in the store t · or were there? 
~ a couple oE occasions, there was a couple 
of. ·people in the store. 
~ ADd .. other occasions the store was empty? 
I. We~l, I don't know what was dOwn. the hall, 
but moat of the time when I went in, I was the only one 
in the main ·room exce~ the gent~eman behind the counter. 
Oa .' ·Aiid several of those purchases you· just 
. . 
walked in and within a minute· or so you went in and made 
. I 
. . 
out -- made a purchase and just left. 
I. I 4i4n • 't stay lone;. 
20 Q. And I think we went .over this, but I ju-.1: want 





L No •. 
I mean I noticed that a.couple.of times 
when you purchased them, it showed that you left maybe 
three minutes later. Is that just because you estimated 
Donn, Graham A Assoc!ates 
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. w. H. Ba es - Cross 
the time, or did you actually stay three minutes after 
you purchased the maqazine? 
~ost of the ttme I tried to take a look at 
my watch when I was at the counter payinq for the item:~ 
an~ then tried to look at my wat~h when. I went out the--
door. 'l'hese are the times l uied to put down in my 
record. So i~may have varied a little. 
460 
So, conceivably, it could have taken that lonq 
because you talked to the ·clerk •. ·. 
Z didn'1: talk to. any of the clerks. 
Never talked to them. 
Other than ~aDkinq him· for the envelope, 
whateyer_ ·h~ may have ••:14, there was no con~ersation. 
Q. · . Did the clark evez:. ·follow you out the daor? 
I. . Ho't t~ my JmowledCJ~· 
~ 'Did you ever .see a clerk lookinq out the 
I! I. door to see·where you went? 
18· 
·z never saw him. 
19 Aa far aa you're concerne4, I mean you didn't 
20 feel like anyone was worri·ed. about whether you were a 
21 police officer or were not ·a police officer? 
. 22 JL Thea was no case of it. :tf they wanted to 
23 follow me, it was okay with me. 
24 
25 
MR. SCBWAR'l'Z 1 Thanks, veey much. 
MR. JOBNSORa One question, Your Honor. 1'11 
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w. B. Bayes - Redirect 461 
be very brief • 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
Q. Officer Bayes, looking at these photographs 
again, do you see a photograph of Thomas Davis Warren in 
there? 
1.. Yes, sir. 
~ Could you show him and identify h~? 
That• s Mr. Warren? '!h~t' a who you purchased the hook 
from?· 
Yes, sir. (Indicating.) 
·~ ·. Did you make a purchase from anyone else? 
Did you see that individual? Do you see that individual 
in-there? 
A. Mr. Potts, yes, sir. There's Mr. Pott•·· · 
Q. ·· Okay. Is he the same gentleman that• s seated 
in the rear of· the courtroom? 
He • s in the gray shirt wi ~ the 
red stripes. 
MR. JOHNSON: We would ask for the record 
that the witness did identify them and pointed 
them out. 
T.BE COURT: . All riqht. It· speaks for i~aelf. 
l1nnn. Graham S. ~ssm:iu!-Js 
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J. T. Parker - Direct 465 
Yea, sir. I did. 
~ What did you do on that partiqnlar occasion? 
A. On that date, I went into the •Book Boutique• 
around 11:40 a.m. in 'the morninq. And at that time 
'l'homaa Davis ·warren, Jr., white male, was acting clerk 
~ charqe. of. the builainq ·and the business at that time. 
I looked around ·th~ buildinq, 'the business, for·a while 
lookinq over the il\aqazines, and· l picked one to pw:~ase. 
I purchased this maqazine from Mr. Davia -- well, first, 
I . 
I didn't pic~ *~~ What happened was I asked Mr. Davis 
for a particular. --
You mean Mr·. Warren? 
Warren.. Thomas Davis Wanen, Jr. I 
asked Mr. Warren for a particular maqazine, a . maqazine· 
being oriant·al title, •orien1:al 'ookie~. And I asked 
h~ if he. had.that. Be stated, •we probably do. • ·Jia· 
said, •we ~ave several oriental .maqazines.• And then he 
proc~eded to· come from.around behind the counter out to 
help me search for the ~qazine~ We looked around for a 
few minutes, and he pick·ed up the 1llaqazine. Be said, 
•sere, I think this is the one you are looking f~~·· I 
looked at it, and I told htm -~I said, •Yes, I believe· 
it ia.!ll And then he went back behind· the counter. I 
handed the maqazine to~·,him over the coUnter, and it was 
priced at $30 on sale for $14.95 with 60¢ tax. I paid 
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J. ~. Parker - Direct 466 
1 him $15.55 for the maqazine. He took. the maqazine, placed 
2 it in a paper baq, handed it to me. Be said, "I think~. 
3 you have picked a qood one.• I said, "T.hank you, sir.• 
4 
j 





wrapped in a clear cellophane plastic at the time I purchased! 
. . . I 
I 
it and at the time of display. i 
What was the time you purchased ,it? 
L Purchased it around 11:45 -- 11:45 a.m. 
9 · And af't~ I purchased 1 t, I left the buildinq, proceeded 





and proceeded to write up my latter and inveatiqation. 
(Doc:ument shown to opposing counsel for 
examination. ) 
15 BY MR •. JOHNSON: 






17 noriental No.olde~2 ., 









~a:~ei~ :::: ::i:n~::·:::. ~::1::::~.~:~ I 
And we did not have ~at maqazine and _had not purchas~~ 
it1 therefore, I wanted to qet one we hadn't purchased. 
And at least I. knew a llt:tle bi.t abQut it, and I asked 
him for it. That's why. 
· I ask you to look throuqh ~ese photo;raphs. 
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J. T. Parker·- Direct 467 .. 
Are you familiar with those photographs? 
(Photoqraphs shown- to witness for examination.) j 
BY MR •. JOHNSON: 
g. It may help you - I show you an envelope. 
Yea. I'm familiar with them. 
Q. Who ·'took those photoqraphs? 
& I took these photographs. 
1ftlat day did you take them on? 
a.· On Septeiabu the 20th,· 1982', around 10:45 a~m. 
in the mominq. 
be! why were you in this particular ct;~·~:.) 
establiShment to take those photographs? 
A. At that time I was in there to arrest 
Mr. Potts, who is seated in the rear of the courtroom. 
Row, there is one photoqraph in hera, which 
I took later that same day. 
Q. Okay. 
A. When I went back to arrest Mr. Warren. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: If Your Honor please, we 
will object to beinq wholly tmmaterial to this 
indic~ent. T.heae individuals aren't on trial 
today. 
'mB WITNESS: It was taken ·at. a diffe~ent 
time •. 
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3. T. Parker - Direct 468 
MR. JOHNSON: The only concern we have at 
today' s trial, Jour Honor, is, of course, identity .. 
since Mr. SChwartz ··has brouqht the issue of 
identity, of who he bouqht this from. As far as· 
the arrest and anythinq of that n~ture, Mr. Schw~z 
had also taken -- asked the question who had taken. 
these photographs and on what occasion. I think 
the officer is testifyinq to the occasion as to when 
· he took these photoqraphs. 
MR. SCHWARTZI Mr. Schwartz brought it up 
in reg'ards to questioning other witnesses, not this 
witness. And I broug:ht· it u~·at that time when 
Officer Po~ts -- I mean Parker was not there. It 
was to .test their knowledge of these individuals, 
not his. And the qratuit~es of sayinq they did it 
in the course of arrest is uncalled for, and it 
should be stricken • 
TBB COURT: Insofar as the course of arrests, 
I • 11 strike that. I '11 allow the evidence insofar 
as this man takinq the pictures and the time that 
he took the pictures. 
MR. JOHNSON:. ·Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. JOHNSON: 
~ You say there's a picture there of Mr. Warren, 
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J. T. Parker - Direct 
whom you made this . purchase from? 
A. Yes, sir. 
0. All riqht. If you would --
A. 'rhis phC?tOCJJ:aph was taken at 2:45 p.m. 
on the same date. 
g. That• a Mr. Warren?. 
A. '.rhat• s Mr. Warren. 
Q, ThaDk you. 
A. Yea, sir. 
g. How, Lieutenant Parker, you're familia~·· 
with the purchases that have been mad~ iJ'tartinq baCk iD 
JUly 27th of 1982? 
& Yes, sir. I am. 
0. And~what•s you: relationship to those 
purchases that were made, and who,. specifically,· made 
those purchases heqinninq July up to the purchase ·you 
made in September 1st? 
MRo SCHWARTZ: I'll object to that·, Your 
Honor. There is no evidence that he was with 
them when they made the purchases. In fact, the 
evidence is· the other way around. 
'.rBB COURT: Well, I think it • a a proper 
question. I'll allow the question. It may be 
that you W.nt to cross-examine him ·on it. 
MR. JOBNSONa I .:asked what his relationship 
Ih:mn, Graham ~ :~!;sm:intcs 
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J. ~. Parker - Direct 
~- Have you ever attempted to purchase at 
the •soutique" and been refused seryice? 
1. Yes, sir • 
~ Why~was that? 
A Because I was known to be a police officer. 
MR. JOHNSON: Just a minute, Your Honor; 
please. (Pause.) 
BY MR. JOBNSONt 
~ Would you say these photographs you took on 
September 20th fairly depict the appearance and condition 
of the interior .of the •Book Boutique"? 
& Yea, sir. · 
,) 
... MR. JOBRSON: I don't believe I have any 
other· questions at .th.ia time. 
473 
TBB COURT: All ri,CJht. You may c::rosa-examine. 
CROSS-EXAM%NATXON 
BY MR. SCHWARTZ: 
0. Officer, or Lieutenant -- I'm s~rry -- when 
was the ttme you were refused service? 
A. The time? 
g_ Oh-hub. 
A. I can't remember the exace moment. I· can 
llnnn, firahalll .l .=tssm:iut35 
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We are going to argue a lot of things, but I'm.not. 
qoinq to argue to this jury that this law is 
unconstitutional, that. it's vaque and that it's 
void. I'm not goinq to argue any of that. 
'rBE COURT: All riqht. As I read your 
instructions, it seems to me there was same of 
them--
MR. SCHWARTZ: If there has that in there, 
it.' s wronq. If there is any connotation --
TBE COURT: Well, I've refused this one • 
And if there is any merit to my curaoxy ... examination 
of your .instructions as to· any·. constitutionality --
MR. SCHWARTZ: If it is, we-'ll withdraw it· 
because it shouldn't be in there. 
TBB COURT: All rigoht. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: Well, in Instruction 21, I'm 
. ' 
not aware o~ a Virginia Supreme Court that says that 
Newpo~t ·News' ·obscenity ordinance gives f·air notice 
of the meaidng of the word • ohsceni ty. • 
T.HB COURT: I believe that's what 











MR. SCHWARTZ: And what. I'm saying, Your Honor,, 
is that even assuminq the indictment, it's not a 
matter that • s beinq· disputed to this jury. ·Now, 
in any even~ Newport News hasn• t written a statute, 
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it's written an ordinance. 
THE COURT: Well, r think what he is alludinq 
to now is notice that -- let• a see what the document 
said. on·that. 
· MR. SCHWARTZ: What case are you referrinq 
to? 
. ·MR. JOHNSON: I'm just. referrinq to the f·act 
that the Newport News ordinance is practically 
identica~ to the state ordinance in that Virqinia 
Supreme Court has ruled the state ordinance qiving 
proper notice in the Price vs Commonwealth case. 
MR.. SCHWARTZ 1 This ia a City ordinance, .-






! I . 
l I . 
- TBB COURT:· It has. the ~ ~'IIU ·tro be· J 
law. 
~~ SCBWAR'fZ: But the Virqinia Supreme 
COurt hasn't ruled Newport News obscenity statute 
constitutional. And if it does, it has nothinq to 
do with t11is case because we• re not sayinq to· this 
jury ··.that it·• s unconstitutional~ That's not 
an issue before this ju~. Althouqh, it's the 
position of this defendant that the law is 
unconstitutional, both written and· as· construed, 
both written and as applied and that in 'this case 
~------------~~------------------------------------------~i. 
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here an issue that this defendant has reserved and 
pr~served in the event of any appeal will be 
constitutionality of the ordinance. But that has 
575 
no bearinq on this jury. and counsel does not intend 
at any time to arque to this· jury that the law is 
unconstitutional. T.hat•s.an argument reserved to 
the <;ow:1: and the Court must make. 
THE COURT: I'm not talkinq about the 
constitution here. Here's what Mr •. cochran said. 
The ~irq~ia obscenity statute has C::onstned fair · · 
notice· of the meaning of obscenity. We believe 
that ~·person· of ordinary und~standing would have 
no difficulty in deter.mining wha~ ·sort of-material 
would be recJardeci as obscene under the statute. 
ADcl now, you might say th~t' s deal~ng wi.th policy_, 
but that's precisely what he said. And Newport News 
and the C~ty ordinance. and the state statute parallel 







MR. SCHWARTZ·: But, Your Honor, what I'm sayinqi 
j 
that's a matter of law for a Court to decide, and it'si 
a matter for argument to a Court·, but a jury :~oouldn' t: 
I 
deter.mine constitutionality or unconstitutionality. 
THE COURT: Why? Constitutionality isntt 
an issue in 21. Now, the only question in 21 --
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MR. SCHWARTZ: Well, what' a that qot .. :.t9 do 
with it? Noticed --
THE COURT: All riqht. You have qot to have --
your client certainly has to have some notice. The 
obscenity statute is on the books. Of course, 
· avexybody is presumed to know the law, which is 
somewha:t ridiculous, but --
MR. SCHWARTZ: Well --
-TBB- COURT: -- but, the Virqinia Court has 
stated exac;tly that. The Virginia ~b·acenity statute 
misconstu:u~··.~. qives fair· notice to the meaninq of 
. . . 
obsc~~ty. · 'l'hat• s its ·know~edge of .·what obsceility is. 
· .tt. goes·. oii . to say that. we believe that a person (;f 
ordi.liUy und~rst8ndinq would have no· di'ffic:Ulty ~~ 
· dei:arminJ.nq wh~t. sort of ~aterial. would be reqarded. 
as obscene under the .-tatute. It's Paqe 94. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: What does that have to 'do with 
this jury that h~s only to deter.mine one matter, 
is this material, these twenty-five maqazines, 
obscene or not7 T.hat's the issue of this case, 
isn't it? 
THE COOR'l': Wo. They could do a little more. 
·than· tliat. They qot to prove that you knowingly·--
. MR. SCHWARTZ~ · Tliat.' s riqht. But that has 
nothinq to do with fair notice. 
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issue, whether we knowinqly did it and whether we . 
knew t those are issues. This Court is takinq those 
issues away from us by tellinq this jury the 
Supreme Court hasrtt qiven us notice. 
THE Camt'f: Has qiven us notice. That's 
what they say they've ~one·. It's a matter of law. 
As I interpret the statement here, it's a matter. 
of law that the obscenity statute is sufficient 
to qive a person fair notice of the meaninq of 
·obseen_i-ty in and of itself. It further states we 
-believe tha~ a person of ordinary understanding- would 
have no difficulty in deter.mining_what sort of 
material would be· regarded as-obscene under the 
statute. And that to me is sayinq that, as a matter 
of law, it qives notice~ ~e definition itself. 
MR. RBICB: May I add something, Your Honor? 
The jury ian • t asked to determine whether the defense 
has notice. It's not even an issue before the jury. 
Also, ·they have a riqht to be told as to what-
. 
constitutes notice •. 
Your Honor, may I ask a question of the 
Court? 
In all the years of practi~e of law, have 
any of us. ever seen that any time the statute is 
upheld in terms of notice, the jury• a instructed? 
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'rBE COURT: Now, we are qoinq to break in on 
some new law. You can' t say this is wronq. 
Mit. SCHWARTZ: We can say this is wronq, Your 
Honor, for this reason: We're dealinq with an area 
of speech •. What this Court is doinq by its rulinq 
is removinq the ability -- it's placinq a classic 
prior restraint ~d chill on speech material. 
Bare• s why. What this Court is sayinq to a jury is 
you're advised that these defendants have notice of 
what the· obscenity laws are. That puts every:·· 
individual that deliver~ a newspaper, prints a 
·newspaper, publishes ~ newspaper, ."all the televiai·on,: . 
stations, all the newscasters, all the ·bookstores, 
. . 
all the vendors of books, :r don't care ·whether ·. 
they ~re books in ·a bible store, they are books in 
an adult store, on notice that every sinqle person 
in ~e state of Virqinia has notice of obscenity · 
laws and they sell this stuff knowinq that ·that stuff 
is obscene. Well, if·that•s what the Court's sayinq, 
. then that is. 
~ COURT: I don't believe you want me to 
say that. 
MR. SCBWUTZ: If that • s what you are sayinq. 
THE COURT: No, sir. That•~ not what I'm· 
sayinq. I don't like the instruction as it~s drawn 
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saying the Virginia Supr~ Court has ruled just 
like quotations ·from it. I would rather cite the 
cases by numbers and so forth, but I think that 
it would be entirely proper for an instruction to be 
couched in the lanquaqe that I've just read to ·you 
. that the· ~ourt ins~cts. the jury -- from the top 
of my head now, and it miqht need some modification 
the Court instructs the jury --
--· j 
MR. JOHNSON: I think that the City ~rdinance. 
of Newport News, which is parallel to the state,· 
gives· fair notice of the meaning of obscenity. · 
MR •. SCHWARTZ: ·Your Honor, if a defendant set. 
up a defens~ that he was iqnorant of the law,. I 
suppose then the COurt could say . ig11orance, as 
a matter o~ law., is no excuse. But that baa nothing 
.. 
to do with what we are talkinq about. We're talking 
about the issue of obscenity. We are talking aboUt 
whether material meets the tripartite test of 
MillerJ whether the items coalesce, whether these 
defendants have general knowledge of the content· 
and character of the material, ancl whether. or not 
. . 
they intentionally sold it. Now, that beyond that 
point whether they have notice or they don't have 
notice is no,. excuse for getting out of the ·law. The 
law is as written. Now, to tell the jury that they 
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have notice simply seems to inject somethinq that's 
not qexmane to any criminal case. This man had 
notice it was· aqainst the law to rob a bank. Does 
that make.the case any stronqer or weaker? T.his 
defendant had notice it's aqainst the law to kill 
someone. 
THE COORT: I think you're stretchinq the. · 
point on· that. T.bis is one facet that constitutes 
an element of proof, and I don't see -- I wqn • 1: 
say I'm witty necessarily to ~a· lanquaqe t used, 
but·.that• s precisely what Just~ce Cochran ... said in 
this case.· 
.' MR. SCHWARTZ: And Miller said five justices 
said that -very9ne had ·notice and four justices 
said they didn't understand the case at all. So I 
mean what this instruction is doinq · is it' s tellinq 
this jul:Y that we had a notice as to what·. -.:ebscenity 
. . 
meant and that notice was fair. .Now, that isn't 
the question. That isn't an issue in ~is case •. 






• t • 
1 
law, kn9winqly meaninq that under Smith . vs Cal.ifornia 1. 
we had to .. have knowledge of it. If the law has 
chanqed since Smith, there is no United States 
Supreme Court that ·says that. 
THE COURT: This is the law and in this state. 
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T.he defendant is charqed with a crime of unlawfully 
possessing an obscene item with the intent to 
sell it. D~n't. have any problem there, do we? 
The Commonwealth, in this case the City, must prove 
beyond a reasonable doubt eaCh. of the following· 
elements of their crime: 1, that the item was 
obscene, 2, that the defendant knowingly possessed 
it· with an intent to sell i-t. If you find from 
the evidence that the City has proved beyond a . 
reasonable doubt each of the above elements of the 
offense ·as charqed, then you shall find the defendant 
guilty and fix his punishment as; and it cites. 'the .. ·· 
punishment. If you_ ~ind the .Commonwealth has failed 
to prove any one or more of the elements of the 
offense beyond a reasonah;e doubt, ~en you shall 
find the defendant ~ot guilty. Now, knowing·ly . is · 
a very important item in the case. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: Sure •. 
'rBE COtJRT: And ·our Supreme Court has said 
that the statute is sufficient to give notice. 
Notice means no --
MR. SCHWARTZ: But notice and knowinq are two 
different thinqs. The V~qinia .. ~upreme Court, 
in all due respect, can't ch~nqe the law of ··the. land 
and didn • t purport to change the law of the land 
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when it comes to· knowledqe of the material. It's 
talking about fair notice as to the effect that 
there is as to the -- the fact that there ian' t 
a law. The same way Miller says let no one be 
concerned· or now be worried about that, that the 
state will. not prosecute without -- that's not 
riqht. Let' s start over •gain. Miiler said that 
the -- that everyone henceforth would have no · 
notice that the qovernment intended to prosecute 
obscenity cases. Now, does that mean in every· 
federal case that there's an instruction about 
the government now has given 'out notice for Millm,: 
VB california? · 
mE COtlR'.r: No. It might very well be one 
case in which they might ~ave. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: · There has never been a case.-
We would stand on that. 
THE COURT: I'm not willinq to qo that-~:!ar. 
I don't know that much, but there might be. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: And we c.an' t equate notice 
with intent or knowledge because if it's a strictly 
ability crime, then everythinq that went up on Price 
and everything that has happened from Smith down in 
1959 to the present ttme is changed. 
Now, I'm willinq to wrestle with that issue 
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at. a future date if the Court is tellinq me that·• s 
what the Court believes the law to be, but I'm 
simply saying that isn~t what the law ~s and ~ere's 
no case that has ever said that. As a matter of ·· 
fact, the City's position is that intent or scienter 
exists and it must be proven as a matter of 
evidence. I mean they have· never denied that. •. 
'1'HE COURT: What· .do you think the word 
•intent" means? 
Mit.· SCHWARTZ: I th-ink the word •intent• · 
has two meanings in an obscenity case. It has .. 
to be whether or not r knowingly sold an item • 
'1'BE COtJR'r: With a fixed purpose. 
MR. SCBWARTI: Yes. I." don't even know if it 
has to have a fixed purpo~e. 
'!'BE COURT: what do you think knowingly means? 
MR. SCHWARTZ: xnowinqly means I did a.-;· 
conscious act. I sold it. 
'1'BE COURT: It means a little more than. that. 
It means to be aware or infor.med of same~inq, 
to have a reason t~ believe something construed as. 
intentionally. An in which case the person charged 
must be aware of the illeqality~ So you have qot 
to have the knowledge -- I mean the intent and know 
knowledqe or just tend to coexist with each other. 
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MR. SCHWARTZ z I would aqree that knowinqly, 
in most laws means that, but it doesn 1 t mean that 
in speech law because no one knows what is obscene 
until ·the jury says i~ obscene. So they couldn't 
very well -- the state couldn't be oharqed with the 
burden of provinq that the individual knew the item 
was obscene when he sold you it. That's impossible. 
What you• re sayinq is in_ ·speech law, lcnowinqly 
involves the sale of the item and havinq a general 
knowledqe of the content and character of the 
material. 'l'hoae are the two knowledqea th•t must 
be proven to a jury involvinq -a defendant. Now, 
if a defendant sells an item and doesn't know its· 
content and doesn 1 t knQW the character of the 
material,_ then, obviously~ it can't be guilty of 
it. 
THE COURT: Riqht. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: Now,. all I'm saying is that 
type of knowledge differs from notice concerning the 
intent to enforce a· law. I mean we have notice. 
We're not denyinq that we have notice .. that the 
City_of Newport News intends t;o enforce its law. 
THE .COURT: All riqht, sir. Riqht, ... wronq 
or indifferent, I am qoinq to qrant. an ·instruction 
to the eff·ect of Price vs Commonwealth, which says 
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that the ~ewport News statute qives fair notice 
of the meaninq of obscenity. Take. your ex~eption 
to it. 
MR. SCBWAR'rZ: All riqht. Now, let me ask 
you this, Judq~. 
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MR. JOHNSON: We will resubmit it as you: have 
indic:ated, Your Honor. 
'r&BCCOORT: And that's PJ:ice vs 
commonwealth. 
. Al~ riqht. · Let'' B qet OD::.:With 2~. 
·MR.. ~CBWARTZ: If· Your Honor please, we have I _,
I just wanted to make sure we have noted our 
objection to 21. 
THE COURT: Well, I refused it. You want 
to object to it? 
MRo SCHWARTZ: As to the amended~.;._ 
THE\ COURT: I haven • t considered any amendment . 
at all.. I'm just aayinq if one is presented before 
we qo to bat tomorrow; I will qrant one alonq those 
linea if counsel want• it. 
MR. ·sCHWARTZ: Thank you. ·I don't have any 
objection to 22. 
'mE COURT: All right. 
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